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Abstract: 
  
The present study is an attempt to restore the text of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf  by 
comparative and comprehensive study of its manuscripts. This thesis also aims to 
study Zarr]q‟s concept of juridical @]fism as manifested in this book. Qaw[<id is one 
of the most significant works of Zarr]q in which he tried to introduce the principles of 
@]fism in a way that integrates shar\<ah with +aq\qah and incorporates theology and 
jurisprudence with the %ar\qah; or a fusion of legal rectitude within @]f\ devotion and 
piety. Interpreting the Sh[dhil\ notion of u~]l\ ta~awwuf, Zarr]q constructed the 
theory of juridical @]fism on its theological and metaphysical grounds. The 
presentation of Islam in such an integrated form appealed and attracted not only the 
Muslim scholars but also saints to his most impressive accomplishment. His teachings 
and intellectual legacy left a lasting impact on Maghrib\ society, in particular the 
circles of the Sh[dhil\yah which were renamed the Zarr]q\yah due to his impact.  
 
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part consists of the edited text of 
Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf since the main concern of this thesis is to restore the original 
text and verify the authenticity of its contents by the comparative study of its MSS. In 
order to establish a clear, authentic and authoritative text, the rules of codicology, 
orthography and methods of textual research have been applied. Six MSS and a 
published edition have been used for the restoration of the text. After establishing the 
text, some appendices have been added to make the text more accessible for readers. 
These appendices contain some additional Qaw[<id, references to Qur>[nic verses, 
Prophetic traditions, and sources mentioned in the text. Moreover a bibliography and 
index is fixed at the end. 
 
The second part contains an introduction which has been divided into six unequal 
sections. The first section is a short introduction to Zarr]q‟s life, his teachers, his 
travels from Morocco to the |ij[z as well as his migration to Mi~r[tah and other 
important events of his life. The second section is an attempt to present Zarr]q‟s 
intellectual heritage by outlining his works and the contribution of his @]f\ order. The 
third section is an introduction to the manuscripts and published editions of Qaw[>id 
al-Ta~awwuf. The fourth section explains the methodology of editing used for the 
restoration of the text. The fifth section is a description and analysis of Qaw[<id       
al-Ta~awwuf. The most significant task of this section is to analyze Zarr]q‟s ideas as 
manifested in this book in order to appreciate how he amalgamates and integrates 
Islamic jurisprudence with @]fism. We consider this his most significant contribution 
to the @]f\ heritage because of its distinctive genre, theme and its innovative ideas 
concerning the unification of the @]f\ path with law and theology and its elaboration 
and explanation though the qaw[<id genre, upon the model of works of al-qaw[<id   
al-fiqh\yah wa-al-us]l\yah (jurisprudential and theological maxims). The sixth section 
is a summary of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf. According to the Escorial MS the Qaw[<id 
consists of a preface, an epilogue and two hundred and twenty four principles. These 
principles are divided into seventeen chapters which consist of unequal and loosely 
related qaw[<id. In this section we have attempted to present a brief summary of each 
q[<idah.   
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Section: 1 

                                           An Introduction to Zarr]q‟s Life  

A+mad Zarr]q was an influential and intriguing figure in the field of @]fism in the 

Maghrib. Interpreting the Sh[dhil\‟s notion of u~]l\ ta~awwuf, Zarr]q constructed the 

theory of Juridical @]fism on its theological and metaphysical grounds. The 

presentation of Islam in such an integrated form that appealed and attracted not only 

the Muslim scholars but saints also, was his most impressive accomplishment. His 

teachings and intellectual legacy left a lasting impact on Maghrib\ society, in 

particular in the circles of the Sh[dhil\yah which became the Zarr]q\yah order in the 

Maghrib. Zarr]q is given space in many of the renowned biographies dealing with the 

scholars of North Africa particular Morocco and Fez.1     

                                                 
1
 Some important sources of Zarr]q‟s life and work: 

al-<Ayy[sh\, Ab] S[lim <Abd All[h, al-Ri+lat Al-<Ayy[sh\, (Rabat: 1397/1977); al-Baghd[d\, Ism[<\l, 
/#[+ al-Makn]n f\ al-dhayl <al[ Kashf al-*un]n, (^ihr[n:  Maktabat al-Isl[m\yah, 1967); Brockelmann, 
Carl, T[r\kh al-Adab al-<Arab\, (Cairo: D[r al-Ma<[rif, 1968-83); |ajj\, Mu+ammad, Fihris                
al-Khiz[nah al-<Ilm\yah al-@ubay+\yah bi-Sal[, Maghrib, (Kuwait: Ma<ahad al-Makh%]%[t                   
al-<Arab\yah, 1406/1985); al-|anbal\, <Abd al-|ayy Ibn A+mad Ibn al-<Im[d, Shadhar[t al-Dhahab f\ 
Akhb[r man Dhahab, (Beirut: Maktabat al-Tij[r\, [1966?]); Ibn <Askar, Mu+ammad al-|asan\            
al-Shafsh[wn\, Daw+at al-N[shir li-Ma+[sin man K[na bil-Maghrib min Mash[>ikh al-Qurn al-<{shir, 
ed. Mu+ammad |ijj\, (Rabat: 1396¦1976); Ibn Maryam, Mu+ammad b. A+mad, al-Bust[n f\ Zikr       
al-Awliy[> bi-Tilims[n, (al-Jaz[>ir: Ma%ba< al-Tha<[lab\yah, 1369 AH); Ibn al-Q[#\ al-Mikn[s\, A+mad 
ibn Mu+ammad, Durrat al-|ij[l f\ Ghurrat Asm[> al-Rij[l, ed. Mu~%af[ <Abd al-Qādir <A%ā>, (Beirut: 
D[r al-Kutub al-<Ilm\yah, 2002); Ibn al-Q[#\ al-Mikn[s\, Judhwat al-Iqtib[s, (Rabat: D[r al-Man~]r, 
1973); Guennoun, <Abd All[h, Dhikriy[t Mash[hir Rij[l al-Maghrib, (Beirut: 1950); al-Katt[n\, <Abd 
al-|ayy, Fihris al-Fih[ris, (Fez: 1346); al-Katt[n\, Mu+ammad b. Ja<far, Salwat al-Anf[s                   
wa-Mu+[dathat  al-Aky[s, (Cairo: 1955); al-K]hin al-|usayn al-F[s\, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah al-Kubr[   
al-Mussamm[ J[mi< al-Kar[m[t <Aly[> f\ ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, (Cairo: 1347¦1928); Ka++[lah, 
<Umar Ri#[, Mu<jam al-Mu<allif\n; Tar[jim Mu~annif\ al-Kutub al-<Arab\yah, (Dimashq: Matba<at    
al-Taraqq\, 1957); al-Mun[w\, <Abd al-Ra>]f ibn T[j al-<{rif\n, al-Kaw[kib al-Durr\yah f\ Tar[jim    
al-S[dah al-@]f\yah, aw ^abaq[t al-Mun[w\ al-Kubr[, ed. <Abd |am\d @[li+ |amd[n, (Cairo: al-
Maktabah al-Azhar\yah lil-Tur[th, 1994); al-Makhl]f, Mu+ammad ibn Mu+ammad <Umar, Shajarat al-
N]r al-Zak\yah f\ ^abaq[t al-M[lik\yah, (Cairo: Maktabat al-Thaq[fah al-D\n\yah, 2007); al-Sakh[w\, 
Mu+ammad ibn <Abd al-Ra+man, al-$aw> al-L[mi< li-Ahl al-Qarn al-T[si<, (Beirut: Dār Maktabat al -

Ḥayāh, [1966]); al-Timbukt\, A+mad B[b[, Nayl al-Ibtih[j bi-Ta%r\z al-D\b[j, f\-hamish Kit[b al-Dib[j 
al-Mudhhab, (Bayr]t: D[r al-Kutub al-<Ilm\yah, 1980); Y[q]t ibn <Abd All[h al-|amw\, Mu<jam al-
Udab[>, (Mi~r <Isā al-Bāb\ al-|alabī, [1936-38]); Y]suf Sirkis, Mu<jam al-Ma%b]<[t al-<Arab\yah wa-
al-Mu<arrabah, (Beirut: n.d); Zarr]q, A+amd: al-Kunn[sh, ed. Khushaym, <Al\ Fahm\, (Mi~r[tah, 
Libya: Maktabat al-Zarr]q\yah, 1980); Zirikl\, Khayr al-D\n, al-A<l[m: Q[m]s Tar[jim li-Ashhar al-
Rij[l wa-al-Nis[> min al-<Arab wa-al-Musta<rib\n wa-al-Mustashriq\n, (Beirut: 1969). 

http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=zirikli/1%2C6%2C6%2CB/frameset&FF=Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&3%2C3%2C
http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=zirikli/1%2C6%2C6%2CB/frameset&FF=Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&3%2C3%2C
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His lineage can be traced as A+mad b. A+mad b. Mu+ammad b. <Is[ al-Barnus\2        

al-F[s\, Ab] al-Fa#l Shih[b al-D\n Ab] al-<Abb[s, known as Zarr]q.3 His 

autobiography al-Kunn[sh gives substantial information about his early life. He 

writes: “I was born at sunrise, on Thursday, 22nd Mu+arram, 846 AH (7th June, 1442 

C.E.). My mother passed away on the following Saturday when she was 23 years old 

and my father on the following Wednesday in his 32nd year; his father had died six 

days before my birth in his 53th year.4 Then I lived under the protection of All[h with 

my grandmother, Umm al-Ban\n.”5 

His grandmother Umm al-Ban\n was a jurist. Zarr]q considered her an expert scholar 

and pious woman. Two women well-known for their command of jurisprudence Umm 

H[n\ and F[%imah, sisters of a famous jurist Ab] Mu+ammad <Abd All[h al-<Abd]s\ 

(d. 859/1455) were the friends of his grandmother. Zarr]q claims that al-<Abd]s\ was 

a symbol of generosity and an im[m  in guidance. He remained the kha%\b of J[mi<  

al-Qarawiyy\n. Zarr]q claims that he successfully eliminated heresy from Maghrib\ 

society and implemented the rules and regulation of the shar\<ah. His well-known 

work was in the field of fiqh al-+ad\th.6 Al-Suy]%\ writes in A<y[n al-A<y[n that “He 

was a prominent scholar, expert and pious man and he was muft\ of Fez.” Al-Sakh[w\ 

records: “He had a very sharp memory and he was muft\ of the Maghrib al-Aq~[ and 

im[m  of J[mi< al-Qarawiyy\n. He was master of jurists and @]f\s. He was teacher of 

many renowned scholars like Ibn al-{ml[l the researcher, al-Q]r\ the jurist, and Ab] 

Mu+ammad al-Wiry[ghl\ and many others.”7 Zarr]q in the company of his 

                                                 
2
 Zarr]q‟s first surname is al-Barnus\ or al-Barn]s\. It could be pronounced both ways. However the 

first one is preferable because Zarr]q himself revealed it in his poem Urj]zah of <Uy]b al-Nafs.         
Al-Timbukt\ notes it is a nisbah to an <arab tribe living in the Maghrib. Leo Africanas and other 
historians record that it is a Berber tribe who lived between the region of T[z[ and Fez and it is 
considered that the people of this region are very “strong and prosperous”. Leo Africanus, The |istory 
and Description of Africa, tr. John Pory in 1600, ed. Robert Brown, (London: Hakluyt Society, 1896) 
vol. 2, p. 548; Khushaym, <Al\ Fahm\, A+mad Zarr]q wa-al-Zarr]q\yah: (dir[sat +ay[h wa-fikr        
wa-madhhab wa-%ar\qah, (^ar[bulus [Libya» : D[r Maktabat al-Fikr, 1975), p. 9           
3 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 84 
4 al-N[~ir\ recorded in his book, that an epidemic attacked Fez in 846¦1442 and presumably the parents 
of Zarr]q died because of this plague. al-N[~ir\, A+mad b. Kh[lid, al-Isti~q[> li-Akhb[r Duwul           
al-Maghrib al-Aq~[, (al-D[r al-Bay#[>: 1959), vol. 4, p. 100  
5 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 11 
6 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 19 
7 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 84 

http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/aKhushaym,+%7Bu02BB%7DAl%7Bu012B%7D+Fahm%7Bu012B%7D./akhushaym+ali+fahmi/-3%2C-1%2C0%2CB/frameset&FF=akhushaym+ali+fahmi&1%2C%2C12
http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/aKhushaym,+%7Bu02BB%7DAl%7Bu012B%7D+Fahm%7Bu012B%7D./akhushaym+ali+fahmi/-3%2C-1%2C0%2CB/frameset&FF=akhushaym+ali+fahmi&1%2C%2C12
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grandmother used to visit al-<Abd]s\ frequently because she had scholarly meetings 

with his sisters Umm H[n\ and F[%imah.8  

In this way, Zarr]q was nurtured in the hands of a teacher. Zarr]q considered his 

grandmother his first teacher. He wrote: “She taught me how to pray and ordered me 

to do so since I was five years old. At the same age, she sent me to the kutt[b 

(Qur>[nic school) and began to educate me about the unity of divinity, oneness of 

God, trust, asceticism, Islamic belief and principles of faith through a method of 

inculcating curiosity in my mind. She used to tell me anecdotes of the virtuous and 

righteous people. When she told me stories, she never told me about anything except 

the miracles and battles of the Prophet (peace be upon him) and wonders exposed by 

the devotees. She taught me how to write and understand a book and warned me not 

to read poetry. She said: “He who neglects science and deals with poetry is like a man 

who exchanges wheat for barley.”9  

She encouraged Zarr]q to acquire technical and professional education. She used to 

say: “Knowledge is necessary for religion and technical education is important for 

life. Surely, you must learn the Qur>[n for your religion and learn a profession for 

your livelihood.” Zarr]q got technical education also on every Thursday, Friday and 

Sunday and he served as apprentice to a cobbler.10 

2- Zarr]q‟s Early Education  

According to his biographers, Zarr]q had memorized all sections of the Qur>[n 

completely at the age of ten. By this age, his guardian and patron grandmother had 

died and he may be had to face difficulties in his practical life. It is not clear, who 

became his guardian and what was his activities after the death of his grandmother. 

However according to al-Timbukt\, he devoted himself to religious learning by the 

age of sixteen.11 There were more than two hundred Madrasah Awwal\yah (grammar 

schools) and two main educational institutions in Fez: the J[mi<at al-Qarawiyy\n and 

                                                 
8 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, pp. 16, 18, 19 
9 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, pp. 14, 15 
10 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 15 
11 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 84 
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the Madrasah <In[n\yah.12 He joined both institutions where he got the chance to learn 

from the eminent scholars of the time. He was already familiar with some of them, 

since his childhood. Zarr]q himself writes: “All[h transferred me to a life of study and 

learning at the age of sixteen. So I studied al-Ris[lah of al-Sa+n]n under the guidance 

of <Al\ al-Sa%%\ and <Abd All[h al-Fakhkh[r and Qur>[nic studies and method of 

research and argumentation from a group of eminent scholars. Among them, there 

were al-Q]r\, and al-Zarh]n\ who were very pious men; al-Maj[~\ and Ust[d al-

@aghayr <Abd All[h al-Tuj\b\ (d. 887¦1482) who was expert of N[fi< version of 

recitation. Then I indulged myself in the studies of @]fism, scholasticism and 

theology. I learned al-Ris[lah al-Quds\yah of al-Ghaz[l\ and al-<Aq[>id of al-^]s\ 

from al-Shaykh <Abd Ra+m[n al-Majd]l\ who was one of the students of al-Ubayy13. 

Then I studied some part of al-Tanw\r of Ibn <A%[> All[h al-Iskandar\ and most of the 

parts of al-@a+\+ of al-Bukh[r\ and al-A+k[m al-@ughr[ of <Abd al-|aqq and al-J[mi< 

of al-Tirmidh\ from al-Q]r\ whilst I accompanied lots of distinguished, blessed 

learned men, and many jurists and ascetics.”14 

Zarr]q learned from many scholars as his biographers mention.15 However, he 

primarily got inspiration and motivation from two teachers: 

1. Al-Shaykh Ab] <Abd All[h al-Q]r\ 

2. Al-Shaykh Mu+ammad al-Zayt]n\ 

Al-Q]r\ 

Ab] <Abd All[h Mu+mmad b. Q[s\m b. Mu+ammad al-Lakhm\ al-Mikn[s\ al-Q]r\  

(d. 872¦1467) was from al-Q]r, a city near Ashbayl\yah, Andalus and settled at Fez. 

He was muft\ of Fez and teacher in J[mi< al-Qarawiyy\n. He was authority in M[lik\ 

                                                 
12

 Leo Africanus, The History and Description of Africa, vol. 2, p. 456; Guennoun, Dhikriy[t Mash[hir, 
p. 6 
13

 Mu+ammad b. Khilfah b. <Umar al-Ubayy (d. 827¦1424) was renowned M[lik\ jurist and +ad\th 
scholar from Tunis. He remained q[#\ of al-Jaz\rah. His Ikm[l Ikm[l al-Mu<allim is a famous 
commentary on @a+\+ of Im[m Muslim. He composed a commentary on al-Mudawwanah of al-Sa+n]n 
as well. Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, p. 349, vol. 6; Zarr]q, Shar+ |izb al-Ba+r, ed. al-Maz\d\, A+mad Far\d al-
Shaykh, Cairo: D[r Jaw[mi< al-Kalam, n.d.), pp. 39, 40, vol. 1 
14 al-Timbukt\, , Nayl al-Ibtih[j, pp. 84, 85 
15 cf. the details of Zarr]q‟s teachers: Appendix 1, (below, p. 185) 

http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=zirikli/1%2C6%2C6%2CB/frameset&FF=Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&3%2C3%2C
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jurisprudence.16 He was also representative of a sort of “Juridical sainthood” in Fez.17 

He taught his students traditional education such as +ad\th, Islamic Jurisprudence as 

well as the basic teaching of juridical @]f\s. He taught Kit[b al-Tanw\r f\ Isq[%          

al-Tadb\r (The Book of Illumination on the Rejection of Self-direction) of Ibn <A%[> 

All[h al-Iskandar\ which is considered a reference book in Sh[dhil\yah order.18 Kugle 

says: “This (al-Tanw\r) text presents a simple argument in a penetrating way: to really 

believe in the unique singularity of All[h, one must not rely on one‟s own ego, 

ambition or planning. However, it is a deceptively simple text; under its appeal to 

practical reason and juridical norms, it opens a bottomless well of mediation 

possibilities. For if one abandons self-concern, one in effect abandons the ego as well, 

and meditates on the possibilities as well as the limits of selflessness and sainthood.”19 

Zarr]q was very much impressed by the concept of judicial sainthood. He later 

studied all the books of Ibn <A%[> All[h al-Iskandar\ particular his books: al-|ikam 

(The Book of Wisdom Sayings) and La%[>if al-Minan (The Subtle Blessings). He was 

so impressed by the thoughts and style of the Book of Wisdom Sayings that he later 

composed up to twenty commentaries upon it.20 Zarr]q‟s involvement in Sh[dhil\yah 

literature grew rapidly and he wrote his first commentary on al-|ikam of Ibn <A%[> 

All[h in 870¦146521 and al-Q]r\ was the first motivator of Zarr]q‟s intellectual 

thought.  

Al-Zayt]n\  

                                                 
16 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 8, p. 280; al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, pp. 318, 319; Ibn al-Q[#\, 
Durrat al-|ij[l, vol. 1, p. 279; al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, vol. 1, p. 261 
17

 V. Cornell has documented valuable information about the Mar\nid madrasah system where a 
particular attempt was made by the @]f\s who were also jurists and +ad\th scholars to fuse legal 
rectitude with @]f\ devotion. They define a particular mode of sainthood where a saint is conditioned to 
be a jurist. On that basis, Cornell coined the term “juridical sainthood” or “Juridical Sufism”. Kugle 
elaborates it: “juridical Sufis are those who believe that juridical norms govern Sufi devotional 
practice. Juridical Sufis admire al-Mu+asib\, and model their devotion on his scrupulous piety and 
attention to inner life as fulfilling the “rights of God” just as juridical rectitude fulfills the “rights of 
other people.” for details cf. Cornnell Vincent J, Realm of the Saint: Power and Authority in Moroccan 
@]fism, (University of Texas Press: 1998), pp. 63-92; Kugle, Scott, „A+mad Zarr]q‟, p. 182; Kugle, 
Scott, „A+mad Zarr]q and his South-Asian Fellowers‟, in Eric Geoffroy (ed), Une Voie Soufi dans le 
monde la Sh[dhil\yah, (Paris: Maisonneuve et Larose: Espace du temps pre ́sent; (Casabalanca): Aini 
Bennai, 2005), pp. 181-20: at p. 182; See (below, pp. 134, 135) 
18 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 85  
19 Kugle, Scott, „A+mad Zarr]q and his South-Asian Fellowers‟, p. 183  
20 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 85 
21 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 13 
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Mu+ammad b. <Abd All[h al-Zayt]n\ (d. 871¦1465) was the head of the Z[w\yah B] 

al-Qu%]% at Fez.22 He was blind, of dark complexion and famous for his supernatural 

powers and miracles. According to all reports, he was very much respected and 

venerated amongst the people because of his forceful personality. Ibn <Askar reveals 

several stories and miracles about him.23 Al-Zayt]n\‟s @]f\ lineage is not clear. 

Khushaim writes: “Al-Zayt]n\ was a @]f\ who, it is said, followed the Sh[dhil\ order 

and perhaps he was the head of a z[wiyah at that time in Fez.”24 Zaineb Istarabadi 

thinks of him as a q[dir\25 and Kugle has a long discussion in which he argues that the 

Z[wiyah B] al-Qu%u% was the main centre of the q[dir\ community at that time in Fez 

and Zayt]n\ was the S]f\ master who ran the institution.26 Vincent J. Cornell writes: 

“Z[wiyah B] al-Qu%]% had long been linked to the way of Ab] Madyan. It was 

originally built by Ab] al-|asan Ibn Gh[lib (d. 568¦1172-3), an Andalusian +ad\th 

scholar and disciple of Ibn <Ar\f who taught Ab] Madyan the Sunan of Tirmidh\.”27 

Zarr]q spent some time in the Z[wiyah B] al-Qu%]% as a humble disciple of al-Zayt]n\ 

in 870¦1465 and he participated in the pilgrimage to the tomb of al-Shaykh <Abd 

Ra+m[n Ab] Ya<z[ (d. 572¦1176)28 at the end of this year.29 Zarr]q‟s association with 

al-Zayt]n\ was very deep. He was delighted that he was benefiting from him.”30  

This was the time when Fez was in chaos and turmoil. There was revolt against the 

Sul%[n <Abd al-|aqq in 869¦1465 when he was away from Fez and his Jewish 

minister Sh[w\l b. Ba%ash had insulted a shar\fah. When this incident came to the 

                                                 
22 Zarr]q visited to the tomb of Ab] Ya<z[> in the company of al-Zayt]n\ in the end of 870¦1465 as he 
mentioned in his book al-Kunn[sh. After some days, there was some misunderstanding between them. 
Zarr]q left Fez to visit the grave of Ab] Madyan and came back after a journey of forty days. He 
reconciled with al-Zayt]n\. Zarr]q recordes that al-Zayt]n\ died after some days of his return. It may 
assume that he died in 871¦1466. Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, pp. 27-37   
23 Ibn <Askar, Daw+at al-N[shir, pp. 71, 72  
24 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 14 
25 Istrabadi, Zainab S., The Principles of @]fism (Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf): An Annotated Translation 
with Introduction, unpublished PhD dissertation, submitted in the Department of Near Eastern 
Languages and Cultures, Indiana University, April 1988, p. 20 
26 Kugle, Scott A., Rebel between Spirit and Law: Ahmad Zarruq, Sainthood and Authority in Islam, 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press: 2006.), pp. 70, 78 
27 Cornell, Vincent J., Realm of the Saint Power and Authority in Moroccan @]fism, (Austin: 
University of Texas Press: 1998), pp. 384,  236,  237 
28 Ab] Ya<z[> Yalann]r b. Maym]n (d. 572¦1176) was a Moroccan @]f\ shaykh. He was a student of 
Ab] Shu<ayb al-S[riyah and the master of Shaykh Ab] Madyan. Al-Sha<r[n\, <Abd al-Wahh[b, 
^abaq[t al-Kubr[: wa-bi-h[mishihi Kit[b al-Anw[r al-Quds\yah f\ Bay[n al-<Ub]d\yah, Cairo: D[r al-
Fikr al-<Arab\. n.d. vol. 1, pp. 117-118  
29 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, pp. 27, 28 
30 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 26 
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attention of the kha%\b of the Qarawiyy\n Ab] <Abd All[h Mu+ammad al-Wiry[ghal\, 

he called the people to jih[d against the infidel.31 Zarr]q was against this revolt and 

the killings of Jews. He ceased praying behind al-Wiry[ghal\ and said: “I do not trust 

my prayers to a ghand]r, they would be spoiled.”32 A ghand]r in the language of 

Maghrib, is a man full of passion and pride. Mercedes Garcia-Arenal writes: “In the 

fifteenth century it also meant rebel, mutinous and was applied to those in revolt or 

war against the government.”33 

On the other hand, al-Zayt]n\ was considered one of the leading figures who endorsed 

the notion of al-Wiry[ghal\ and supported the revolt against the Sul%[n <Abd al-|aqq 

in the favour of the shuraf[>. Al-Zayt]n\ told Zarr]q some secrets about the Sul%[n. 

Zarr]q alluded in his autobiography: “He told me a secret and asked me to keep it as a 

secret. I kept it but he charged me with betrayal of secret. I swore by every oath that I 

never did it but he did not accept any protestations of innocence. I neither dared to 

accuse him of lying nor could I accept his allegation for what I know of myself.”34 He 

was very dissatisfied with the situation and desperate for amelioration. He set off to 

visit of the tomb of Ab] Madyan (d. 594/1198)35 to get satisfaction and inspiration. 

He considered al-Zayt]n\‟s anger a test of his faith. When he returned from his 

journey, he went to al-Zayt]n\ who was seriously ill. He writes: “God blessed him 

with good health on my arrival but after few days he passed away.”36 Ibn <Askar 

records that Zarr]q left Fez to save himself from the wrath of al-Zayt]n\ because the 

relations between the shaykh and the disciple were very intense.37 But this notion is 

entirely contradicted by Zarr]q‟s account which appears more reliable.38  

3- Journey to the East for Higher Education 
                                                 
31 Garcia-Arenal, Mercedes, „The Revolution of F[s in 869/1465 and the Death of Sul%[n <Abd al-|aqq 
al-Mar\n\‟, in Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, 41, 1 (1978), University of 
London, pp. 43-66, at p. 46 
32

 al-N[~ir\, al-Isti~q[>, (al-D[r al-Bay#[>: 1959), vol. 4, p. 100 
33 Garcia-Arenal, „The Revolution of F[s in 869/1465‟, p. 55; Khushaim cited in his edition of Zarr]q‟s 
al-Kunn[sh, p. 48 
34 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 28 
35 Ab] Madyan Shu<ayb b. al-|asan al-Andalus\ al-Tilims[n\ (d. 594¦1198) was a famous @]f\ shaykh 
and M[lik\ jurist. He travelled to the East for knowledge and took initiation from <Abd al-Q[dir J\l[n\. 
He was from Andalus and settled at Fez and later lived in Tilims[n and Bij[yah. al-|anbal\, Shadhar[t, 
vol. 4, p. 303;  al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, p. 164 (Cairo edition 1349¦1930) 
36 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 37 
37

 Ibn <Askar, Daw+at al-N[shir, pp. 49, 50 
38 see for detail: appendix 1, (below, pp. 185-186)      
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Zarr]q had successfully completed his higher education at Fez. Fez was passing 

through a problematic political phase at that time. Naturally all institutions of the state 

and society were affected. Meanwhile Zarr]q‟s mentors Mu+ammad al-Zayt]n\       

(d. 871¦1466) and <Abd All[h al-Q]r\ (d. 872¦1467) passed away. In this situation, 

Zarr]q decided to go to the East for advanced learning and to perform the pilgrimage. 

He set out on his journey to the holy cities of Mecca and Medina, passing through 

Cairo in 873¦1468. He stayed at Cairo for a certain time and met many scholars and 

renowned @]f\s. He tells us: “I met al-Shaykh N]r al-D\n al-Tanas\ in Cairo and 

participated in his lectures and studied some books under his supervision. He had a 

great command of knowledge and language and possessed great qualities. He died in 

875¦1470 whilst I was in the |ij[z.”39 

The holy cities were the centres of intellectual activity and meeting points for students 

and scholars from all over the Muslim world. Zarr]q first completed the rites and 

rituals of +ajj and then headed to Medina, where he remained for over a year. At 

Medina he met with many scholars and @]f\s. He gave some information of his 

activities at |ij[z in his autobiography. He studied Islamic jurisprudence from Ab] 

al-|asan <Al\ b. <Abd All[h, N]r al-D\n al-Sanh]r\ (d. 889¦1484). Makhl]f writes 

about al-Sanh]r\: “He was the leader of M[lik\ school of law in his time.”40  

Zarr]q writes: “al-Shaykh N]r al-D\n al-Sanh]r\ was an intellectual, scholar of 

Islamic Jurisprudence, expert of grammar and theology. He wrote two commentaries: 

one on al-Ajr]m\yah [in na+w] and second one is on al-Mukhta~ar [of Khal\l in fiqh] 

which was at that time in process. I studied from him some chapters from the 

beginning to suj]d al-til[wah in 875 AH (1475 C.E).”41  

Zarr]q returned to Cairo in 875¦1470 and settled there for about one year.42 Cairo was 

the centre of Islamic sciences at that time. After the invasion of the Mongols, Cairo 

had become the centre of Islamic learning and al-Azhar University was the main 

                                                 
39 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 38 
40 al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, p. 258 (Cairo edition 1349¦1930) 
41 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 38; Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, p. 122, vol. 5; al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 5, p. 
254 
42 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 1, p. 222 

http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6/Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=zirikli/1%2C6%2C6%2CB/frameset&FF=Xzirikli&SORT=D&searchscope=6&3%2C3%2C
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source of knowledge and training in the Islamic sciences.43 In this appropriate 

atmosphere for learning, he met prominent scholars of Arabic and Islamic Studies and 

@]f\ masters of his age. Three of them are the most important: Shams al-D\n             

al-Jawjar\ (d. 869¦1490), Mu+ammad al-Sakh[w\ (d. 913¦1507) and A+mad b. <Uqbah 

al-Ha#ram\ (d. 895¦1490). The first two were masters in religious knowledge and the 

third one was a prominent figure in the history of African @]fism and authority in 

esoteric sciences. 

Shams al-D\n al-Jawjar\ 

Zarr]q writes in his autobiography: “al-Shaykh Shams al-D\n al-Jawjar\ (d. 896-1490-

91) was a Sh[fi<\ jurist, grammarian and theologian. He had a commentary on          

al-Shadh]r of Ibn Hish[m and a commentary on al-Tanb\h. I studied some books of 

al-Ma+all\ under his supervision.”44 

Mu+ammad al-Sakh[w\: 

Mu+ammad b. <Abd al-Ra+m[n al-Sakh[w\ (831-902/1427-1497) was one of the 

most influential and intriguing figures in the field of +ad\th and Islamic sciences in 

9th¦15th century across the Islamic world. He was from Sakh[, a village near Cairo. He 

travelled on long journeys seeking knowledge and understanding of the Islamic world 

from Cairo to the Bayt al-Muqdis, Aleppo and Damascus. He studied with more than 

four hundred scholars of the age. He composed more than one hundred books. He was 

the student and representative of Ibn |ajar‟s school of thought in +ad\th. His 

commentary on Shar+ Alf\yah and al-Maq[~id al-|usn[ are considered very 

important in the field of +ad\th and his distinctive work in history is his book   al-$aw 

al-L[mi< f\ A<y[n al-Qarn al-T[si<.45 It is also a fundamental source of Zarr]q‟s 

biography. He cited Zarr]q in this book, providing basic information of his life. He 

                                                 
43 Ibn Ba%%]%ah Mu+ammad ibn <Abd All[h, Ri+lat Ibn Ba%%]%ah al-musamm[h Tu+fat al-Nu&&[r f\ 
Ghar[>ib al-Am~[r, ed. ^al[l |arb, (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub <Ilm\yah, 1987), pp. 63, 64 
44 Zarr]q, al-Kunn[sh, p. 38  
Note: al-Ma+all\ was the teacher of Suy]%\ and Suy]%\ was the contemporary of Zarr]q and both had 
Sh[dhil\ lineage. Suy]%\‟s book Ta>y\d al-|aq\qah al-<Al\yah wa-Tashy\d al-^ar\qah al-Sh[dhil\yah 
demonstrates his strong affiliation with Sh[dhil\yah. Presumably both had relations although still it is 
not supported by any evidence. Sartain, E. M., Jal[l al-D\n al-Suy]%\, (Cambridge University Press: 
1975), vol. 1, p. 36 
45 al-|anbal\, Shadhr[t al-Dhahab, pp. 15-17; Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 7, pp. 67, 68 
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wrote: “He (Zarr]q) travelled to Egypt and then he went to the |ij[z to perform the 

pilgrimage. He resided at Medina for a period of time. Then he settled in Cairo for 

about one year and learned Arabic and theology constantly from al-Jawjar\ and others. 

He read Bul]gh al-Mar[m46 and comprehended its terminologies under my 

supervision. He accompanied me in certain things and I benefited from a group of his 

fellow countrymen.”47 

A+mad al- |a#ram\ 

Zarr]q‟s journey to the East was a search of knowledge. He consulted the 

distinguished scholars of tafs\r, +ad\th and fiqh for exoteric sciences and his thirst for 

esoteric knowledge brought him to a Yemen\ Shaykh al-|a#ram\. Soon Zarr]q 

became a close disciple of al-|a#ram\, receiving his spiritual authority of initiation 

from him. Sakh[w\‟s remarks are a crucial sources: “Then he was mostly influenced 

by @]fism.”48  

Shih[b al-D\n A+mad b. <Abd al-Q[dir b. Mu+ammad b. <Umar b. <Uqbah               

al-|a#ram\ (824-895¦1421-1489) was from |a#ram]t and settled at Cairo. He was the 

leader of the Sh[dhil\ community in Cairo. He took initiation from Ya+y[ b. al-Waf[      

al-Q[dir\49 However Khushaim describes him as having a multi-lineage of Q[dir\yah 

and Sh[dhil\yah orders and Zarr]q was initiated by him as a Q[dir\-Sh[dhil\ s[lik.50       

Al-|a#ram\ had a very good relationship with the religious scholars of Cairo and they 

frequently visited each other. He believed that without the integration of shar\<ah and 

%ar\qah, no one can achieve the truth. He was one of those @]f\s who aimed for the 

fusion of esoteric and exoteric sciences. Al-Sakh[w\ records: “He is someone in 

whom many people believe and on whom many people rely.”51 Al-Timbukt\ calls 

him: “The axis (qu%b)52 Ab] <Abb[s A+mad b. <Uqb[h al- |a#ram\.”53 Al-K]hin says: 

                                                 
46

 Bul]gh al-Mar[m min Adillat al-A+k[m is a famous book of Ibn |ajar al-<Asqal[n\ (d. 852¦1448) on 
+ad\th used in Sh[fi<\ jurisprudence. 
47 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 1, p. 222; Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 19 
48 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 1, p. 222 
49 al-K]hin, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, p. 119 
50 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 21 
51 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 1, pp. 222 
52

 The „pole‟ or chief of the knowers of the epoch; for a detailed exposition of the @ūfī hierarchy of 
sainthood from the Akbarian perspective, cf. Chodkiewicz, Michel, Seal of the Saints (Cambridge: 
Islamic Texts Society, 1993) 
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“He (may God be pleased with him) was a unifier of sacred law with truth, and he was 

one of those who had extraordinary powers, and he was ghawth54 of his age.”55 

Zarr]q lived in the company of his shaykh during his stay at Cairo. A close 

relationship developed between them. Al-|a#ram\ focused all his attention on the 

learning of young Zarr]q, teaching him how to unify different branches of knowledge 

and how one can trace a unity within the diversity of sciences. It can be surmised that 

al-|a#ram\ was unimpressed with the people of Cairo and he desired to spread his 

order outside Egypt.56 Later his aspirants A+mad Zarr]q and al-Kha~[~\ from the 

Maghrib performed this function, possibly on the orders of their Shaykh al-|a#ram\  

Al-|a#ram\ was also the author of some books, Zarr]q cited some references from his 

book @ad]r al-Mar[tib wa-Nayl al-Mar[ghib. Zarr]q records his sayings and letters in 

his book Man[qib al-|a#ram\ which describes his ideas and thought.57 Zarr]q also 

composed some other books during this period.58 

4- Zarr]q‟s Return to the Maghrib 

Al-|a#ram\ was very keen to establish his order outside Egypt, and he urged Zarr]q 

to go back to the Maghrib and introduce his thoughts there. He obviously considered 

it a very suitable place for the introduction of %ar\qah.  Once he said to him: “The soil 

of the Maghrib is good. If you return to it, your hearts will be good too.” When he 

was asked: “Why have the messengers been sent to the East and not to the West?” His 

                                                                                                                                            
53 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 85 
54

 The ghawth is a more pre-eminent rank than the rank of qu%b in the @]f\ hierarchy, cf. <Ajam Raf\q, 
Maws]<at Mu~%ala+[t al-Ta~awwuf al-Isl[m\, (Beirut: Maktabah Lubn[n, 1999), p. 694     
55 al-K]hin, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, p. 119 
56 Zarr]q, Man[qib al-|a#ram\, p. 20 cited by Idr\s <Az]z\ in his introduction to his edition of<Uddat 
al-Mur\d al-@[diq (Zarr]q, al-Shaykh A+mad Zarr]q, {r[>uhu al-I~l[+\yah: Ta+q\q wa-Darr[sah        
li-Kit[bihi <Uddat al-Mur\d al-@[diq, ed. Idr\s <Az]z\, (Morrocco: Matba< Fa#[lah al-Mu+ammad\yah, 
1419¦1998), p. 62); Moreover Man[qib al-|a#ram\ has been published from Cairo: Zarr]q, A+mad, 

Man[qib al-|a#ram\, Ab\ al-<Abb[s A+mad ibn <Uqbah, tah ̣q\q: Mu+ammad <Abd al-<Q[dir Na~~[r 
(Mi~r al-Jad\dah: D[r al-Kar[z lil-Nashr wa-al-Tawz[<, 2008) 
57 Zarr]q, <Uddat al-Mur\d, pp. 368, 505 
58 It is mentioned in the colophon of Zarr]q‟s al-Na~\+ah al-K[fiyah that it was written in 877 while the 
author was living in Raw[q al-Riy[fah of Jami< al-Azhar. cf. Zarr]q, al-Na~\+ah al-K[fiyah li-man 
Kha~~ahu All[h bi-al-<{fiyah, dirāsat wa-ta+q\q wa-takhr\j: <Abd al-Majīd Khayālī, (Bayr]t: D[r       
al-Kutub al-<Ilmīyah, 2001), p. 101 
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answer was: “Because the doctor does not go except where there is a sick man.”59 

Once Zarr]q visited him with the group of his countrymen, the first words the shaykh 

uttered were: “Leave this city. Verily it extinguishes the light of faith. It is necessary 

for the man who enters it to leave it in order to renew his belief.”60 

Zarr]q set out at the end of 877¦1473 to his homeland on the advice of his Shaykh   

al-|a#ram\ in the company of his friend al-Kha~[~\. During this journey, he stayed in 

different cities on the Mediterranean coast, consulting distinguished scholars there. 

The voyage took approximately two years.  

His first stay was at Tripoli where he met Ab] al-<Abb[s A+mad b. <Abd al-Ra+m[n 

al-Yazl\%\, known as |al]l] (d. 875¦1470). He was q[#\ of Tripoli and regard as one 

of the leading jurists of the M[lik\ school of thought. He was well-known as a jurist 

and theologian. Makhl]f remarks: “He was im[m of the highest rank, a good 

researcher and author of several books. He was a leading jurist and theologian. He 

served as w[l\ of Tripoli Tania for a period of time. He wrote two commentaries of  

al-Mukhta~ar of Khal\l, and two commentaries of U~]l Ibn al-Subk\, and Shar+        

al-<Aq[>id al-Ris[lat wa-al-Ish[r[t of al-B[j\, and an abridged of al-Naw[z\l of          

al- Barz]l\.”61  

Zarr]q also studied here with Ab] al-<Abb[s A+mad b. Y]nis al-T]ns\                  

(816-878¦1413-1473) who was an expert in jurisprudence and learned from al-Barz]l\ 

and Ibn Marz]q.62 Zarr]q resided at Tripoli for one year. Next year he went to Tunis 

and studied with the renowned scholar of Tunis Ab] <Abd All[h Mu+ammad             

b. Q[sim al-Ra~a< al-T]nis\ (d. 894¦1488). He had extraordinary expertise in 

jurisprudence, +ad\th and @]fism. He was also student of al-Barz]l\.63 After staying 

there some time, he moved to Bij[yah and lived there, studying and compiling 

                                                 
59 Zarr]q, Man[qib al-|a#ram\, p. 7 cited by Idr\s <Az]z\ in his introduction to his edition of 
Zarr]q,<Uddat al-Mur\d, p. 62 
60 al-Mun[w\, al-Kaw[kib, vol. 3, p. 100 
61 al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, pp. 259, 260 (Cairo edition 1349¦1930) 
62 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 6, pp. 287; al-Baghd[d\, Hadyat al-<{rif\n, vol. 1, p. 323;          
al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, pp. 259, 260 (Cairo edition 1349¦1930) 
63 Ism[<\l P[sh[, /#[+ al-Makn]n, p. 323 (Baghdad: Manshur[t Maktabah Baghdad); Al-Sakh[w\,      
al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 6, pp. 287; Idr\s <Az]z\ in his introduction to his edition of Zarr]q‟s<Uddat     al-
Mur\d, p. 63   
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books.64 He studied here under the supervision of Ab] al-|asan al-Qal~[d\                

(d. 891¦1486-87). He was known for his proficiency in fiqh, +ad\th and @]fism.65 

Zarr]q had a continuous correspondence with al-|a#ram\ throughout the journey. 

Historians have recorded some letters of al-|a#ram\ which were sent to Zarr]q, his 

friend al-Kha~[~\ and other disciples of this region.66 Zarr]q was at home in the years 

879-880¦1474-1475. Now he was himself a famous scholar, having good relations 

with renowned mash[>ikh of the time from North Africa to the |ij[z. The journey of 

seven years gave him maturity and now he was in the position to introduce his reform 

programme among his countrymen. But because of his strict commitment with his 

notion of the unification of shar\<ah and %ar\qah, and his harsh criticism of the 

incorrect attitude of jurists and the false claims of the saints, he could not gain 

scholarly support in Fez. Guennoun reveals that the scholars of his time referred him 

as a mu+[sib al-<ul[m[> wa-al-awliy[> means „monitor of scholars and saints‟ because 

of this strict behaviour in religious matters.67 

Ibn <Askar records an event which shows the nature of conflict and discontent 

between Zarr]q and the jurists of Fez. He said that the judge and jurist Ab] <Abd 

All[h al-Karr[s\ al-Andalus\ narrated to me: “When Zarr]q arrived from the East, the 

jurists went out to meet him, and I was also with them. Then we welcomed him and 

took a seat in his tent. He began to ask the jurists about their source of income. Some 

of them answered him: „Our livelihood comes mostly from the endowment of the 

graves of the dead (awq[f al-ma+b]sah). Shaykh said: „There are no means and no 

power except by All[h; you are eating from the flesh of carrion‟. Then jurist Ibn 

|abb[k said: „Sir, all the praise to All[h who made us hunt the dead flesh which is 

allowed by the sacred law by necessity, and did not make us hunt from a live flesh, 

                                                 
64 Zarr]q mentioned in the epilogue of al-J[mi< li-Jumal min al-Faw[>id wa-al-Mun[fi< that he wrote in 
Bij[yah in 878 AH. Idr\s <Az]z\ in his introduction to his edition of Zarr]q‟s<Uddat al-Mur\d, p. 63 
65

 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 6, p; al-Katt[n\, <Abd al-|ayy, Fihris al-Fih[ris, vol. 3, p. 314; 
Idr\s <Az]z\ in his introduction to his edition of Zarr]q‟s<Uddat al-Mur\d, p. 63   
66 Zarr]q recorded many letters of al-|a#ram\ which he received during his journey in his book 
Man[qib al-|a#ram\, pp. 19-21. cf. Idr\s <Az]z\‟s introduction to his edition of Zarr]q‟s<Uddat           
al-Mur\d, pp. 64, 65 
67 Guennoun, Dhikriy[t Mash[hir, p. 13 
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which is forbidden in all circumstances‟. The shaykh whimpered and fell unconscious. 

Then we went out, leaving him in this condition.”68 

Although the atmosphere of Fez was not very hospitable for Zarr]q, he nevertheless 

lived there for four years to fulfil the desire of his shaykh and to establish his master‟s 

teaching in the Maghrib. He did attract a small community in Fez but most of the time 

he remained busy writing and composing books and commentaries. Apart from these 

academic and intellectual activities, in this period, he also married his first wife, 

F[%imah al-F[s\yah, who latter became the mother of his two sons: A+mad al-Akbar 

and A+mad al-A~ghar.69 He settled in Fez but, by all accounts, he was not satisfied 

there. So he decided to migrate somewhere else where he would get better 

opportunities to disseminate his message. 

5- Migration from Fez to Mi~r[tah:  

He left Fez in 884¦1479 and stayed for a short period in Bij[yah in what is now 

Algeria.70 Then he headed to Cairo at the end of this year to visit his teacher              

al-|a#ram\ for consultation and counselling because this migration was against the 

wishes of his shaykh.71 During this time he lived in Cairo and the |ij[z for more than 

one year. Then he settled in Mi~r[tah, a flourishing town near Tripoli, in 886¦1481. 

Mi~r[tah was very calm and peaceful and Zarr]q implies, its inhabitants were 

relatively naive compared with those of the larger cities.72 

                                                 
68 Ibn <Askar, Daw+at al-N[shir, pp. 49, 50 
69 al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 98 
70 Zarr]q mentioned in the colophon of Kit[b al-I<[nah that he completed it in 24th Shaww[l 883 AH in 
Bij[yah. cf. Zarr]q, Kitab al-I<[nah, ta+q\q wa-taqd\m: <Al\ Fahm\ Khushaym, (Libya; Tunis: al-D[r 
al-<Arab\yah lil-Kit[b, 1979), p. 105 
71 Guennoun, Dhikriy[t Mash[hir, p. 18 
72 Mi~r[tah or Misur[tah (Misurata) is the third biggest city in Libya after Tripoli and Benghazi. It is on 
the Mediterranean coast, two hundred kilometres in the westward of Tripoli. Isl[m came in this region 
in 23-24 AH. Most of it population was Berber. Leo Africanus visited it in the beginning of 11th¦16th 
century. He recorded that geographically it consisted of the delta and mountains and its inhabitant were 
very rich and denied to pay taxes. He writes: “This prouince being situate also vpon the Mediterran sea, 
about an hundreth miles from Tripolis, hath manie villages vpon the plaines and moutaines. The 
inhabitants are rich and pay no tribute at all, and exercise traffique with the Venetians resorting to this 
Prouince with their galleies, carrying the Venetian wares to Numidia, and their exechanging the same 
for slaues, muske and ciuet, which is brought thither out of Ethiopia.” During the stay at Tripoli, Zarr]q 
might be familiar with this city. 
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By all accounts, Zarr]q was the popular amongst the people of Mi~r[tah. They loved 

him and consulted him regarding their problems and their religious enquiries. Zarr]q 

was also happy there, and married a local woman, Amat al-Jal\l. Zarr]q had two sons: 

A+mad Ab] Fat+ and A+mad Ab] al-Fa#l and one daughter: <{>ishah.73 He clearly 

found this place agreeable and he settled there for the rest of his life. In time a group 

of scholars and disciples gathered around him from across the Muslim world for 

guidance and inspiration and later they established the Zarr]q\yah order. 

Zarr]q left Mi~r[tah twice more: once he had to go for a short journey to al-Jaz[>ir 

(Algeria) in 891¦1486 to bring his family from there and once to the |ij[z to perform 

+ajj in 894¦1489.74 On his return, he stayed in Cairo for a short time. Now Zarr]q was 

well-known as an established authority in the Islamic sciences and a distinguished 

@]f\ master. The scholars and princes of Egypt gave him a very warm welcome. He 

delivered extensive lectures at al-Azhar. Al-K]hin notes: “When Zarr]q arrived at 

Egypt, the scholars and distinguished peoples welcomed him and gathered around him 

and six thousand people attended his lectures at al-Azhar al-Shar\f from Cairo and its 

suburbs. They handed him the leadership of the M[lik\ school of law and he became 

the leader of their school. A chair was established for him, and he used to sit there to 

deliver his lectures. That chair still exists in the riw[q al-maghrib\yah (living quarters 

of the students of the Maghrib) at al-Azhar al-Shar\f. Zarr]q had a great influence on 

the royal family (umar[>) and had acceptance and popularity amongst the masses and 

the notables.75 His shaykh, the famous jurist and traditionalist al-Sakh[w\ noticed his 

acceptance among the people and he recorded: “He had a group of followers and 

devotees.”76 

Khushaim writes: “At any rate, it is quite possible that the shaykh while lecturing at 

al-Azhar, mainly on jurisprudence, was in touch with many @]f\ adherents whom he 

initiated in Cairo. Among the famous Egyptians said to have studied under his 

supervision or to have been initiated by him we know of: <Abd al-Wahh[b al-Sha<r[n\ 
                                                                                                                                            
cf. Ibn Khald]n, <Abd al-Rah ̣mān ibn Muh ̣ammad, T[r\kh al-All[mah Ibn Khald]n: Kit[b <Ibar         
wa-D\w[n al-Mubtada> (Beirut: Dār al-Kitāb al-Lubnānī, 1956-59); Leo Africanus, The History and 
Description of Africa, vol. 3, p. 775; al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 98  
73 al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 98; Ibn Ba%%]%ah, Ri+lah, p. 36 
74 See Idr\s <Az]z\‟s introduction to his edition of Zarr]q‟s<Uddat al-Mur\d, p. 71  
75 al-K]hin, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, pp. 19, 20 
76 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 1, p. 222 
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(d. 973¦1565), Shih[b al-D\n Ab] al-<Abb[s A+mad b. Mu+ammad al-Qas%al[n\         

(851-923¦1448-1517), Shams al-D\n al-Laqq[n\ (d. 935¦1529) and his brother N[~ir 

al-D\n al-Laqq[n\ (d. 958¦1551). Zarr]q‟s influence upon the al-Laqq[n\ brothers was 

so great that they left their native country and followed him to Mi~r[tah where they 

stayed until his death.”77 Makhl]f notes that <Abd al-Wahh[b al-Sha<r[n\ and Ab]     

al-|asan al-Bakr\ were also among his students and it is a matter of “great honour that 

he was teacher of these two great saints.”78 Zarr]q returned to Mi~r[tah after a short 

stay at Cairo and then many disciples joined him making Mi~r[tah a centre of 

knowledge and devotion. He died after four years on 18th @afar 899¦1493, when he 

was 54 years old.79 Today Mi~r[tah is known because of his work and his z[wiyah 

remains a source of knowledge and inspiration for the Muslims of Mi~r[tah.80 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
77 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 107 
78 al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, pp. 259, 260 (Cairo edition 1349¦1930) 
Note: Many researchers of Zarr]q like al-Makhl]f and Khushaim mentioned that Ab] al-|asan al-
Bakr\ and <Abd al-Wahh[b al-Sha<r[n\ were the disciples of Zarr]q but this is not supported by reliable 
documents, rather it is against the historical facts. As Zarrr]q died in 899 AH while al-Bakr\ was born 
in 898 AH and al-Sha<r[n\ in 899 AH. Moreover, al-Sha<ran\ did not mention Zarr]q in his works. 
79 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 86; al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 98 
80 al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 96, cf. (below. p. 34, footnote no: 98) 
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Zarr]q‟s Intellectual Heritage  

1- His Books   

Zarr]q devoted himself to his project of the unification of shar\<ah and %ar\qah- a 

fusion of legal rectitude with @]f\ devotion and piety. He compiled many important 

commentaries and abridged many books of the M[lik\ school of law and Sh[dhil\ 

@]f\s. Although he spent all his life in poverty and hardship, he was enormously 

productive producing works up until his death. Al-<Ayy[sh\ notes: “He left nothing in 

his inheritance except a horse; that was shared with al-|[jj <Abd All[h b. Mu+ammad 

al-Mi~r[t\, a white cap, a jubbah of cotton, a dress and a rosary which was gifted by 

al-|a#ram\ and fourteen volumes of his books on various topics.”81 However his 

foremost fields of interest were jurisprudence and @]fism.   

The distinctive feature of his commentaries on the books of M[lik\ jurisprudence is 

the conjunction of juridical commentary with @]f\ teachings as it could be observed in 

his commentary of al-Ris[lah Ibn Ab\ Zayd al-Qayraw[n\. Similarly, his @]f\ work is 

highly occupied with theological and juridical interpretations. For example, <Uddat   

al-Mur\d al-@[diq is a guide book for a true disciple of “the way” but its topics, style 

and arrangement is very close to a work of fiqh. He integrates Islamic theology, 

jurisprudence and @]fism in a unique style, presenting his conception of an integrated 

Islam which is the fundamental objective of his writings. For example, the Ris[lah ibn 

Ab\ Zayd is on M[lik\ jurisprudence. Ibn Ab\ Zayd briefly noted some theological 

issues in the prolegomena of Ris[lah. Zarr]q explained them with detail exposition. 

Zarr]q emphasized the sunnah and cited the views of al-|asan [al-Ba~r\], Ab] |[mid         

al-Ghazal\ and Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\ in this effect. Then he writes: “Sunnah is the 

way of Mu+ammad (peace be upon him) as mentioned in his sayings, actions and 

reports whereas bid<ah is a way contrary to the sunnah. It is a way of innovation in the 

religious matters and one should avoid from it and the sunnah is the best to follow.”82 

Discussing the theological discourse about the relation of \m[n and <amal (belief and 

practice), Zarr]q writes: “The verbal confession of \m[n is not completed except with 
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 al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 98 
82

 Zarrūq, Shar+ Zarr]q ma< Sharh ̣ Ibn N[j\ <al[ Matn al-Ris[lah li-Ibn Ab\ Zayd al-Qayraw[n\, (Cairo: 
Ma%ba<at al-Jam[l\yah, 1332/1914), vol. 1, p. 61 

http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/XIbn+Abi+Zayd&SORT=D&searchscope=6/XIbn+Abi+Zayd&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=Ibn%20Abi%20Zayd/1%2C13%2C13%2CB/frameset&FF=XIbn+Abi+Zayd&SORT=D&searchscope=6&3%2C3%2C
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practice, and verbal confession and practice both are conditioned with the purification 

of intention. All these three elements: verbal confession, practice and the purification 

of intention are unacceptable unless they are compatible with the Sunnah.”83 Zarr]q 

defines bid<ah in a very simple way: “Introducing a rule which is not described in the 

sacred law is reprehensible innovation in religion in particular if it is contradictory to 

legal principles.”84 Zarr]q‟s work <Uddat al-Mur\d al-@[diq is an exculsive 

elaboration of his concept of bid<ah. Zarr]q seems to be searching a space for @]fism 

in the theo-juridical spectrum, eliminating its reprehensible innovations and heretical 

elements. Khushaim‟s comments on his juridical work are very unsympathetic and 

seem unrealistic. He writes: 

It is noteworthy that Zarr]q did not compile any original work in jurisprudence 

as he did in @]fism. He might be a good commentator on some of the famous 

texts of the M[lik\ school, abridging them and explaining their difficult 

passages and  simplifying them for the common Muslim reader, but we have to 

bear in mind that, in fact, hundreds of commentaries of this kind have been 

written in the course of the years by innumerable commentators. This 

phenomenon which dominated the Muslim world for centuries after the decline 

of Islamic civilization is a sign of a general stagnation of mind that led, of 

course, to repetition after repetition without adding any new contribution to the 

study involved. Nothing, actually, distinguishes Zarr]q as a jurist or a 

commentator on jurisprudence. His real originally is to be sought in his @]f\ 

works, either in his own compositions or in his commentaries, where he feels 

that he is in the right place.85 

This kind of criticism on Zarr]q‟s commentaries on the books of M[lik\ jurisprudence 

can only be accepted when his greater plan of the amalgamation of law and @]f\ 

rectitude is ignored and considered unrealistic. Therefore, one should analyze 

Zarr]q‟s work on Jurisprudence within the perspective of his @]f\ reform programme. 
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 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 4, (below pp. 4, 5, vol. 2) 
84 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 94, (below, p. 100, vol. 2) 
85 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 42 
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He was a prolific writer and polymath. His writings are on various topics in different 

fields of Islamic sciences but his major work is concerned with the commentaries on 

the books of M[lik\ jurisprudence and Sh[dhil\ @]fism, focusing on his goal to unify 

and diffuse Islamic legal rectitude alongside @]f\ devotion. Al-K]hin writes: “It was 

calculated that from the time of his birth till his death that he wrote half a page a 

day.”86     

Khushaim composed a catalogue of Zarr]q‟s work and listed his 94 books which are 

cited or available in published or MS form in the different libraries and private hands. 

He alphabetically classified in detail all of his work as under: Alchemy: I, 

Autobiography and Biography: III, Correspondence: V, Jurisprudence: X, Medicine: 

II, Poetery: I, Qur>[n: II, Science of numbers and letters: III, @]fism: XXXIX, 

Theology:II, Tradition and +ad\th: VI, Travel: II.87 

Some of his most important books are titled: 

1- Kit[b Al-I<[nat al-Mutawajjih al-Misk\n il[ al-Fat+ wa-al-Tamk\n (The Book on 

the Aid to the Needy Who Turns towards the Path of Empowerment and Success) is a 

guide book to the path for a true disciple. The work primarily covers three basic 

stages of spirituality. According to Zarr]q, the first stage of the spiritual sciences is 

the repentance of misdeeds (tawbah) and sincere intention to the Truth while in the 

second stage a seeker aims to enrich his spiritual states by showing a consistency in 

the repentance and embellishing his character with high level of morality which takes 

him to the final stage of realization and gnosis.  

2- Al-Kunn[sh f\ <Ilm {sh (An Anthology in the Science of Anything) is an 

autobiography of Zarr]q which contains some important biographical details of his 

life, a short introduction to his teachers and their ideas, methods of the @]f\ initiation, 

the Sh[dhil\ prayers and amulets, and definitions of some @]f\ terms.   

3- Al-Na~\+ah al-K[fiyah liman Kha~~ahu All[h bil-<{f\yah (The Adequate Advice 

for He Whom All[h has Particularly Protected from Evil) is an amalgamation of 

                                                 
86 al-K]hin, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, p. 20 
87 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, pp. 50-53 
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various topics of jurisprudence, @]fism, and theology. Zarr]q presented in this work 

the details of five foundations of Islamic beliefs. Then he described those prohibited 

matters which are the basic hindrance in the way of realization of Truth. He also 

analysed the role of human instincts in the process of acting upon divine commands 

and the extent to which human instincts can be directed to the Truth and how.  

4- Shar+ <Aq\dat al-Im[m al-Ghaz[l\ (A commentary on the Dogmatic Creed of       

al-Im[m al-Ghaz[l\): al-Ghaz[l\ composed a commentary: al-Ris[lah al-Quds\yah on 

his own theological work: Qaw[<id al-I<tiq[d. Later he included both these works as a 

chapter Kitab Qaw[<id al-<Aq[>id in his famous book I+ya> al-<Ul]m al-D\n. Zarr]q 

interpreted Ghaz[l\‟s theological thoughts on the issue of Divine Oneness and His 

attributions, the Prophecy, Islamic eschatology and the intercession of the Prophet in 

the light of Sunn\ Ash<ar\ scholars evoking @]f\ wisdom in the process. 

5- Shar+ al-Mab[+ith al-A~l\yah li-Ibn al-Bann[>; (A Commentary on the Original 

Discussions of Ibn al-Bann[>) is the most celebrated poetical work of Ab] al-<Abb[s 

Ibn Bann[> al-Saraqus%\, a leading @]f\ of Maghrib (d. 649¦1251). It consists of 473 

verses and is divided into five sections. Zarr]q explained and interpreted the @]f\ 

thoughts of Ibn al-Bann[> in light of the mystical framework of Sh[dhil\ masters.  

6- Shar+ al-Qur%ub\yah (A Commentary on al-Qur%ub\yah) is a commentary on the 

famous book of M[lik\ jurisprudence Urj]zah al-Wild[n written by @[diq al-D\n Ab] 

Bakr Ya+y[ b. <Umar al-Azd\ al-Qur%ub\ (d. 567¦1171).    

7- Shar+ Ris[lah al-Qayraw[n\; (A Commentary on Ris[lah al-Qayraw[n\) is a 

commentary on a famous book of M[lik\ jurisprudence al-Ris[lah of <Abd All[h Ibn 

Ab\ Zayd al-Qayraw[n\ (d. 389¦999). Zarr]q extensively explained all the contents of 

this book regarding Islamic rituals, rules of conducts, and Islamic penal and family 

laws according to the M[lik\ school of law. He also discussed indirectly some 

theological debates in the prolegomena in the light of the Asha<r\ school of theology.      

8- Shar+ al-|ikam; (A commentary on al-|ikam) is a commentary on the most 

important Sh[dhil\ @]f\ book al-|ikam of T[j al-D\n Ibn <A%[> All[h al-Iskandar\.  

Al-|ikam is written in an aphoristic style and contains profound meanings and 
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wisdom. Several commentaries have been written on it by renowned scholars. 

Zarr]q‟s biographers claim that he composed more than twenty commentaries on it.88 

Zarr]q tried to elaborate its lingistic intricacies and interpret its esoterical meanings.  

9- <Uddat al-Mur\d al-@[diq (The Equipment of a True Novice) revolves around the 

concept of bid<ah (reprehensible innovation). Defining and classifying bid<ah, Zarr]q 

formulated 100 sections focusing on the issue of bid<ah in order to avoid it in all 

theological, jurisprudential and mystical matters. Putting emphasis on the sunnah, he 

advised a true novice to refrain from all kinds of religious innovations. 

10- Ta<l\q <al[ al-Bukh[r\ (A commentary on al-Bukh[r\) is a commentary on al-J[mi< 

al-@a+\+ of Im[m Ab] Mu+ammad Ism[<\l al-Bukh[r\ (d. 256¦870) in the field of 

+ad\th. Zarr]q described the historical significance of the Prophetic reports and 

explained the difficult words and complexities of the text. Moreover he also evaluated 

the isn[ds of some +ad\ths.  

11- Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf (Principles of @]fism) is the central subject of this 

dissertation.  

2- His Students and Order: 

Zarr]q was an ardent preacher of his reform programme although he could not find 

suitable time and space for his mission when compared with the earlier @]f\s of the 

east and west. It was the strength of his message which survived and resounds across 

the Islamic world. He was a Sh[dhil\ shaykh and spent all his energies to bring to 

light the Sh[dhil\ notion and simplify the intricacies and obscurities of its scholarship 

among his novices. He was so impressed by Ibn <A%[ All[h that he wrote more than 

twenty commentaries on al-|ikam. His work however was not a mere imitation of 

Sh[dhil\ thoughts. He tried to explicate Sh[dhil\ thoughts according to the 

requirement of the time and restructure them, incorporating his wisdom and 

scholarship.89 That way, although the environment was not supportive for his 
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message, he still influenced Muslim society of North Africa and his impact was 

sufficiently expressive to bring the Zarr]q\yah order into being after him. 

The Zarr]q\yah is a branch of Sh[dhil\yah order as mentioned by the historians in the 

@]f\ literature. Zarr]q was a fervent interpreter and commentator of the core books of 

Sh[dhil\yah order, demonstrating his strong affiliation to the order. But in fact, Zarr]q 

was a shaykh with multiple lineages. He was initiated in the Q[dir\yah and 

Sh[dhil\yah orders from Shaykh al-|a#ram\.90 Al-|a#ram\‟s shaykh Ya+y[ b. 

Mu+ammad al-Q[dir\ (d. 857¦1453) also had multiple lineages and initiations. He was 

initiated in the Q[dir\ order by Ab] Mu+ammad al-Mas<]d and into the Sh[dhil\ 

lineage by <Al\ b. Mu+ammad b. Waf[ al-Qurash\ (d.709, 10¦ 1310, 11).91 Khushaim 

composes a table which shows the relation of Zarr]q with the shaykhs of the different 

orders. Apart from al-|a#ram\, Zarr]q had relations with three Q[dir\ shaykhs: 

Mu+ammad al-Zayt]n\, Sulaym[n al-Jaz]l\92 and al-Am\n al-<Att[r A+mad Ibn 

Zim[m; and one Chisht\ shaykh: Ibr[h\m al-Zaw[w\; and two Suhraward\ shaykhs: 

A+mad al-Zaw[w\ and Mu+ammad al-Zaw[w\.93 

The relations with the shaykhs of different orders reveal the diversity within Zarr]q‟s 

own approach. Although he always prefers the Sh[dhil\yah school of thought for his 

learners, he utilizes the wisdom of other orders in his writing which shows his holistic 

approach and positive assessment for other orders.   

Zarr]q attracted a very dedicated group of students and disciples during his stays at 

Cairo, |ij[z, Fez, Bij[yah and Mi~r[tah and later some of them became the adherent 

of his ideas. Some of them are as under: 

                                                 
90 al-Sakh[w\, al-$aw> al-L[mi<, vol. 10, p. 210 
91 For the detail of Zarr]q‟s Sh[dhil\ and Q[dir\ lineages cf. Appendix 1 (2) (below, pp. 186-187) 
92 Mu+ammad b. Sulaym[n al-Jaz]l\ (d. 870¦1465), the composer of Dal[>il al-Khayr[t, is one of the 
famous @]f\s of the Maghrib. Al-Jaz]l\ had close relations with al-Zayt]n\. Zarr]q records in             al-
Kunn[sh, p. 26 that he was with al-Zayt]n\ in the beginning of 970 AH in the z[wiyah B] al-Qu%]% and 
his Shaykh al-Zayt]n\ was guiding him in the matter of the construction of the z[wiyah. Meanwhile a 
group of the disciples of Mu+ammad al-Jaz]l\ came with al-@agh\r al-Sufy[n\ and they verified the 
death of al-Shaykh al-Jaz]l\. In this citation, it is clear that Zarr]q had a link with al-Jaz]l\ and his 
disciples but it is not mentioned any where that Zarr]q was initiated by al-Jaz]l\ or he remained 
disciple of al-Jaz]l\.    
93 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, pp. 114, 115 
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1- Mu+ammad b. <Abd al-Ra+m[n al-|a%%[b, 2- Ab] al-Barak[t, 3- Al-Zayn ^[hir al-

Qus%un%\n\, 4- Al-<{r\f al-Khar]b\, 5- Ab] al-F[ris <Abd al-<Az\z al-Qus%un%\n\, 6- 

Shams al-D\n al-Laqq[n\94, 7- N[~ir al-D\n al-Laqq[n\, 8- A+mad b. Y]suf al-Mily[n\ 

al-R[shid\, 9- Ab] <Abd All[h b. <Umar al-Mudghar\ al-Sijilm[s\, 10- ^[hir b. Zay[t 

al-Z[w[w\ known as Zarr]q al-@agh\r, 11- Ab] <Al\ Man~]r Ibn A+mad al-Bij[>\, 12- 

Ab] al-Q[sim al-Zarh]n\, 13- Ibr[h\m al-Zarh]n\, 14- Ab] al-M[lik b. al-Sa<\d, 15-

Mu+ammad M]s[ b. Ayy]b, 16-  Mu+mmad al-Sars]t\, 17- Mu+ammd al-Sal[w\, 18- 

Ab] Mu+ammad <Abd al-<Az\z, 19- Ibr[h\m al-Fa++[m,95 20- Mu+ammad Ab]       

al-Fa#l Khar]f al-An~[r\ al-T]nis\, 21- <Abd al-Ra+m[n b. <Al\ b. A+mad al-F[s\     

al-Sufy[n\ 96  

Zarr]q did not intend to found any z[wiyah.97 It was his students who built a z[wiyah 

and established the Zarr]q\yah. Zarr]q‟s reform programme was basically for the 

jurists and @]f\ masters rather than for the layman. The readership of his main books 

was made up of members of the highly educated class. In his entire life, he never tried 

to attract the common people. This aspect is observed by writers on Zarr]q such as 

G.S. Colin who notes: “The @]f\ teachings of A+mad Zarr]q were too lofty and 

perhaps also too pure to meet with the great success amongst the masses. His @]f\ 

teaching hardly passed beyond the narrow circle of his immediate disciples of his 

lifetime.”98 

However his adherents succeeded in setting up the Zarr]q\yah and the Zarr]q\yah 

suborders, on the basis of the teaching of its founder. The network of these orders was 

mainly in Africa, but its influence can be observed across the Muslim world. Ab] 

<Abd All[h Mu+ammad al-Khar]b\, Mu+ammad b. <Abd al-Ra+m[n al-|a%%[b al-

Ru>ayn\ and his son Ab] al-Barak[t were the devotees of Zarr]q in Tripoli. They 

established this order and Zarr]q‟s teachings in Libya. Three guides, al-Zayn ^[hir  

al-Qus%un%\n\, <Abd al-<Az\z al-Qus%un%\n\ and Ab] al-<Abb[s A+mad al-R[shid\ 

played very important roles in Algeria, particular in Bougie. While Ibr[h\m al-

                                                 
94 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, pp. 86, 130 
95 al-K]hin, ^ab[q[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, pp. 87, 88, 218; al-Mahd\ al-F[s\, Tu+fat Ahl al-@idd\qiyah  in 
Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 108 
96 al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, p. 284 (Cairo edition 1349¦1930) 
97

 al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 96; cf. (below, p. 35) 
98 Colin, G., “Sayyid\ A+mad Zarr]q”, Revista della Tripolitania, (Rome: 1925), vol. 2, pp. 23-34 
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Fa++[m , Ab] al-Q[sim al-Zarh]n\, Ab] <Abd All[h al-Maghr[w\, <Abd al-Malik b. 

Sa<\d, Mu+ammad al-Sal[w\, <Abd All[h al-Mudghar\ and Ibn Gh[z\ were the major 

proponents of the Zarr]q\yah in Morocco. 

Mi~r[tah has a great significance for the study of Zarr]q\yah. In the lifetime of the 

shaykh, many students and disciples gathered around him, but there is a scarcity of 

information about the people who lived there after the death of Zarr]q. The Laqq[n\ 

brothers were at Mi~r[tah at the time of Zarr]q‟s death. They were initiated by him 

and they lived there for a period. Shams al-D\n al-Laqq[n\ was the person who took 

the shaykh‟s place after his death. After some time the Laqq[n\ brothers set off to 

their native village, Laqq[nah, Egypt and established the Zarr]q\yah there.99   

However two successors of Zarr]q arrived there to look after and initiate disciples 

into the way of Zarr]q at Mi~r[tah. First Ab] <Al\ Man~]r b. A+mad al-Bij[>\ came 

from Bij[yah accompanied the shaykh in his life and married his wife Amat al-Jal\l 

after his death.100 He was buried next to the shaykh‟s grave. The second one was Ab] 

<Abd All[h Mu+ammad al-Maghr[w\, he came from Morocco. His descendents are 

still living at Mi~r[tah. There were some other disciples like Mu+ammad al-Baram]n\ 

and Ab] al-<Abb[s A+mad b. Ghalb]n and Zarr]q‟s servant A+mad b. <Abd             

al-Ra+\m. Later, these members of the Zarr]q\yah built a z[wiyah at Mi~r[tah to 

preserve the teaching of Zarruq.101 Two more z[wiyahs were built by the adherents of 

                                                 
99 al-K]hin, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, p. 218 
100 al-<Ayy[sh\ notes that after his death, his wife Amat al-Jal\l married to Man~]r b. A+mad al-Bij[>\ 
and Zarr]q‟s two sons A+mad Ab] al-Fat+ and A+mad Ab] al-Fa#l and a daughter <{>ishah from this 
wife died successively after his death. His second wife F[%imah went back to the Maghrib and settled at 
Algeria with his two sons A+mad al-Akbar and A+mad al-A~ghar. al-<Ayy[sh\, al-Ri+lah, vol. 1, p. 99  
101 Zarr]q was not in favour of building any z[wiyah at Mi~r[tah as the tradition of earlier Sh[dhil\ 
@]f\s like Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\ and Ab] al-<Abb[s al-Murs\. Once his disciple A+mad b. <Abd     
al-Ra+m[n asked him to build a z[wiyah he refused and said: “O A+mad! The fragrance of our 
perfume will not spread till we have perished in the earth”. He used to deliver lecturer when he offered 
his prayers but, twenty years after his death, his disciples built a z[wiyah and a mosque. The z[wiyah 
became the centre of learning and training for the @]f\ traditions. After the death of Zarr]q‟s immediate 
disciples, it declined as al-<Ayy[sh\ (d. 1035¦1627) mentioned in his Ri+lah. He wrote: “Alas! It is so 
prestigious place and the Im[m of that z[wiyah could not recite the verses of Qur>[n very well in his 
address.” In this situation, Qarm[nl\ P[sh[ (d. 1155¦1745), the governor of Tripolitania got involved 
and made it under the jurisdiction of the family of Ibn Ghalb]n. They restored its prestige and made it a 
centre of excellence for religious scholars and saints. Ibn N[~ir (d. 1121¦1709) praised the management 
and hospitality of this family for this z[wiyah in his Ri+lah. It remained in the supervision of this 
family till 1923. Then the Italians constituted a board of management for its maintenance. In this era all 
the manuscripts of Zarr]q were smuggled out and now the z[wiyah is devoid of Zarr]q‟s legacy. 
Before the revolution of 1969, the Libyan government attached a school of the Islamic University with 
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Zarr]q: one at Taliy]n (Taliouine) between Fez and T[z[ in Morocco102 and a second 

one was built at Baruq\yah (Berrouaghia) in Algeria, known as the z[wiyah of Awl[d 

^ar\f.103 

J. Spencer Trimingham regarded the Zarr]q\yah as a main @]f\ order of Africa.104 

Khushaim described thirteen Sh[dhil\ sub-orders through the Zarr]q\yah105 but the 

question is “how much of the message and reform programme of Zarr]q is conveyed 

and carried out by his immediate disciples and these sub-orders?” Zarr]q‟s ideas of 

integrated Islam and a comprehensive @]f\ reform programme by fusing the wisdom 

of Islamic jurisprudence with the @]f\ piety and devotion, could not attract the masses 

of a distress society where a particular concept of blessing and miracle was associated 

with sainthood. This was the main impediment to the growth of his order and a 

hindrance to the spread of his message to the masses. Therefore it can be observed 

that the part of his teaching related to prayers and invocation, gains very much 

popularity among his adherents and masses.106  

Depont and Cappolani write in this regard:  

Despite his renown for saintliness and great knowledge, the followers who put 

themselves under Zarr]q‟s patronage were only the beginning of other 

organizations. His teachings have remained in the domain of literature and they 
                                                                                                                                            
this z[wiyah and after the revolution, the school is converted in the Department of Arabic and Islamic 
Studies, University of Libya. However Khushaim writes: “Its present situation does not indicate its 
glorious past in any way”. cf. Al-<Ayy[sh\, Ri+lah, pp. 96-97; Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, pp.117-125; 
Ibn Ghalb]n, <Abd All[h, al-Tadhk[r f\ man Malaka ^ar[bulus wa-m[ K[na bih[ min al-Akhb[r, 
(Tripoli: 1967), p. 225; Ibn N[~ir, A+mad, Ri+lah al-N[~ir\, p. 13; Qary], Mu+ammad, Tar[jim A<y[n 
al-<Ulam[> min Abn[> Mi~r[tah, (Cairo: 1970), pp. 81-101 
102 Guennoun, Dhikriy[t Mash[hir, p. 18 
103 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 130 
104 Trimingham, J. Spencer, The @]f\ Orders in Islam, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), p. 87 
105 The detail of Khushaim‟s mentioned orders is as follows: Bakr\yah Zarr]q\yah in Egypt; 
Yashr]%\yah Zarr]q\yah in Lebanon and Rhodes; Is[w\yah Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco, Tunis, 
Libya; R[shid\yah Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco; Gh[z\yah Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco; 
Suhayl\yah Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco; Karz[z\yah Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco; Shaykh\yah 
Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco; N[~ir\yah Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco; Zayy[n\yah Zarr]q\yah in 
Algeria Morocco; Darq[w\yah Zarr]q\yah in Algeria, Morocco; Madan\yah Zarr]q\yah in Morocco, 
Algeria, Tunis, Libya, Egypt and |ij[z; Yashr]%\yah Zarr]q\yah in Lebanon, Rhodes and San]s\yah 
Zarr]q\yah in Libya, North Africa, Chad, Niger, Egypt, |ij[z and Yemen Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, 
pp. 112-117 
106

 For example Wa&\fah Zarr]q\yah and his commentaries on the |izb al-Ba+r always remained 
popular among the masses. cf. Ibn <Aj\bah, A+mad ibn Mu+ammad: Fahrasat Ibn <Aj\bah, tr. and ed. 
Jean-Louis Michon „The Autobiography (Fahrasa) of the Moroccan @]f\: A+mad Ibn <Aj\bah (1747-
1809), (Louisville, KY: Fone Vitae, 1999), pp. 47, 56 
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could never influence the common people who have only retained a vague 

memory of their author.107  

Khushaim‟s remarks also wrote:  

Shaikh was not the kind of Marabout who usually attracts the common people 

by his karam[t and miracles. On the contrary he was mostly against those 

pseudo-@]f\s whom he always considered as corrupted men and the cause of 

@]fism‟s deterioration and decay. Because of his high educational level and 

thorough understanding of the @]f\ teaching and message, his compilations were 

far from being properly understood by lay-men, in spite of his attempt to 

simplify his teachings, as wall as @]f\ concepts in general.108 

Therefore most of his successors incorporated some additional traditions in his 

absolute message to catch the attention of common people. For example al-R[shid\, 

the founder of R[shid\yah Zarr]q\yah order in Algeria, was initiated by Zarr]q in 

Boiugie and he introduced his own preaching to influence the layman and he directed 

his educated followers according to the teachings of Zarr]q.109 Similarly his disciple 

in Morocco Ibr[h\m al-Fa++[m was a majdh]b but he was initiated by Zarr]q and he 

had extensive popularity among the people. He was so popular amongst the people 

that they called him qu%b al-aj[nib wa-abd[l.110 His activities were entirely different 

that those employed by Zarr]q. Kugle notes:  

In view of al-Af+[m‟s display of a model of “irrational” holiness beyond Zarr]q‟s 

more constrained boundaries of authentic sainthood, it is hard to imagine him 

absorbing much of Zarr]q‟s principles fused with juridical training.”111  

The Zarr]q\yah as an order could not be successful compared to other orders. Most 

orders took their initiation from this order and many Sh[dhil\ orders claimed Zarr]q 

within the authentication of their @]f\ lineage. In this way the Zarr]q\yah is 

                                                 
107 Depont, O and Cappollani, X, Les conreries Religieuses Musulmanes, (Adolph Jordan, Alger, 1897)  
in Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 111 
108 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 111 
109 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 112 
110 al-K]hin, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, p. 218 
111 Kugle, Rebel, p. 209 
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considered a mother-order and many @]f\ orders sprang from it, introducing their 

specific way of teaching. Khushaim rightly says that „It is a fact that the Zarr]q\yah, 

as an established organized Order, was not known in large-scale groups of fraternity, 

and it was often considered a link either in the chains of other Orders or as merely a 

Mother-Order for the Orders which sprang from it. That is why it is rather difficult to 

trace the development of the Zarr]q\yah and examine its impact on Islamic society in 

the various parts of the Muslim world‟.112 However a small number of his students 

carried on his original message to the next generation.  Mu+ammad al-Kharr]b\, and 

the Laqq[n\ brothers are its best examples. They continued to teach Zarr]q‟s ideas in 

Libya, Egypt and the |ij[z. They preserved his message in this way. Mu+ammad al-

Kharr]b\ for example composed many commentaries of Zarr]q‟s work. The 

intellectual debates in the |ij[z caused them to expand Zarr]q‟s message beyond the 

boundaries of Africa and the |ij[z113 and Zarr]q‟s intellectual heratige was preserved 

by many scholars across the muslim world.  

<Abd Ra+m[n b. al-|[jj A+mad al-Maghrib\ (d. 960¦1552) was a jurist and he learned 

jurisprudence from the al-Laqq[n\ brothers. He introduced the message of juridical 

sainthood in the bil[d al-r]m.114 Al-Badr al-Qarr[f\ remarks about him: “Our shaykh, 

the scholar, the ascetic, the gnostic and upholder of shar\<ah and %ar\qah went to the 

bil[d r]m in the reign of Sul%[n Sulaym[n. He was the extraordinary scholar of his 

age.”115 Similarly <Abd al-Ra+m[n b. <Al\ al-Ajhur\ (d. 957¦1550) was an eminent 

jurist and @]f\ master of his age in Egypt. He learned from the Laqq[n\ brothers and 

established a school where more than one hundred students joined him. Far[f\ 

remarks: “He was the most knowledgeable man in jurisprudence whom we met. He 

                                                 
112 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 110 
113 Mu+ammad al-Kharr]b\ composed Shar+ Arj]zah al-Shaykh Zarr]q f\ <Ay]b al-Nafs. There is a 
MS of this commentary in the *[hir\yah. cf. M[li+, Mu+ammad Riy[#, Fihris Makh%]%[t D[r al-Kutub 
al-*[hir\yah; Qism al-Ta~awwuf,  (Dimashq: Majma< al-Lughah al-<Arab\yah, 1402/1982), p. 94 
114 The term bil[d al-r]m is generally applied on the area consisted upon Byzantium empire specially 
Constantinople. However, Muslim historians used it with different limitations. Al-Zuhr\ stated that 
bil[d al-r]m consisted of a region from Constantinople in the East to Barcelona in the West whereas 
Y[q]t extended its limits from the land of Turks, Khazars, Rus in the north and the east, and its limits 
were in the south to al-Sh[m and Alexandria and in the west to the sea of Andalus. cf. al-Zuhr\: Kit[b 
al-Jughrafiyah, p. 228; Y[q]t, Mu<jam al-Buld[n, vol. 3, p. 39; Nadia Maria El-Cheikh, “Byzantium 
through the Islamic Prism from Twelfth to the Thirteen Century” in Laiou Angeliki E. and Mottahedah 
Roy P. (ed.), The Crusades from the Perspective of Byzantium and the Muslim World, (Dumbarton 
Oaks: 2001), pp. 53-71 at p. 59  
115 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 176 
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had amazing ability to train the students and he was very popular in the life of his 

teacher N[~ir al-D\n al-Laqq[n\. Shih[b al-D\n al-Sha<r[n\ included him in his 

^abaq[t al-@]f\yah and appreciated him.”116    

<Abd al-Ra+m[n b. <Al\ b. A+mad al-F[s\ al-Sufy[n\ (d. 956¦1549) was the student of 

Zarr]q in Fez. He travelled to Egypt and met distinguished scholars of his age for 

higher leaning joining the school of Ibn |ajar. He had particular abilities in the +ad\th 

sciences. After completing his studies, he stayed for a time in S]d[n and Kanwwar 

and then came back to Fez in 924¦1518. He become muft\ and im[m of j[mi< Andalus 

after the death of Mu+ammad b. Mu+ammad Ibn al-Im[m  al-Q]r\. He was teacher of 

the leading scholars of 10th¦16th century like A+mad al-Manj]r (d. 955¦1548),           

al-Yas\tn\ (d. 959¦1552) and <Abd al-Wahh[b al-Zaq[q (d. 961¦1554).117   

A+mad B[b[ T\mbukt\ (963-1036¦1556-1627) the writer of Nayl al-Ibtih[j was also 

very much influenced by this movement.118 He revealed that he learnt al-|ikam of Ibn 

<A%[> All[h with the commentary of Zarr]q.119 He writes: “My master al-Shaykh       

al-@]f\ gave me permission and certificates which were given to him from his Shaykh 

al-<Ar\f al-Kharr]b\, a student of Zarr]q.”120  

<Al\ al-Muttaq\ al-Hind\ (885-975¦1480-1567), a prolific writer and leading scholar in 

the field of +ad\th and Islamic sciences, was the man who encountered the followers 

of Zarr]q in the |ij[z and he absorbed the true sprit of Zarr]q‟s wisdom.121 <Al\ al-

Muttaq\ introduced the teaching of Zarr]q to India, compiling commentaries of his 

books and simplifying his ideas in his own books. Kugle sings the praises of al-

Muttaq\: “Several generations later, one @]f\ who attained the status of juridical saint 
                                                 
116 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, pp. 175, 176 
117 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, pp. 176-177; al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, pp. 279, 283, 284 (Cairo 
edition 1349¦1930) 
118 Ab] A+mad B[b[ b. A+mad b. <Umar Al-Timbukt\ al-S]d[n\ (963-1036¦1556-1627) was a 
historian, traditionalist and jurist from Timbukt] in western Africa. He was originally from the tribe of 
@anh[jah. He was very austere in the religious matters and he did not care any one in this respect. He 
composed many works; his Nayl al-Ibtih[j, and Kif[yat al-Mu+t[j are considered valuable. Zirikl\,      
al-A<l[m, vol. 1, p. 98) 
119 Hunwick, J. O., A New Source of the Biography of A+mad B[b[ Al-Tinbukt\ (1556¦1627) in 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, Vol. 27, No, 3, (1964), 
pp. 568-593 at p. 583  
120 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 186 
121 al-Muttaq\ learned and took the @]f\ initiation from the al-Shaykh Ab] al-|asan al-Bakr\ who was 
the khal\fah of Zarr[q. Cf. al-|afn\, <Abd al-Mun<im, al-Maws]<ah al-@]f\yah, (Cairo: Maktabah 
Madb]l\, 1424¦2003); Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 5, p. 79; (See note on page. 26)  
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embraced Zarr]q was <Al\ b. |uss[m al-D\n al-Muttaq\, a @]f\ and +ad\th scholar 

from India who took allegiance to Zarr]q‟s ideology and formal initiatic lineage.”122 

After <Al\ al-Muttaq\, <Abd al-|aqq Mu+addith Dihlaw\ (959-1052¦1552-1642) was 

the devotee to the message of Zarr]q in India.123 He cited Zarr]q‟s ideas in his 

books124 and to some extend his book Ta+~\l al-Ta<arruf is an explanation of Qaw[<id 

al-Ta~awwuf.125  

Mu+ammad b. <Abd Ra+m[n Ibn Zukr\ (d. 1141¦1731) is an intriguing personality in 

Morocco in the first half of 12th¦18th century in the field of Islamic learning and 

@]fism.  He was a enthusiastic follower, aiming to spread the legacy of Zarr]q to the 

masses. His commentary on al-Na~\+ah al-K[f\yah of Zarr]q is very popular.126  

Another Indian scholar and famous of traditionalist and theologian, Mu+ammad 

|ay[t al-Sind\ al-Madan\ (d. 1163¦1750) was also the member of the extended 

Sh[dhil\yah network. He was from Sind and settled at Medina. He was the teacher of 

many renowned scholars of the time. He wrote a number of books: Shar+ al-Targh\b 

wa-al-Tarh\b of al-Mundhir\, al-Muqqadimah f\ al-<Aq[>id and Tu+fat al-Mu+ibb\n f\ 

Shar+ al-Arba<\n al-Nawaw\yah are his most famous. Later his involvement in the 

Sh[dhil\yah circles leads him to propagate the juridical @]f\ approach. He wrote a 

commentary on al-|ikam of Ibn <A%[> All[h.127   

                                                 
122 Kugle, „A+mad Zarr]q‟, pp. 181-201 at pp. 198, 199 
123 <Abd al-|aqq b. Sayf al-D\n al-Dihlaw\ (959-1052¦1552-1642) was an eminent jurist of the |anaf\ 
school of law in Dihl\ and he was one of the great traditionalist of the time. He was prolific writer, 
composed more than one hundred books in Arabic and Persian. Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 4, p. 52 
124 al-Dihlaw\ <Abd al-|aqq, Akhb[r al-Akhy[r f\ Asr[r al-Abar[r, (Dehli: Lith, 1308),  n.p 
125 Mu+ammad A~ghar Asad and al-Siy[lw\, Mu+ammad Shar\f, „Al-Im[m al-Shaykh Zarr]q             
wa-Kit[buhu “Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf”, in Majallah Ta+q\q, Kull\yah <Ul]m Isl[m\yah wa-Sharq\yah, 
Punjab University, Lahore, Pakistan, 1999, No. 64, pp. 249-261, at p. 259. The first author of this 
article, Mu+ammad A~ghar Asad edited Ta+~\l al-Ta<arruf for his PHD dissertation from University of 
the Punjab, Lahore in 1996. Complete name of this book is Ta+~\l al-Ta<arruf f\ Ma<rifat al-Fiqh wa-al-
Ta~awwuf as cited in Brockelmann 2: 416, Ka++[lah 5: 91 and the MS has 61 folios and available in 
the Maktabat Sub+[n All[h, No. 2977-10. For details cf. @idd\q\, Mu+ammad Y[s\n Ma&har and Q[sim 
al-S[mra>\, Fihris Makh%]%[t al-<Arab\yah, bi-J[mi<at <Al\ Garh al-Isl[m\yah, India, (London: 
M]>assasah al-Furq[n, 1423/2002), vol. 1, p. 113. <Abd |ak\m Sharf al-Q[dir\ translated this book into 
Urdu and it has been published from Maktabat al-Q[dir\yah, Lahore, 2008 
126 Ibn <Aj\bah, Fahrasah, p. 70  

Note: al-Khazrajī, Ah ̣mad Ibn al-Shaykh Muh ̣ammad Ibn Ah ̣mad prepared a critical edition the first 
part of this commentary for his Ph.D research from the University of Exeter in 1996. The title of his 
thesis is „Ibn Zukr\‟s Shar+ al-Na~\+ah al-K[f\yah: a critical edition of the first part with introduction 
and notes‟. 
127 Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 6,  p. 344 
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Sulaym[n b. Ya+y[ al-Ahdal (1137-1197¦1725-1783) joined Zarr]q\yah at Medina 

and he learned from him +ad\th and @]fism. Al-Ahdal was a distinguished 

traditionalist of Yemen known as al-+[fi& al-kab\r. Al-Shawk[n\ recorded in al-Badr 

al-^[li<: “He had extraordinary proficiency in the traditional and rational studies. He 

was a legendary teacher of Yemen and numerous students from Yemen and all other 

countries were in his study circle. He was mu+add\th and muft\ of Yemen and Zab\d. 

People consulted him for all their predicaments.”128 He used to teach his students 

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf and explain the wisdom of Zarr]q, expounding the intricacies 

of his message. It is not clear whether he composed any commentary of the Qaw[<id 

or not but there are some of his explanatory notes in the footnotes in a manuscript of 

Qaw[<id which show his deep involvement in the books of Zarr]q.129 

Zarr]q‟s influence can also be observed on the @]f\ orders of 19th and 20th centuries 

who played a very significant role in the religious and socio-political movements of 

north of Sahara. Trimingham writes about Darq[w\yah: “In fact (It) was far more of a 

popular revival and became the most widespread, numerous, and influential %ar\qa in 

North Africa. This awakening was set in motion by an ecstatic leader in the Sh[dhil\-

Zarr]q\ succession called Ab] |[mid (A+mad) al-<Arab\ al-Darq[w\ (1760-1823) 

who followed traditional lines.”130 The z[wiyah of al-Darq[w\ at B] Ber\+, just north 

of Fez was the centre of knowledge and piety. The Darq[w\yah order encouraged the 

jih[d\ movements and promoted an extremely conservative version of the M[lik\ 

school of thought.131 A+mad Ibn <Aj\bah (1160-1224¦1747-1809) was a leading 

Moroccan @]f\ in the Darq[w\yah order. He was inspired by Zarr]q and cited Zarr]q 

in his books and commentaries.132 The influence of Zarr]q on Ibn <Aj\bah can be 

observed in his commentary on Shar+ Mab[+ith al-A~l\yah of Ibn Bann[> in which he 

cited Zarr[q numerously with great appreciation. He reveals his own @]f\ lineage and 

                                                 
128 Zab[rah, Mu+ammad b. Mu+ammad b. Ya+y[ al-@agh[n\, Taq[r\& Nashr al-<Urf li-Nubal[>           
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p. 742, 743; Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 3, p. 201; Trimingham, The @]f\ Orders in Islam, p. 111 
129 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf  (MS. of  Maktabat al-R[shid\yah, Sindh, Pakistan, folios. 30b, 53a, b 
130 Trimingham, The @]f\ Orders in Islam, p. 111 
131 Lings, Martin, What is @]fism?, (London : Allen and Unwin, 1975), p.125; Horrie, Chris and 
Chippendale, Peter, What is Islam?, (London : W.H.Allen, 1990), p. 143  
132 Ibn <Aj\ba: Fahrasah, pp. 70, 106, 131,151; Ibn <Aj\bah, A+mad b. Mu+ammad, al-Fut]+[t            
al-Il[h\yah f\ Shar+ al-Mab[+ith al-A~l\yah, ed. Uwaysī, Mu+ammad <Abd al-Ra+mān, (Dimashq:      
al-Yamāmah lil-T ̣ibā<ah wa-al-Nashr wa-al-Tawzī<, 1998), pp. 64, 65, 91, 136, 318, 369, 371, 408, 
417, 420, 441, 540, 552, 553, 554, 574, 575 
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mentions Zarr]q as a shaykh and writes: “This order is a great heritage, from one 

gnostic (<[rif) through another gnostic from the Lord of all gnostics (peace and 

blessing of All[h be upon him).”133 

He also recorded in his autobiography how common people in the Maghrib were 

emotionally attached to Zarr]q and he noted in this respect the behaviour of his 

mother who recited litanies of the Zarr]q\yah morning and evening for blessings.134 

Zarr]q‟s books were taught in teaching circles in the Magrib. Ibn Aj\bah himself 

learnt the books of Zarr]q: U~]l al-^ar\qah and al-Na~\+ah al-K[f\yah from Shaykh 

Mu+ammad al-Janw\.135 He had a strong affiliation with Zarr]q and he noted in his 

book on this topic that our companion, the sincere faq\r Sayyd\ <Al\ al-^afr\ recounted 

this to me: “In a dream, I saw Shaykh A+mad Zarr]q and said to him: “Oh most 

learned man, S\d\ A+mad Ibn <Aj\bah is teaching your knowledge openly and is 

spreading your %ariqah.” “May God reward you”, he exclaimed, and then placed S\d\ 

A+mad before him and began to walk behind him. What do you think about me [sic]? 

I asked shaykh again. What should I say about a man of paradise? He replied. “This 

dream took place before I met the shaykh [B]z\d\].”136 He revealed Zarr]q as a 

shaykh in his @]f\ lineage;137 and wrote a commentary on the Wa&\fat al-

Zarr]q\yah.138  

From the late eighteenth century a significant change was observed in @]f\ thought 

and methods that was partly a response to the corrupt authoritarianism and antinomian 

@]f\ trends and partly a response to anti-colonial resistance and modernism.139 On the 

basis of this shift, the term „neo-@]fism‟ was devised to differentiate it from the 

traditional classical @]fism, and its revivalist and socially activist forms of networks 

and communities, which were more organized than those of the earlier @]f\ orders. 
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134 Ibn <Aj\bah, Fahrasah, p. 47 
135 Ibn <Aj\bah, Fahrasah, p. 55 
136 Ibn <Aj\bah, Fahrasah, p. 115 
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138 Ibn <Aj\bah, Fahrasa, p. 65 
139 For details see: Fazlur Rahman, Islam, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1979), pp. 203, 
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Fazlur Rahman initiated the concept of neo-@]fism.140 He observed that during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, @]f\ reform movements greatly resembled 

orthodox puritanical movements and that their reform programmes were based on 

turning towards the primary principles of Islam, i.e. the Qur>[n and Sunnah, and on 

stripping away reprehensible innovations and heresies from the society. This common 

fact was illustrated by the term „%ar\qah mu+ammad\yah‟ (the way of Mu+ammad). 

The renowned reformer @]f\ A+mad Ibn Idr\s (1163-1253¦1749, 50-1837)141 who 

founded his order in Arabia, also used the term %ar\qah mu+ammad\yah. Rahman 

further argued that the change in @]f\ methods represented a response to orthodox 

pressure and criticism:  

The reform of @]fism under orthodox pressure – both from within and from 
outside @]fism – resulted in a phenomenon wherein @]fism was largely stripped 
of its ecstatic and metaphysical character and content, which were replaced by a 
content which was nothing else than the postulates of the orthodox religion. 
This fact can‟t be over-emphasized, since through it @]fism was made to serve 
the activist impulse of orthodox Islam and is a ubiquitous fact in all the major 
forms of pre-Modernist reform movements.142 

It can therefore be concluded that puritanical reformism was a pervasive and common 

phenomenon of the Islamic movements of eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  

^ar\qah Mu+ammad\yah of A+mad ibn Idr\s and his disciple Mu+ammad al-San]s\ 

(1202-1276¦1787-1859) can be traced back in the ijtih[d\ vigour of North African 

+ad\th-oriented @]f\s of fifteenth-century. Their special focus on +ad\th studies led 

them to redefine Islamic sciences on the basis of +ad\th. Zarr]q is considered one of 

the most important exponents of that group of scholars.143 He applies juridical 

reasoning through the application of +ad\th, fiqh and theology in order to establish the 

principles of @]fism on the modal of legal maxims. Through the formulation of this 

unique genre, he strives to reconcile @]f\ approach with jurisprudence and other 

Islamic sciences. Moreover, he not only criticises the blind conformation of the @]f\s 

but also questions the orthodoxy of different @]f\ traditions and tries to amalgamate 
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different @]f\ orders establishing them on the classical Islamic foundations.144 The 

impact of Zarr]q on the %ar\qah Mu+ammad\yah is a matter to be examined carefully. 

Since A+mad ibn Idr\s counted Zarr]q among his shaykhs in his treaties.145 Similarly 

his disciple Mu+ammad al-San]s\ referred Zarr]q in his works.146 A+mad ibn Idr\s 

spent his life in Morocco, Egypt, |ij[z and finally settled in Yemen. His impact is 

very profound across the North Africa. He successfully organized a group of his 

students who influenced the religo-political culture of Africa north of Sahara. Among 

his numerous disciples and students, Mu+ammad al-San]s\  the founder of the 

San]s\yah order, Mu+ammad <Uthm[n al-Mirgh[n\ (1208-1268¦1793-1852), the 

founder of the Kh[tam\yah, and Ibr[h\m al-R[shid (1228-1291¦1813-1874), the 

founder of the R[shad\yah order are still have great prestige and popularity among the 

people.147  

Western orientalists who have explored the wisdom and scholarship of the @]f\s of 

Africa includes Victor Danner, Vincent J. Cornell, Zainab Istrabadi and Scott Kugle, 

have made significant contribution to the field. Victor Danner composed numerous 

scholarly articles to introduce the Sh[dhil\yah teaching including the translation of 

Ibn <A%[> All[h‟s al-|ikam. He considered Zarr]q one of the most important heirs of 

the Sh[dhil\ tradition who preserved their legacy composing various commentaries on 

the early Sh[dhil\ S]f\s. Danner emphasized that since Ibn <A%[> All[h‟s works have 

been transmitted through two isn[d, one correct and other is incorrect, and the correct 

transmission is the one which begins with renowned Sh[fi<\ jurist Taq\ al-D\n al-

Subk\ (d. 759¦1355). Zarr]q got five works of Ibn <A%[> All[h from Shams al-D\n al-

Sakh[w\ through the isn[d of al-Subk\.148 He further writes: “[The commentaries of 

al-|ikam] by A+mad Zarr]q deserves special attention. It must be mentioned that he 

wrote around thirty different commentaries on the |ikam, which has to be a record of 
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sorts. Since he tells us that he got the |ikam, plus other works by Ibn <A%[>ill[h from 

the traditionalist and historian Shams ad-D\n as-Sakh[w\ with the correct isn[d, or 

chain of transmission, we can use the text imbedded in his commentaries to control 

the afore- mentioned texts.”149 

 

Zainab Istrabadi prepared an annotated translation of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf for her 

PhD studies under the supervision of Victor Danner.150 Moreover, Marry Ann Koury 

Danner mentioned Zarr]q as an important Sh[dhil\ @]f\ in her translation of Ibn <A%[ 

All[h‟s Mift[+ al-Fal[+.151  

 

Vincent J. Cornell‟s book Realm of the Saint examines the socio-political dynamics 

and the role of @]f\s in the Moroccan society through the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries C. E. Defining the concept of sainthood Cornell investigates the formation 

of @]f\ institutions and their involvement in the socio-political and jih[d\ activities, 

and how they gave the rise to the Shar\fian state. He portrays Zarr]q as an important 

member of the extended community of juridical saints who opposed the @]f\ populism 

and their involvement in jih[d\ activities against the state, therefore, he was forced to 

exile Fez because of his opposition to that popular @]f\ notion. He writes: “At the end 

of the fifteenth century C. E., A+mad Zarr]q, the juridical Sufi from Fez who was 

forced into exile because of his opposition to a program against the Jews of his native 

city… This legalist and Sh[dhil\ shaykh was an eye-witness to the cruelty and 

injustice that could arise from a populism which gave free rein to its prejudices 

without the restrain of the law. For this reason, he valued stability above all else and 

advocated a centralised state that was buttressed by a strong military and highly 

trained ulma.”152 Cornell devoted a reasonable portion of his work to describe the 

thoughts of Zarr]q and his role in this context. However, Scott Kugle not only 

extended the Cornell‟s work regarding the juridical sainthood but he also painted 

Zarr]q as a juridical @]f\. He elaborated how Zarr]q fused Islamic legal rectitude and 
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devotional piety. Kugle‟s Rebel between Spirit and Law is considered the best work 

for the study of juridical @]fism and Zarr]q‟s contributions in this regard. However, 

in contrary to Cornell and Kugle, some other Zarr]q‟s researchers argues that his 

departure from Fez was not a political exile but it was to seek knowledge from the 

East as mentioned above.153  

During the last fifty years Muslim scholars have also focused their attention to 

understand the nature of Zarr]q‟s message and his reform programme. <Abd al-|al\m 

Ma+m]d, Ma+m]d b. al-Shar\f, Ali Fahmi Khushaim and Idr\s <Az]z\ produced 

valuable works for the better understanding of Zarr]q. Professor Mu+mmad al-

Mu++an[ is an enthusiastic preacher of Zarr]q. He regularly delivers his lecture on 

Qaw[<\d al-Ta~awwuf in historic al-J[mi< al-Azhar154 but now new centres are 

emerging from North America to South Africa to teach and understand the massage of 

Zarr]q. |amzah Y]suf is an adherent of Zarr]q in North America. He used to teach 

the text of Kit[b Al-I<[nah al-Mutawajjih al-Misk\n il[ al-Fat+ wa-al-Tamk\n (The 

Book on the Aid to the Needy Who Turns towards the Path of Empowerment and 

Success). In August 1998, he taught more than a hundred Muslim students of North 

America and Europe in J[mi< al-Qarawiyy\n. He has founded, with Dr. Hish[m 

Alal]s\, the Zayt]na Institute in Hayward, California.155 He also translated Zarr]q‟s 

}~]l al-^ar\qah (Foundation of the Spirtual Path) into English.156   

|amza Y]suf idealizes and cites in his writings and speeches as a model to resolve 

the conflict between @]f\s and jurists. His speech at Stanford University on 4th May, 

1997 is good example in this regard. He said: “The fundamental and underlying 

message in the tradition of Islam, I think personally, is that it does not and refuses to 

create his dialectic in which a person‟s inward and their outward become split. [In 

non-Islamic systems] people are either forced to become esoterists or they are forced 

to become exoterists. In fact what Islam is trying to do, and what most of the other 

spiritual religions (and in fact from the Muslim perspective all of them) have failed to 
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do, is to join these two elements in a harmonious and balanced way. This is why, in 

the tradition of Islam, Sufism has always been part of the traditional Islamic 

curriculum in every single Muslim university. I know of no period in the Islamic 

tradition in which Sufism was not taught in the universities and not seen as an 

important and fundamental aspect of the tradition of Islam. 

Shaykh A+mad Zarr]q wrote a great book called The Principles of Sufism in which 

he clarified traditional and orthodox Sufism. He says in his principle number 208: 

“There are five reasons for repudiating the Sufis. The first of these is with reference to 

the perfection of their path. For if the Sufis latch on to a special dispensation or if they 

misbehave or are negligent in a matter or if a fault manifests itself in them, people 

hasten to repudiate them” because they are people who have traditionally been the 

most strongest and fierce adherents to the sacred teaching of Islam and they have been 

the ones also that have never inclined toward easy ways out in terms of the shar\<a or 

the sacred law. They have been the strictest adherents to the sacred law, but they have 

a wonderful principle: be hard on yourself and be gentle with other people.  

Unfortunately, the disease of this age amongst many Muslim is being easy on yourself 

and being hard on everybody else. So I think this is where the real crisis of rejecting 

Sufism as one-third of Islam has had really devastating results in much of the modern 

Islamic phenomenon. [Shaykh Ahmad Zarruq] said: “This is because no servant is 

free of fault unless he is granted infallibility or protection by God.”157 

|amzah Y]suf‟s involvement in the message of Zarr]q is not only a rhetorical; he 

established the Zaytuna Institute in California in the name of a famous historical 

university of J[mi<ah al-Zayt]nah, Tunisia. Y]suf educates his followers and disciples 

in Zarr]q‟s methodology, composing a well-balanced curriculum. Besides |amzah 

Y]suf, Shaykh Hisham Kabb[n\, a @]f\ leader of Naqshband\yah order in United 

States158 and Shaykh Y]suf al-Rif[<\, leader of al-Rif[<\yah order in Kuwait,159 
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Shaykh Fa#l All[h Haer\,160 a distinguished writer and Sh[dhil\ @]f\ in the 

$arq[w\yah order in South Africa are the dynamic adherents of Zarr]q‟s message. 

Their writings and speeches are filled with many citations of Zarr]q161. 

The current desire to revive spirituality within the @]f\ circles due to internal 

disequilibriums and the external harsh criticism of anti-@]f\ reformers of @]f\ rituals 

inspires @]f\ circles to re-evaluate their tradition to eliminate antinomian trends and to 

synthesise the Islamic exoteric sciences with esotericism. Here Zarr]q‟s reform 

programme attracts @]f\ revivalists and they may well perceive the intellectual legacy 

of Zarr]q as a source of inspiration for their reforms. Thus it is likely that the current 

era is the best to understand Zarr]q‟s suggestions that remained dormant or marginal 

for a long time.             
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An Introduction to the Manuscripts and Published Editions of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf 

The editing and restoration of the text of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf using comparative 

study of its manuscripts is the principal aim of this thesis. The book has been cited by 

many historians and Zarr]q‟s biographers, particularly in the following works:         

al-A<l[m, /#[+ al-Makn]n, Kashf al-*un]n, al-Kaw[kib al-Durr\yah, Mu<jam          

al-Mu>allif\n, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, Qa%f al-Thamar, Ri+lah al-<Ayy[sh\, Shadhar[t           

al-Dhahab, Shajarat al-N]r, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, al-Tadhk[r, Ta+~\l al-Ta<arruf.162  

Published Editions 

Qaw[>id-al-Ta~awwuf has been published several times. Its details are as follows: 

1. Cairo, al-Maktabah al-<Ilm\yah, 1318/1900.  

2. Beirut, Ma%ba< al-Mall[+, edited by al-Shaykh Ibr[h\m al-Ya<q]b\, 1388/1968 

3. Cairo, Maktabat al-Kulliy[t al-Azhar\yah, edited by Mu+ammad Zuhr\          

al-Najj[r, 1368/1998, 1396/1976, 1409/1989 

4. Beirut, D[r al-J\l, first edition, edited by Mu+ammad Zuhr\ al-Najj[r; <Al\ 

Ma<bad Fargal\, 1992 

5. Beirut, D[r al-Kutub al-<Ilm\yah, edited by <Abd al-M[j\d Khay[l\, 2003, 

2007 

6. Cairo, al-Maktabah al-Azhar\yah li-Turath, edited by Mu+ammad Zuhr\         

al-Najj[r, 1425/2004 

7. Damascus, D[r al-Bayr]t\, edited by Ma+am]d Bayr]t\, 2004 

8. Cairo, Maktabat al-Thaq[fah al-D\nn\yah, first edition, edited by <Abd          

al-Ra+\m al-S[yi+, Tawf\q <Al\ Wahbah, 2006 

9. Cairo, al-Ma<[hid, without date.  

                                                 
162 Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf has been cited in these books: 
Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 1, p. 88; al-Baghd[d\, /#[+ al-Makn]n, vol. 2, p. 242; |[jj\ Khal\fah, Kashf      
al-*un]n, vol. 2, p. 1358; al-Mun[w\, al-Kaw[kib al-Durr\yah, vol, 2, p. 122; Ka++[lah, Mu<jam       
al-Mu<liff\n, vol. 1, p. 155; al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 130; al-Madan\ @[li+ b. Mu+ammad al-
Full[n\, Qa%f al-Thamar, (Haider Abad: Ma%ba<at Majlis D[>irat al-Ma<[rif al-Ni&[m\yah, 1328¦1910), 
p. 32; al-<Ayy[sh\, Ri+lat, p. 99; al-|anbal\, Shadhar[t, vol. 7, p. 362; al-Makhl]f, Shajarat al-N]r, vol. 
7, p. 362; al-K]hin, ^abaq[t al-Sh[dhil\yah, p. 123; Ibn Ghalb]n, al-Tadhk[r, p. 223; Dihlaw\, Ta+~\l 
al-Ta<rruf, p. 1  
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All these above mentioned published editions have been published without proper 

editing and restoration of the text. Moreover, all of these editions, except the Beirut 

edition, are copied from the first published edition of al-Maktabah al-<Ilm\yah, Cairo 

in 1318/1900, which is based on a manuscript written in 1038/1628, as described at 

the end of its first edition.163 The published editions contain two hundred and 

seventeen qaw[<id with an introduction and epilogue. The book has been divided into 

sixteen sections. In spite of an extensive search on my part, this particular manuscript 

could not be found. The most interesting published edition is the Beirut edition 

referred to earlier. <Abd al-Maj\d Khiy[l\ edited it using two MSS: one of them is 

indexed under no: 1513 in al-Khiz[nah al-Qarawiyy\n, Fez and the other is indexed 

under no: 12217 in al-Khiz[nah al-Malik\yah, Rabat. Their copyists and dates of 

copying are both anonymous. This edition has two hundred and twenty five qaw[<id 

with a preface and an epilogue164 and, like other editions, this edition has not been 

properly prepared.  

Manuscripts  

The manuscripts of this book are available in different libraries or privately owned, 

some of which are the following:  

1. Biblioteca National, Escorial. 

2. Al-Maktabah al-Azhar\yah, Cairo.  

3. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.  

4. D[r al-Kutub al-Qawm\yah, Cairo 

5. Al-Maktabah al-R[shid\yah, P\r Jhand[, Sindh 

6. Koniglichen Bibliothek zu, Berlin.   

7. Al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah, Jerusalem. 

8. Maktabat Z[w\yat <Al\ b. <Umar, ^]lqah, Algeria. 

9. Khiz[nat al-<Ilm\yah al-@ubay+\yah, Sal[. 

10. Y]suf <Abd al-Ra+m[n Collection, Nyinahin, Ashant\ region, Ghana.  

11. Naya, Lim[n Khalid] Collection, Yend\, Northern Region, Ghana. 
                                                 
163 Zarr]q, A+mad, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf,  ed. Zuhr\ al-Najj[r, (Cairo: Maktabat al-<Ilm\yah, 
1318/1900), p. 78 
164 Zarr]q, A+mad, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, ed. <Abd al-|am\d Khay[l\, (Beirut: D[r al-Kutub             
al-<Ilm\yah, 2007), p. 15 
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12. Maktabat al-|aram al-Makk\ al-Shar\f, Mecca. 

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPTS 

1- Manuscript of Escorial  

This MS is indexed under the number arabe 741 in the Real Bilioteca del Monasterio 

Escorial, Madrid. It had been written in 16th Rab\< al-Awwal 996 (13th February, 1588 

C.E) in distinctly Maghrib\ script, but the name of the copyist is anonymous. 165 It is 

worth mentioning that the title of this MS is Kit[b Ta>s\s al-Qaw[>id wa-al-U~]l wa-

Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id li-dhaw\ al-Wu~]l f\ Am]r Ahammuh[ al-Ta~awwuf wa-m[ f\hi 

min Wuj]h al-Ta<arruf (Establishing Principles and the Rules and Obtaining Benefits 

for the People of Attainment in the Important Matters of @]fism and What It Pertains 

the Aspects of Acquaintance) However, the text of this manuscript is similar to the 

other MSS of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf.  

This MS is composed of 38 folios and its numbering starts from number 110 and ends 

at 147. It seems that numbering of the pages was not done by the copyist himself. In 

fact, some MSS are compiled together in one binding and the compiler wrote these 

numbers for the sake of counting. This MS has been divided into 17 sections and each 

page includes 25 lines and an average of 13 words per line. It is intact except for some 

minor lacunae, erasures and missing words in folios 112, 114, 131, 137 and 140. 

However, there are also additions of some words, sentences and qaw[<id which can be 

observed in the footnotes and postscripts in different handwriting to that used in the 

rest of the MS. There are six qaw[<id: 146, 149, 154, 202, 203, 204 written in a 

different script on folios 134, 135, 143, 144. Similarly, some words have been added 

on folios 112, 113, 119, 126, 127 and some sentences on folios 116, 120, 121, 124, 

132, 134, 136, 137, 139, 140, 144, 145. There is no indication as to why this change 

in style of writing has occurred or whose it is, but it seems that this addition was made 

by someone else who revised it and added some missing words, sentences and 

qaw[<id which were forgotten by the first copier. Another possibility is that this 

addition was not carried out by the author himself, and may have been added by the 
                                                 
165

 Derenbourg, Hartwig, Les Manuscrits Arabes de l'Escurial, (Paris : Leroux: Geuthner, 1884-1941), 

p. 32  

 

https://lib.exeter.ac.uk/search~S6?/XDerenbourg%2C+Hartwig&SORT=D&searchscope=6/XDerenbourg%2C+Hartwig&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=Derenbourg%2C%20Hartwig/1%2C3%2C3%2CB/frameset&FF=XDerenbourg%2C+Hartwig&SORT=D&searchscope=6&2%2C2%2C
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owner of the manuscript or by a student of the author in later times. The date of 

composition is also obscure and there is no sign indicating its authority or the date of 

its inscription. Moreover these qaw[<id are also missing from the published editions. 

The only thing which endorses the first opinion is the presence of these qaw[<id in 

other manuscripts as will be discussed in detail in the subsequent part of this section.   

2- Manuscript of Al-Azhar\yah 

The MS is indexed under the No: 204 ع                  in the al-Maktabah 6888 ,100 خ 9 

al-Azhar\yah, Cairo.166 The copyist of this MS is anonymous and there is no internal 

evidence that indicates its date of copying. The title of this MS is Kit[b Ta>s\s al-

Qaw[>id wa-al-U~]l wa-Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id li-dhaw\ al-Wu~]l f\ Am]r Ahammuh[ al-

Ta~awwuf wa-m[ f\hi min Wuj]h al-Ta<arruf. It consists of 39 folios, which start at 

68 and end at 106 as there is more than one MSS in a binding. It has been divided into 

18 chapters. There are 23 lines in a page and an average of 13 words in each line. 

Each folio has a catchword to protect the numbering of the MS. 

It is written in a very complex Maghrib\ script and it is very difficult in places to 

decipher some words. However, it is complete and sound in all regards. It has a 

preface and an epilogue and contains 224 qaw[<id. It is interesting that the copyist 

divided it into 18 chapters and added suitable subtitles according to the subject matter 

of qaw[<id, in the footnotes. The details of these titles are as follows: 

1- al-b[b al-awwal f\ +aq\qat al-ta~awwuf, Qa. 1-12 

2- al-b[b al-th[n\ f\ f[>idat al-ta~awwuf, Qa. 13-31 

3- al-b[b al-th[lith f\ m[dat al-ta~awwuf, Qa. 32-41 

4- al-b[b al-r[bi< f\ al-iqtid[> wa-al-ittib[<, Qa. 42-54 

5- al-b[b al-kh[mis f\ maq~id al-~]f\ wa-al-faq\h, Qa. 55-65 

6- al-b[b al-s[dis f\ ma<rifat al-ashy[kh wa-aws[mih[, Qa. 66-75 

7- al-b[b al-s[bi< f\ al-<ilm wa-f[>idatihi, Qa. 76-85 

8- al-b[b al-th[min f\ kayf\yat al-<ib[dah, Qa. 86-95 

9- al-b[b al-t[si< f\m[ yu<\n <al[ al-<ib[dah, Qa. 96-106 

                                                 
166 I got a photocopy of this MS from the D[r al-Kutub al-Azhar\yah. This number is written on the 
first page of the MS. I have seen the original MS in the Azhar\yah library in July, 2008. It was in a 
binding with some other MSS.  
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10-  al-b[b al-<[shir f\m[ yu<\n <al[ al-dhikr wa-m[ yalzim f\hi, Qa. 107-115 

11- al-b[b al-+[d\ <ashar f\ al-dhikr wa-al-du<[> wa-al-til[wah wa-fa#lihim[, Qa. 

116-125  

12-  al-b[b  al-th[n\ <ashar f\ al-sam[<, Qa. 126-143 

13-  al-b[b  al-th[lith <ashar f\ ma<rifat al-ashkh[~ wa-al-bil[d, Qa. 144-167 

14-  al-b[b al-r[bi< <ashar f\ al-kam[l wa-al-naq~ wa-al-faqr wa-al-ghin[, Qa. 168-

179 

15- al-b[b al-kh[mis <ashar f\ al-akhl[q al-+asanah wa-al-madhm]mah, Qa. 180-

191 

16- al-b[b al-s[dis <ashar f\ al-ta+q\q f\ al-<uy]b al-nafs wa-al-khaw[%ir, Qa. 192-

204 

17-  al-b[b al-s[bi< <ashar f\ al-+aq\qah wa-al-shar\<ah, Qa. 205-214 

18- al-b[b al-th[min <ashar f\ al-ink[r <al[ al-qawm, Qa. 215-224 

The most interesting feature of this MS is its 44 additional qaw[<id and many 

explanatory notes in the footnotes. It is a matter deserving of further investigation 

whether these additional qaw[<id are written by the author or by the copyist. It is 

clear, however, that the copyist of this MS is a highly learned and well-versed scholar. 

It seems that he has studied almost all books of Zarr]q because he explains qaw[<id 

by making reference to other works by Zarr]q. For instance he cited Shar+ Mab[+ith 

al-A~l\yah on folios 72, 86, 93 and Shar+ |izb al-Ba+r on folios 75, 86, 100, and 

Shar+ al-Waghl\s\yah on folios 81, 85, 97, 98, 99, 100 and Shar+ al-Tanb\h on folios 

82, 97 and  |[sh\yah <al[ al-Bukh[r\ on folio 86. The copyist records sayings of 

eminent scholars from other books to elaborate upon the qaw[<id. For example he 

cites al-Mu+[sib\ on folio 105 and al-Ghaz[l\ on folio 103. He refers in some 

footnotes to the others works, such as: Musnad Ab\ Ya<l[, |[sh\yah <al[ al-Mukhta~ar 

and Mukhta~ar al-Mad[rik on folio 71, Mift[+ al-F[#[>il wa-al-Ni<am on folio 76, 

Sunan al-Tirmidh\ on folio 83, Shar+ al-|i~an al-|a~\n by al-Sayyid Mu+ammad b. 

<Abd al-Q[dir on folio 89, Ras[>il @ughr[ on folio 97, Ras[>il Ikhw[n al-@af[ on folio 

102, and <Aw[rif al-Ma<[rif on folio 106. It appears therefore that this MS was copied 

by a highly learned man, or copied from a script that was in the custody of a scholar 

who made notes in its +aw[sh\, and a later copyist copied all of the MS with its 

footnotes in detail. 
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3- Paris Manuscript  

This MS is indexed under the number of ARABE 1380, in the Bibliotheque 

Nationale, Paris.167 The date and copyist of this MS are anonymous. However in an 

annotation of folio 59, the copyist supplied some information about rib[% (@]f\ lodge), 

its purpose, the activities of its inhabitants and how the novices and disciples refine 

and elevate themselves in the company of shaykh etc. The copyist writes about this 

annotation: “This footnote is by Shaykh <Al\ Muttaq\. May God benefit us with his 

wisdom and sharp (insight)!”  This annotation indicates that the MS may have been 

written in the late tenth¦sixteenth century, or later, because <Al\ al-Muttaq\ al-Hind\ 

died in 975/1567168 but its exact date of composition remains obscure. The title of this 

MS is Kit[b Ta>s\s al-Qaw[>id wa-al-U~]l wa-Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id li-dhaw\ al-Wu~]l f\ 

Am]r Ahammuh[ al-Ta~awwuf wa-m[ f\hi min Wuj]h al-Ta<arruf. 

 It has been written in a very clear nasakh script and its physical condition is very 

good, except some words have been obscured on folios 51, 54, 55 and 56. The copyist 

of this MS seems very professional, as he tried to produce an exact copy of the 

original, recording all of the information in the original MS. For instance, in folio 8 at 

the beginning of the q[<idah 28, he may have had doubts about some of the original 

wordings and therefore recorded in the footnote that he expended much efforts in 

trying to ascertain these words. Similarly, there is a blank space between two words 

on folio 41 in the corner of the page he mentions that the same blank space exists in 

the original MS.   

This manuscript is composed of 59 folios and has been divided into 17 chapters. 

There are 21 lines on a page and an average of 10 words on each line. Each folio has a 

catchword at the end to ensure the continuity between the pages. The MS has one 

preface, 224 qaw[<id, and an epilogue. There are some footnotes and +aw[sh\ on 

folios 1, 2, 3, 4, 19, 21, 58, 59. In folio 39, q[<idah 146 is written in a footnote. These 

footnotes are written in a different script. It is assumed that these footnotes and 

annotations are written by the same copyist to differentiate and separate the 

                                                 
167 Vajda, Georges, Catalogue des Manuscrits Arabes. 2è partie, manuscrits musulmans: Tome 1, 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1978-95), p. 234 
168 Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 5, p. 79 
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annotations and footnotes from the text. The comments and corrections of folios 8 and 

41 (where the copyist records some additional information about text, for instance that 

there is blank space in the original MS) support this view, especially since all 

annotations are written in same script. However, there are some annotations in a 

different script from the scripts of the text and footnotes on the folios 3, 42, 53, 55 and 

56, and presumably these additions were made by the owner or a reader of this MS.       

4- Manuscript of Qawm\yah 

This MS is indexed under the serial number 172 Ta~awwuf, D[r al-Kutub                 

al-Qawm\yah, Cairo. Mu+ammad Am\n b. al-Danaf al-An~[r\ is the copyist of this 

manuscript, as mentioned in a colophon on the last page of the MS. It was copied on 

Thursday, 27th Rabi< al-Awwal 1320 AH (3 July, 1920 C.E) from the manuscript of 

al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah, Jerusalem, which was composed by <Al\ b. A+mad b. 

Mu+ammad al-Bay%[r al-Maghrib\ al-T]nus\ al-Sh[b\, in 16th Shaww[l 992 AH (20th 

October 1584 C.E), as mentioned on its first and last pages. The copyist of the           

Jerusalem MS thinks that the original MS may have been written by one of the 

author‟s students during the author‟s lifetime because there were some additional 

qaw[<id in Maghrib\ script in the footnotes of that manuscript, which may have been 

the writing of the author because it resembles his own handwriting.169  

Although this MS is not very old, it is of great importance because it was copied from 

a very significant and early MS, that of al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah, Jerusalem. Due to 

the unstable political situation in Jerusalem, that MS could not be consulted. 

However, according to available information in the catalogue of al-Maktabah           

al-Kh[lid\yah that MS is damaged in its beginning section.170 For this reason, the MS 

of D[r al-Kutub al-Qawm\yah gains more importance because now it is the sole 

source of the contents of the earliest MS of Qaw[<id. The title of the manuscript is 

Kit[b Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf <al[ Wajh Yajam< bayna al-Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah wa-

Ya~il al-U~]l wa-al-Fiqh bil-^ar\qah.  

                                                 
169 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, (MS Cairo: D[r al-Kutub al-Qawm\yah 172 Ta~awwuf),  pp. 1, 259 
170 Ju<bah Na&m\, Fihris al-Makh%]%[t al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah al-Qus (Jerusalem), (London: 
M]>assasat al-Furq[n lil-Tur[th al-Isl[m\, 1422/2001), vol. 1, p. 522 
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This manuscript is intact and complete in all dimensions and it is written in a very 

clear naskh script. The copyist checked the MS after its completion and wrote the 

missing words and corrections in the footnotes. It has been divided into 18 chapters 

and it has 258 pages, consisting of 11 lines to a page and an average of 10 words to a 

line. Each page has a catchword, thus ensuring continuity between all pages of the 

MS, and enabling the reader to see that nothing is missing from it. The MS has 224 

qaw[<id along with a preface and an epilogue. The copyist counted the qaw[<id and 

numbered them. This is additional work by the present copyist because it is not 

recorded in other MSS. 

Another important point to mention about this MS is its additional qaw[<id. It can be 

observed during the study of this MS that the word ziy[dah (additional) has been 

supplemented at the beginning of the following qaw[<id: 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 

23, 27, 28, 48, 49, 146, 149, 154, 202, 203, 204. Presumably these qaw[<id are 

recorded in the footnotes of the Jerusalem MS and later the copyist of the current MS 

incorporated these qaw[<id in the text, adding the word ziy[dah, although he has not 

mentioned precisely why the word ziy[dah has been included and what it stands for in 

this case. Therefore we cannot provide a conclusive statement about whether these are 

the qaw[<id recorded in the footnotes of the Jerusalem MS, or whether these qaw[<id 

are in the text of Jerusalem MS, or that the addition of the word ziy[dah has been 

done by the earlier copyist and not by the present. However, there is an indication in 

the text which reinforces the idea that these are the qaw[<id recoded in the footnotes 

of the Jerusalem MS. The copyist records the following on the title page of the current 

MS: “I tried to the best of my capabilities to produce an exact copy of the original 

which was composed by one of the students of the author, in which there are some 

qaw[<id written in the Maghrib\ script and I think that it is the writing of the author 

because it greatly resembles his writing.”171 This point will be discussed later in 

detail.172 

 

 

                                                 
171 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, (MS Cairo: D[r al-Kutub al-Qawm\yah 172 Ta~awwuf),  p. 1 
172

 cf. (below p. 68) 
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5- Manuscript of Sindh 

This MS is available in the al-Maktabah al-R[shid\yah lil-Shaykh Mu+ib All[h al-

R[shid\ (d. 1418 AD), P\r Jhanda, Sindh, Pakistan.173 The copyist and date of writing 

are anonymous. There are some footnotes in folios 2, 3, 4, 12, 14, 21, 25, 27, 30, 36, 

44, 51, 53 and 55 written in a different handwriting to that of the text. It is difficult to 

decide whether it is the writing of the same copyist or someone else because it is a 

common habit of copyists of MSS to write the footnotes and hawash\ in a different 

handwriting, changing script and font in order to differentiate it from the text. 

Three footnotes: one on folio 30, and two on folio 53, are very important to determine 

the date of coping and name of copyist of this MS. In the end of first two footnotes, it 

is written very clearly that it is the writing of al-Sayyid Sulaym[n al-Ahdal. The 

original words of the footnote of folio 30, are: min kha%% al-Sayyid Sulaym[n and on 

the folio 53: al-#am\r f\ qawlihi “wa-howa” yarji< “il[ akhar” f\ qawlihi “akhar          

al-farq” l[ il[ m[ qablahu wa-l[ il[ m[ ba<dahu kam[ l[ yakhf\ min kha%% q[>ilihi       

al-Sayyid Sulaym[n b. Ab\ al-Q[sim al-Ahdal. After reading these footnotes, it can be 

concluded that the writer and copyist of these footnotes is al-Sayyad al-Sulym[n       

al-Ahdal (1137-1197/1725-1783), a famous traditionalist and muft\ of Zab\d and 

Yemen.174 With this clue, we may attempt to ascertain a rough date for this MS, but 

the second footnote on folio 53 is very confusing and at variance with such a 

conclusion because this footnote is also written in the same handwriting as the first 

two folios and it states: “My master, the scholar, Sulym[n b. Ab\ al-Q[sim al-Ahdal 

said it.” The original words are: “q[lahu Sayyid\ al-All[mah Sulaym[n bin Ab\        

al-Q[sim al-Ahdal.” This footnote indicates that these explanatory notes were 

originally made by al-Ahdal, and may have been copied by an anonymous copyist.  

From this angle we may begin by suggesting that it was written by a student of         

al-Ahdal at the end of 12th
/18th century. In fact, the title page of this MS is also 

                                                 
173 There is no published catalogue of the Maktabat al-R[shid\yah li-al-Shaykh Mu+ib All[h al-R[shid\ 
(d. 1418/1997) but it is cited in a research article. cf. Mu+ammad A~ghar Asad and al-Siy[lw\, 
Mu+ammad Shar\f, „Al-Im[m al-Shaykh Zarr]q wa-Kit[buhu “Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf”, pp. 249-261 at 
p. 257 
174 Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 3, p. 201; Zab[rah, Taq[r\&, pp. 742, 743 
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missing which may have had some information about its date and copyist and there is 

no colophon at the end which could be of help in this regard.  

The manuscript is written in very clear raq<ah script. It has been divided into 18 

chapters and composed of 60 folios and an average of 21 lines per page, and 10 words 

in each line. It has 223 qaw[<id with a preface and an epilogue. This MS also has a 

catchword on each folio, ensuring continuity between all folios of the manuscript and 

enabling the reader to check that nothing is missing.   

6- Manuscript of Berlin   

This copy is indexed under the number of 3031 PM. 547 in the Koniglichen 

Bibliothek zu Berlin.175 Fortunately, at the end of this copy there is a colophon which 

indicates that the completion of this copy took place on Sunday night, 2nd Dh] al-|ajj, 

1017 AH (9th March, 1609 C.E), and copyist of this MS is recorded as |[jj\ 

Mu+ammad b. al-|[jj Ma<dal b. al-|[jj Mu+ammad Ibn <Abd al-|usayn al-Ba~r\      

al-Sh[fi<\ al-Ash<ar\. The title of the manuscript is Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah f\ al-Jama< 

bayna al-^ar\qah wa-al-|aq\qah. 

It contains 32 folios. There are 27 lines to a page and an average of 14 words to a line. 

The MS has 224 qaw[<id, two prefaces, and an epilogue. The physical condition of 

the MS is not good. It is damaged in many places with numerous erasures and lacunae 

prevalent throughout the manuscript, especially on folios 2, 3, 6, 10, 11, 17, 18, 29, 

30, 31, 32. There are some explanatory notes and additions in the footnotes of this 

MS. These additions may have been made by one or more of its owners or readers in 

later times. This MS has also a catchword on each folio, ensuring continuity between 

all folios of the manuscript, enabling the reader to check that no pages are missing. 

It is interesting that it has two prefaces, one by the compiler, and other by the author. 

In contrast to other manuscripts, it is arranged in a completely different manner. In 

fact, <Al\ b. |uss[m al-D\n al-Muttaq\ al-Hind\176 complied this copy. He wrote in the 

                                                 
175

 Ahlwardt, Wilhelm: Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, 5. Bd., (= Die Handschriften-

Verzeichnisse der Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, 17. Bd.), (Berlin: A. Asher and Co. 1893), vol. 3, 

no. 3031. Pm. 547 
176 Zirikl\, al-A<l[m, vol. 5, p. 79 
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forward on folio 1: “When I saw the book Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah al-J[ma< bayna          

al-Shar\<ah wa al-|aq\qah by al-Shaykh al-Im[m Shih[b al-D\n A+mad Al-Barnus\, 

commonly known as Zarr]q (May God bless him), it consisted of very important 

qaw[<id, but most of them were scattered without proper arrangement according to 

subject matter. I arranged this book into eight chapters and one epilogue to the best of 

my abilities.” 

The titles of the chapters are as follows: 

1- al-b[b al-awwal f\ ishtiq[q laf& al-ta~awwuf, Qa. 1-10  

2- al-b[b al-th[n\ f\ al-<ilm wa-[d[bihi, Qa. 11-68 

3- al-b[b al-th[lith f\ al-sayr wa-al-sul]k wa-m[ yata<llaq bihi 

I- fa~l f\ ta<dud al-%uruq wa-itti+[d al-maq~id, Qa. 69-82 

II- fa~l f\ al-kar[m[t wa-al-tashabbuh bil-qawm wa-+ukm al-maj[dh\b, Qa. 
83-90 

       III- fa~l f\ daw[<\ al-ink[r <al[ al-qawm, Qa. 91-111  

IV- fa~l f\ dhikr al-ashkh[~ wa-kutubihim allat\ waqa< al-ta+dh\r <an 
mu%[li<[tih[ wa-bay[n d[<iyat al-ramz f\ <ib[r[tihim, Qa. 112-114 

4- al-b[b al-r[bi< f\ al-akhl[q wa-al-a<m[l al-ma+m]dah wa-al-madhm]mah, Qa. 
115-171 

5- al-b[b al-kh[mis f\ al-<ib[d[t  

            I- fa~l f\ al-wird, Qa. 172-180  

            II- fa~l f\ al-dhikr wa-al-du<[> wa-[d[bih[ wa-sharu%ih[, Qa. 181-197 

6- al-b[b al-s[dis f\ al-sam[< wa-ta+q\q al-qawl f\hi, Qa. 198-213  

7- al-b[b al-s[bi< f\ al-fa#[>il, Qa. 214-216 

8- al-b[b al-th[min f\ al-mutafarriq[t, Qa. 217-223 

This systemisation by <Al\ b. |uss[m al-D\n may be considered a remarkable addition 

because readers may now study these qaw[<id in a thematic sequence, although it 

seems that adopting any particular arrangement of these loosely related qaw[<id is not 

considered very important in the author‟s view, as he himself arranged it in this 

particular form. Anyhow, this MS is substantially identical to others, differing only in 
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the form of arrangement. Khushaim and Kugle mistakenly believed this MS to be a 

shar+ of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf. Kugle writes: “Shar+ Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah is <Al\       

al-Muttaq\‟s commentary on Zarr]q‟s Principles of Being a @]f\.”177 But, as we have 

just described, it is only a re-arrangement of the qaw[<id and the compiler of this MS 

did not consider it a commentary upon the Qaw[>id.  

7- Manuscript of Jerusalem 

The MS is indexed under the serial No. 460- 9 in al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah, 

Jerusalem. The name of the copyist is <Al\ b. A+mad b. Mu+ammad al-Bay%[r al-

Maghrib\ al-T]nus\ al-Sh[m\. The title of the manuscript is Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah f\ al-

Jama< bayna al-Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah. It consists of 80 pages. There are 21 lines to 

a page. It was written in Maghrib\ script on the 16th Shaww[l, 992 AH (20th October, 

1584 C.E). It is damaged from the very beginning. There are some annotations, 

corrections, and additions in postscripts of the pages. It is written with black ink and 

the word q[<idah is highlighted in red ink.  

The copyist of the MS writes in a colophon: “All praise is due to God, I tried my best 

to copy accurately as the original MS which may be written by one of the author‟s 

students and there were some qaw[<id in Maghrib\ script in the footnotes. I think it is 

the writing of the author because it greatly resembles his handwriting.”178  

This MS is very important because of its historical background. It is the earliest one 

and is assumed to have been written by a student of the author who then checked it 

and added some qaw[<id. Some parts of this MS have been damaged. However, 

fortunately, the MS of D[r al-Kutub al-Qawm\yah, which is copied from this one, as 

mentioned in the description of the Qawm\yah MS is sound and lucid. 

 

 

 

                                                 
177 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 94; Kugle, „A+mad Zarr]q‟ pp. 98, 99  
178 Ju<bah Na&m\, Fihris al-Makh%]%[t al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah al-Qus, vol. 1, p. 522 
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8-Manuscript of Algeria 

This MS is available in the Maktabat Z[wiyat <Al\ b. <Umar, ^]laqah, Algeria. The 

copyist of this manuscript is Mu+ammad al-Ak+al <Af Ibn al-<Arab\ b. Ab\ Zayy[n  

al-Jaz[>ir\, who copied it in a common script. It has been written in Dh] al-Qa<dah, 

1057 AH (December, 1647 C.E).  

The title of this MS is Kit[b Ta>s\s al-Qaw[>id wa-al-U~]l wa-Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id       

li-dhaw\ al-Wu~]l f\ Um]r Ahammuh[ al-Ta~awwuf wa-m[ f\hi min Wuj]h           al-

Ta<arruf. It contains of 83 folios and there are 19 lines to a page. Its length and width 

is 14 x 19.5cm.179 

 

9- Manuscript of Sal[ 

 

This copy is indexed under the number 3-307 in the Khiz[nat al-<Ilm\yah                  

al-@ubay+\yah, Sal[, Morocco. The name of copyist is obscure. The title of this 

manuscript is Kit[b Ta>s\s al-Qaw[>id wa-al-U~]l wa-Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id li-dhaw\     

al-Wu~]l. It has 43 folios or 85 pages. There are 26 lines to a page and its length and 

width is 18 x 13 cm. It is written in Maghrib\ script in black ink.180 

 

10- Manuscript of Ghana, Y]suf <Abd al-Ra+m[n Collection  

This copy is indexed under the number YA 136 in the Y]suf <Abd al-Ra+m[n 

Collection. It is composed in Sudanese script. The name of copyist is Sulaym[n b. 

D[wud. The title of this MS is Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah f\ al-Jama<  bayna al-Shar\<ah     

wa-al-|aq\qah. As regards to the age of this MS, there is neither any evidence as to 

                                                 
179 |usayn, Y]suf, Fihris li-Ahamm 500 Makh%]%ah min Makh%]%[t Maktabat Z[wiyat <Al\ b. <Umar, 
^]lqah, al-Jaz[>ir [Algeria] D[r al-Tanw\r, [2006?]), p. 192 
180 |ajj\, Mu+ammad, Fihris al-Khiz[nah al-<Ilm\yah al-@ubayh\yah bi-Sal[, Maghrib, (Kuwait: 
Ma<ahad al-Makh%]%[t al-<Arab\yah, 1406/1985), p. 235  
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the time in which it was written, nor a clear indication as to its scribe. It contains 130 

pages, having 8 lines to a page. It is in a very good condition.181  

11- Manuscript of Ghana, Naya Liman Kh[lidiy] Collection  

This MS is indexed under the serial no. NLK-76, in Naya Liman Kh[lidiy] 

Collection. <Abd All[h <Uthm[n copied it in 1242/1826 in Sud[nese script. It is in 

very good condition. The title of this MS is Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah. It consists of 126 

pages and there are 12 lines per page.182  

12- Manuscript of Mecca 

This copy is indexed in the Maktabat al-|aram al-Makk\ al-Shar\f under the no. <{m, 

4306. The title of this MS is Qaw[<id al-^a~awwuf <al[ Wajhin Yajma< bayna al-

Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah. The details of this MS could not be found.183 

Other Manuscripts 

There six other manuscripts in the different libraries, which are as follows: 

1. Rabat manuscript no. Q555 is in the Bibliotheque General, Rabat.  

2. Tunis manuscript no. 824, Folio 1-65 in the Biliotheque National, Tunis.  

3. |usn\ manuscript no. 1-18 in |asan |usn\ <Abd al-Wahh[b Library, 

Bibliotheque Nationale, Tunis184 

4. Fez manuscript no: 1513 in al-Khiz[nah al-Qarawiyy\n, Fez  

5. Rabat manuscript no: 12217 in al-Khiz[nah al-Malik\yah, Rabat.185 

6. Bayazit Devlet Kutuphanesi [Beyzid], Demirbas: 003691, Siniflama Yar 

297.7, Titled: T[>s\s al-Qaw[<id wa U~]l al-Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id li-Dhaw\ 

<Uq]l, [Yy] Yaza [T.Y] 79 VR    

 
                                                 
181 Mu+ammad, B[b[ Y]nus, Fihris Makh%]%[t Maktab[t Gh[n[: <Abd al-Ra+m[n Collection, (London: 
M]>ssasat al-Furq[n lil-Tur[th al-Isl[m\, 1421/2000), p. 180 
182 Mu+ammad, B[b[ Y]nis, Fihris Makh%]%[t, p. 180 
183 al-Mu<allim\, <Abd All[h b. <Abd Ra+m[n, Mu<jam Mu>allif\ Makh%]%]t Maktabat al-|aram          
al-Makk\ al-Shar\f, al-Riy[#: Maktabat al-Malik Fahd al-Wa%an\yah, 1416/1996, p. 294 
184 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, pp. 47, 63, 64 
185 <Abd al-Maj\d Khay[l\ edited Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf using these two MSS. Cf. (above, pp. 47, 48) 
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The Title of the Book 

This book has various titles. The sources of the author‟s biography reveal its different 

names: 

1- Al-Timbukt\ calls it Kit[b Qaw[<id f\ al-Ta~awwuf 186. 

2- Al-|anbal\ and al-Mun[w\ refer to it as Qaw[<id al-@]f\yah.187 

3- Al-Baghd[d\ names it Qaw[<id al.Ta~awwuf <al[ Wajh Yajma< bayna al-Shar\<ah 

wa-al-|aq\qah wa-Ya~il al-U~]l wa-al-Fiqh bil-^ar\qah.188 

4- |[jj\ Khal\fah189 and <Abd al-|aqq Mu+addith Dihlaw\190 call it Qaw[<id            

al-^ar\qah f\ al-Jama< Bayna al-Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah. 

5- Ka+[lah records two books: Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf <al[ Wajhin Yajma< bayna       

al-Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah wa-Ya~il al-U~]l wa-al-Fiqh bil-^ar\qah and Ta>s\s         

al-Qaw[<id wa-al-U~]l wa-Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id li-Dhaw\ al-Wu~]l f\ al-Ta~awwuf and 

thinks these are two different books.191 

The different titles in the MSS have been described earlier: 

1. Its name in the MSS of Escurial, Algeria, Paris and Sal[ is Kit[b Ta>s\s                 

al-Qaw[>id wa-al-U~]l wa-Ta+~\l al-Faw[>id li-Dhaw\ al-Wu~]l. 

2. The title of the MSS of Cairo and Mecca is Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf <al[ Wajhin 

Yajma< Bayna al-Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah. The latter one is the title of all published 

editions, however the word kit[b is additional in the first published edition by           

al-Ma%ba< al-<Ilm\yah, Cairo: 1318/1900.  

                                                 
186 al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, p. 85 
187 al-|anbal\, Shadhar[t, vol. 7, p. 364; al-Mun[w\, al-Kaw[kib, vol. 2, p. 122  
188 al-Baghd[d\, /#[+ al-Makn]n, vol. 1, p. 242 
189 |[jj\ Khal\fah, Kashf al-*un]n, vol. 2, p. 1358 
190 Dihlaw\, Ta+~\l al-Ta<rruf, p. 1 
191 Kah[lah, Mu<jam al-Mu<llif\n, vol. 1, p. 155 
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3. The MSS of Berlin, Ghana and Jerusalem reveal its names Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah f\      

al-Jam<i Bayna al-Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah.  

The exact reason behind the differences in the title of this book is unclear. Whether it 

had more than one title from the outset, or had one single title that was replaced by the 

author, or any one of his students or subscribers is unknown. There are different titles 

of this book as mentioned in the manuscripts, the biographical dictionaries and other 

sources which can be easily classified into four:  

1- Qaw[<id f\ al-Ta~awwuf. 

2- Qaw[<id al-@]f\yah 

3- Qaw[<id al-^ar\qah  

4- Ta>s\s al-Qaw[<id 

These are the short titles of this book. One can easily observe that all these above 

mentioned four titles have almost the same meanings with a variation of words used 

for it. Similarly there is a great resemblance in the detailed titles of the book and all of 

them state a common theme that this book contains the principles of @]fism. 

Therefore it can be assumed that the popular theme of this book is recorded in the 

sources with a variation of its titles and it appears not to have been a matter of great 

importance for the early subscribers and students of the author, otherwise they may 

have chosen to fix one title for this work. Secondly, it was the habit of the author to 

revise his own books and to change their titles. As Khushaim indicated: “It is 

significant that most of his biographers say that he always tended to write in a short 

concise manner and that he used to revise his work several times. This is true for the 

most part. Because of the Shaikh‟s habit of revising his work and re-writing them a 

sort of similarity has risen between some of these works. If we compare for example, 

<Uddat al-Mur\d and al-Nu~+ al-Anfa< or Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf‟ and Ta>s\s              

al-qaw[<id, we will find that although they bear different titles and are organized 

different ways the content of each two mentioned works are nearly the same. This 

may indicate either revision under taken by the author or repetition of compilation 
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which was another habit of the Shaikh.”192 It is very difficult to select one name of 

this book from its various names, and it could not be said with certainty which was 

finally given by the author to this work. However the preference has been given to 

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf <al[ Wajhin Yajma< bayna al-Shar\<ah wa-al-|aq\qah wa-Ya~\l 

al-U~]l wa-al-Fiqh bil-^ar\qah because of its popularity within the sources.    

The Difference in the MSS and Published Edition 

Six MSS and the first published edition in 1318/1900 have been used for the 

restoration of text, and each MS has been designated a particular symbol in the critical 

notes. The details are as follows:  

1- MS of Escorial  ( و  )   

2- MS of al-Azhar\yah   ( ز  ) 

3- MS of al-Qawm\yah    ( ق   )  

4- MS of Paris   (ف) 

5- MS of Sindh       (ش) 

6- MS of Berlin.         (ب) 

7- Published edition   ( ط  ) 

Two fundamental differences may be observed in the MSS and published edition:     

1-The difference in the number of qaw[<id. 2- the difference in the subject matter of 

qaw[<id. We will discuss these in turn:  

1- The Difference in the No. of Qaw[<id in the MSS 

The number of qaw[i<d varies between the MSS and there are two types of difference: 

1- Difference in form: It is considered a minor change where one q[<idah has been 

divided into two. It can be observed only in three places in the MSS. 

(1) q[<idah 11 of MS ق is equal to two qaw[<id: 11 and 13 of MS  و. 

(2)  q[<idah 71 of the MS و has been divided into two qaw[<d in MS  .ق and ز 

                                                 
192 Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, p. 43 
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(3)  q[<idah 199 of ط is equal to two qaw[<id: 205 and 206 of MS و  

2- Difference in the subject matter: This is a significant difference because some 

qaw[<id are missing in some MSS. q[<idah 146 is missing in MSS ش ,ب and ط and 

qaw[<id 149, 154, 202, 203, 204 are missing from published edition ط. There are 44 

additional qaw[<id in the footnote of the MS ز. 

The Status of the Additional Qaw[<id 

Q[<idah 146 is missing from MSS ش  ,ب and ط and five other qaw[<id, numbered 149, 

154, 202, 203, and 204, are present in all MSS and missing only in the published 

edition ط. Q[<idah 146 is present in four MSS and the remaining five qaw[<id are 

present in all MSS and missing only from the published editions reinforces the idea 

that these qaw[<id were written by the author. Moreover, these six qaw[<id are 

available in the published edition of Beirut.193 Therefore these qaw[<id have been 

included in the text of the critical edition.  

There are 44 additional qaw[<id in MS ز. Qaw[<id no. 2 and 11 of these additional 

qaw[<id are present in the published edition of Beirut.194 With the exception of this, 

there is no other external evidence to determine their authenticity, either endorsing or 

rejecting them. However there is a footnote in MS ز on folio 73 under the first 

additional q[>idah, stating that: “hadhihi qaw[<id wujidat <al[ nuskhah xxx wa-laysat 

min al-a~l” (these qaw[<id are present in copies and are not from the original) which is 

clear evidence that these qaw[<id were not present in the original MS, but were copied 

from another MS. These qaw[<id are explanatory and illustrative, for instance 

additional q[<idah 12 is explanation of the text of q[<idah 82 on folio 81, and 

additional q[<idah 23 is an explanation of the text q[<idah 114, and so on. Some 

qaw[<id are extracted from other books of Zarr]q. For example in the additional 

q[<idah 27 on folio 92, the copyist wrote: “He (Zarr]q) said in Shar+ al-Mab[+ith     

al-A~l\yah” and then copied the q[<idah from that source. Due to the availability of 

                                                 
193 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, ed. <Abd al-Maj\d Khay[l\, (Beirut, D[r al-Kutub al-<Ilm\yah: 2007), 
pp. 97, 98, 101, 127 
Note: Badaw\ Ma+m]d al-Shaykh has composed a commentary of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf and he 
included all these Qaw[<id in his commentary. For detail see: Badaw\ Ma+m]d al-Shaykh, al-Kanz    
al-Far\d f\ al-Ta~awwuf al-Rash\d, (Cairo, H[yid Burj: 1429¦2008), first edition.        
194 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, ed. <Abd al-Maj\d Khay[l\, pp. 38, 58, 59 
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this information, it has been decided not to include these qaw[<id in the critical 

edition of the text, however an appendix has been fixed at the end of our work to 

record these additional qaw[<id.195          

2- The Difference in the Arrangement of the Qaw[<id       

The difference in arrangement of the qaw[<id may be illustrated simply by dividing 

the MSS into two categories:  

1. MS of Berlin: This has an entirely different arrangement because it is in fact a 

re-arrangement by Shaykh <Al\ al-Muttaq\, as described in its preface. 

2. Other MSS have minor differences in arrangement. MSS و and ط are identical 

in arrangement if the additional qaw[<id have been excluded. Similarly MSS 

ش  and ف has almost the exact arrangement. MS ز and ق have a different 

arrangement of some qaw[<id, compared to their positions in other MSS. 

The reason behind this difference of arrangement is not clear and questionable, and 

one wonders whether this difference is a result of the work of the copyists, or that of 

the author. It seems that the author did not intend to favour any particular 

arrangement. He may have composed loosely related qaw[<id and then added some 

further qaw[i<d in footnotes. Later, when different copyists copied from the author‟s 

manuscript, they may have placed these qaw[<id independently into the text, which 

caused the difference of arrangement. The copyist of MS ق, which is the copy of the 

earliest MS of Jerusalem, provides some importent information in this regard. The 

copyist Mu+ammad Am\n al-An~[r\ records in the title page of this MS: “It has been 

[our] best endeavoured to produce an exact copy of the original. The original MS is 

written by any one of the students of the author. There are some qaw[<id in the 

footnotes of the MS in Maghrib\ script. I think it is the writing of the author because it 

is very similar to his own handwriting.”196 It can be observed during the study of this 

MS, that the copyist records all the necessary information of the original MS. He 

includes the qaw[<id which were originally in footnotes in the main body of text, and 

he adds the word ziy[dah to differentiate this from the rest of the work. This can be 

                                                 
195

 cf. (above p. 54) 
196 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, (MS Cairo: D[r al-Kutub al-Qawm\yah 172 Ta~awwuf),  pp. 1, 259 
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noted in the following Qaw[<id: 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 24, 27, 28, 48, 49, 146, 

149, 154, 202, 203, 204. The same may be observed in MS, و where the above-

mentioned last six qaw[<id are written in the footnotes in a different script. Similarly 

in the MS ف q[<idah 146 is written in the footnotes on folio 39, and another example 

of this kind of alteration occurs in folio 53, MS ف where the copyist started q[<idah 

205 after q[<idah 201 and wrote: “%alb al-ta+q\q bil-~idq” , which was then crossed out 

and he began to write q[<idah 202, 203, 204, and finally q[<idah 205. Whilst he has 

not mentioned the reason for the addition of q[<idah 146 in the footnote, or the 

omission of the words of q[<idah 205, the foregoing supports the notion that the 

difference of arrangement is due to the placement of the qaw[<id originally in 

footnotes in the main body of text. Thus the placement of additional qaw[<id, is the 

main cause of difference in the arrangement in the various copies. 

Another possible cause of this difference of arrangement may be the author‟s 

aforementioned habit of revising his work. He may have produced some copies with 

some additions and differences of arrangement and circulated them, later this may 

have created the differences we see in the MSS. However, the first possibility appears 

more likely and to be supported by the evidence presented here. 

The Order of Qaw[<id in the Manuscripts 

The order and arrangement is different in the MSS and published edition as described 

above. Designating the Escorial MS as a foundational control, a chart has been 

designed to show the differences of ordering in the MSS. Its details can be seen in 

appendix 2.197
 

 

 

 

                                                 
197 See appendix: 2 (below, pp. 189-197) 
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Methodology of Editing   

The main concern of this thesis is to restore the text and verify the authenticity of the 

contents of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf by the comparative and comprehensive study of its 

MSS. The availability of MSS and published edition of Qaw[<id for the present study 

makes it possible to restore a text very close to the original one. In order to establish a 

clear, authentic and authoritative text, the rules of codicology, orthography and 

methods of textual research have been applied. Six MSS and the published edition 

have been used for the restoration of the text. Each MS has been designated a 

particular symbol in critical notes as described above.198 After studying the MSS and 

published editions, it has been decided to consider MS و as the foundational one 

because of its soundness, historical importence, favourable physical condition, and 

most importantly, according to the available information, it is the earliest available in 

the libraries. It was written in 16th Rab\> al-Awwal, 996/1588 within one hundred 

years of the author‟s death. This MS may have been copied from an original which 

was checked by the author.199 Other MSS and published editions will be used for 

comparison and verification. 

The second most important MS is of Jerusalem which is older and was written in 16th 

Shaww[l 992/1584. As contrast to the MS و, the copyist of this MS is known, but it is 

damaged from the beginning and its physical condition is not good.200 An attempt has 

been made to obtain the manuscript from Jerusalem but it could not be obtained.201 

However another MS ق has been collected from D[r al-Kutub al-Qawm\yah, Egypt. 

This MS is a copy of the Jerusalem MS. Mu+ammad Am\n b. al-Danaf copied it in 

1320/1920. There is great resemblance in the arrangement and material of this MS 

and Escorial MS and the both MSS contain 224 Qaw[<id.202 Other available MSS are 

written either later or their dates and copyists are anonymous. On these grounds, the 

preference has been given to MS و. 

                                                 
198

 See (above p. 66) 
199 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, (MS: Arabe, 741 in the Real Bilioteca del Monasterio Escorial, 
Madrid), folio, 147a; Derenbourg, Hartwig, Les Manuscrits Arabes de l'Escurial, (Paris : Leroux: 

Geuthner, 1884-1941), p. 32    
200 Ju<bah Na&m\, Fihris al-Makh%]%[t al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah al-Qus, vol. 1, p. 522 
201

 See (above, p. 61) 
202

 See (above, pp. 56, 57); (below, pp. 189-197) 

https://lib.exeter.ac.uk/search~S6?/XDerenbourg%2C+Hartwig&SORT=D&searchscope=6/XDerenbourg%2C+Hartwig&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=Derenbourg%2C%20Hartwig/1%2C3%2C3%2CB/frameset&FF=XDerenbourg%2C+Hartwig&SORT=D&searchscope=6&2%2C2%2C
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Editing Work      

MS و has been designated the basic one and all other MSS and published works have 

been used for comparison, analysis and restoration. All variations, differences of 

words, missing words, missing narratives, omissions, additions or any textual 

differences between the six MSS and published editions have been illustrated in the 

footnotes. All of the additions in MS و has been indicated in footnotes. The order of 

Qaw[<id is different in the MSS and the published editions used. A comprehensive list 

has been prepared in order to show the differences between them.203 The order of the 

text is contrasted to that of MS و which has been designated the foundational 

manuscript in order to make the work more comprehensive and accurate. 

According to the available information about the MSS and their physical and 

historical conditions, they have been placed in this arrangement showing their 

reliability and importance for our purposes, arranged in a scale moving from the most 

to the least reliable as such: ط ,ب ,ش ,ف ,ق ,ز ,و. The presentation of data in the 

footnotes is in an ascending order that presents the reference most likely to be reliable 

first, moving to the progressively less reliable. All the differences of the MSS are 

explained in the footnotes, except the title of the chapters of al-Azhar\yah and Berlin 

MSS, which in fact are additions of their compiler or copyists. The details of these 

titles have been given in the introduction to the MSS.204 We have attempted to record 

all variations, omissions and additions, both minor and major, in the footnotes so that 

the reader may observe at once the contents of all MSS consulted.  

The editing work may be divided in two: 1- Major changes, such as additions or 

omissions of Qaw[<id or phrases in the text, and this is the case with the following 

qaw[<id: 4, 5, 7, 8, 146, 149, 154, 202, 203, and 204. 2- Minor changes, such as the 

omission or addition of diacritical points, words, grammatical errors, or the error in 

the words of Qur>[nic verses or Prophetic traditions. Both types of variations are 

recorded in the footnotes. 

                                                 
203

 See (below p. 189) 
204

 See (above pp. 53, 54, 60) 
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The reading of MS و has been strictly followed throughout in the restoration process; 

however sometimes there is a minor difference between the contexts of the MSS 

where one or two words in the respective texts do not correspond exactly to each 

other, which indicates that the original text has been altered either intentionally or    

un-intentionally. These minor differences of words sometimes produce entirely 

different meanings, and sometimes there is a difference of words though the meaning 

remain the same.  When some words have been taken from other MSS for restoration 

then all such additions and omissions of words have been included in the text within 

square brackets, and explained in the footnotes. This kind of restoration is observed 

only in the following qaw[<id: 4, 62, 64, 65, 67, 73, 74, 84, 86, 88, 91, 93, 96, 105, 

109, 114, 115, 118, 123, 129, 140, 149, 158, 179, 186, 188 and 212. Moreover, this 

kind of restoration has been done only in critical cases, for example the omission of a 

necessary word as in Qa. 149 only +itm[lihi is present instead of li-a+tim[lihi, or 

grammatical error as in the Qa. 140 a<m[lihim alladh\ instead of a<m[lihim allat\ or a 

mistake in the +ad\th as there is in Qa. 64 <Abd All[h b. <Umar instead of <Abd All[h 

b. <Amar and in Qa. 118 gh[>ib with rafa<a instead of gh[>ib with fata+a and in Qa. 

158 kha~lat[n l[ yajtami<[n instead of kha~lat[n l[ tajtami<[n and in Qa. 179 al-riy[> 

instead of al-rib[> and in Qa. 212 tatr\b instead of tathr\b. 

Linguistic Errors 

It is not the duty of an editor to correct the linguistic errors of the author and make the 

text more attractive to the reader, but rather, it is to strive to present the original text 

of the MS. However, all grammatical and linguistic errors have been amended after 

comparing the MSS and published edition choosing the better option for restoration. 

These mistakes are mainly confusions of the masculine and feminine genders. It can 

be observed in many qaw[<id as ٌتكى in MS ش instead of ٌَكى in Qa. 9 and يا ظهرحمُمت 

in MS ق instead of يا ظهرث حمُمت in Qa. 24 and نها اال فُها كًا ال كًال نو اال بها ال وجىد  in MS 

نها اال فُها كًا ال كًال نها اال بها ال وجىد instead of و  and so on.  

Orthographic Notes:  

There are many errors of spelling in the MSS and these errors differ widely, such as 

the omission or addition of letters or words. Sometimes different words having the 
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similar meanings are used in the MSS, for instance in MS انفاضم ,ب instead of انحافظ in 

Qa. 3 and in MS تنازع :ط instead of تخانف in Qa. 7. But in some places there are 

different words with differing meanings, but which are nonetheless suitable and 

meaningful in their contexts. For example in MSS ق and تخصُصا عهُو  :ش instead of 

كاالصىل نتحمُك  :ط in Qa. 11 and in MS تمُذه instead of تفُذه :ب and in MS تخضُضا عهُو

نتحمُك انًعتمذاث كاالصىل instead of انًمذياث  in Qa. 13 and in MS دلُمها :ب instead of رلُمها in 

Qa. 18. All these variations are recorded in both the footnotes and text, according to 

the reading of MS و.  

However there are many mistakes of spelling, even in MS و, which are corrected in 

our critical edition, for example in MS حتًانو :و is incorrectly noted instead of الحتًانو in 

Qa. 149 and MS صىفت انفمهاء :ش is written instead of the correct صىفت انمفا in Qa. 7 and 

in MSانشهروردي :ق is spelt instead of the correct انسهروردي in Qa. 45. 

All mistakes pertaining to spelling are mentioned in the footnotes; however some 

minor mistakes have been ignored which are basically due to the written font of 

ancient Maghrib\ script.  

Diacritical Marks and Their Effects 

The importance of diacritical marks to distinguish the letters of alphabet is central. In 

ancient times scribes did not note the dots and +arak[t (short vowels) as the native 

speakers could easily understand and determine the form of the words, but for non-

Arabs it was highly problematic and confusing. The MSS و and ز are written in this 

complex Maghriab\ script and their diacritical marks are different from other MSS, for 

instance, the dot of f[ is beneath it and q[f is written with only one dot just like f[. 

The importance of diacritical marks can be discerned by this illustration of Arabic 

alphabets and their phoneticized Latin equivalents: 

 ,s : ش -z   5 : ز ,  r : ر -dh  4 : ر  ,d : د  .kh  3 : خ ,+ : ح  ,j : ج   -th  2 : ث  ,t : ث , b : ب   -1

 .q : ق ,f :ف -gh  9 :غ  ,> :ع  -8 & :ظ , % :ط  -7  # :ض  ,~ : ص -sh  6 :ش

The omission or addition of dots may at times create entirely different meanings such 

as the word جناَت that is written in MS ش   in Qa. 12 as  خُانت and ٌانجرَر in MS ف in Qa. 
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45 as ٌانحرَر and انربا in MS و in Qa. 179 as نرَاا  and ٍانتحهٍ لبم انتخه in MS ق in Qa. 18 

as  ٍانتخهٍ لبم انتحه. This kind of difference is very common in the MSS and it makes 

establishing the text complicated when it occurs numerous times in one sentence, for 

instance in the published edition in Qa. 198 واالصم انًتكهى فٍ االونً واصم ...ضبظ انهساٌ...فهسو

واال ضم انًتكهى فٍ االونً واضم فٍ انثانٍ...ضبظ انهساٌ...فهسو instead of فٍ انثانٍ . Zarr]q 

ironically explains in this q[<idah that the correct use of a word and understanding of 

its meaning is very important. It is necessary to grasp the meaning of a word so that 

the tongue might adequately convey it. Otherwise in the first instance the speaker 

himself may be misguided, and in the second he may be misguiding someone else (the 

listener). In this case, the meaning of the first sentence is obscure due to the missing 

dots, and this is evident in Zainab Istrabadi‟s translation of it: “So it is necessary for 

one to capture correctly the meaning so that the tongue might adequately express it. 

The source of the first and the second is the speaker.”205 

We have attempted to record all minor errors pertaining to the diacritical marks used, 

however it should be noted that in many places the dots of ة could not be recorded 

because it is common practice to ignore the dots in the areas and eras to which scribes 

of MS و and ز belonged. 

Annotated Notes 

Some explanatory notes have been added to make the text more comprehensible, 

pertaining to the following:  

1- References to Qur>[nic Verses: 

All Qur>[nic verses which were cited in the text have been checked. A comparison 

was then made between verses quoted in the manuscript with the original verses of the 

Qur>[n. All quotations which were inaccurate were corrected and an appropriate 

reference made in the footnote. The name and number of s]rah and the number of 

relevant verse have been indicated.  

 
                                                 
205 Istrabadi, The Principles of @]fism, p. 198 
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2-|ad\th, Fiqh and @]f\ Literature  

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf is a highly condensed work written for a well educated 

audience. Therefore the writer frequently quotes references from +ad\th and fiqh 

literature and @]f\ sayings without mentioning the sources or chain of transmission. 

Sometimes he just alludes to these by recording only a fragment of a quotation 

without any reference. All these references have been corrected from original and 

reliable sources, and have been duly noted in the footnotes.   

The author usually cites a small fragment of +ad\th or just the theme of a +ad\th and in 

such cases the original wording of +ad\th may have been different from those used in 

the text. All references have been made citing the complete +ad\th from the 

foundational (canonical) collections of +ad\th. Locating references for the sayings of 

famous @]f\s and various juridical opinions was a very difficult task. The words of 

these references also vary to some extent. As far as possible, complete references have 

been made in this respect in the footnotes. 

3-Biographical Notes and Books: 

Brief biographical notes have been made of the names of individuals appearing in the 

text from the reliable historical and hagiographical sources, relating to their names, 

dates of birth and death (where this is known) as well as their widely-known 

achievements. All such references are given in footnotes. These notes are helpful in 

recognising and identifying the sources of this book. A comprehensive list has been 

prepared in this respect.206 

Similarly a list of the books which were cited in the text has been prepared, including 

the name of their author and the location of the relevant citation. These lists are very 

useful to recognize the main sources of the book and its authentication. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
206

 See (below pp. 189-197) 
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A Description and Analysis of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf 

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf is a @]f\ training manual in which Zarr]q explains his concept 

of juridical sainthood. He tries to present a synthesis and unification of all Islamic 

sciences, combining them to form a distinctive fusion of law and @]fism. In order to 

elaborate upon his ideas, whilst presenting himself as an example of a juridical saint, 

he produced a number of @]f\ treatises and commentaries on well-known @]f\ 

writings as well as commentaries on books of M[lik\ jurisprudence. Qaw[<id            

al-Ta~aww]f is considered the most important book of the author in this respect.  

The most significant task of this section is to analyze Zarr]q‟s ideas as manifested in 

his book Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf in order to appreciate how he amalgamates and 

integrates Islamic jurisprudence with @]fism. In the process, we can examine whether 

his approach is confined to a particular school of law or @]f\ order or whether it is 

more holistic, and from where does he get inspiration for his work.     

Whilst valuable @]f\ literature was compiled by the eminent @]f\s from the 3rd
/10th 

century to the time of Zarr]q, the admirers of Zarr]q claim that the Qaw[<id is a 

unique book in the @]f\ heritage because of its distinctive style and theme, and its 

innovative ideas concerning the unification of the @]f\ path with law and theology and 

its elaboration and explanation though the qaw[<id upon the model of al-qaw[<id      

al-fiqh\yah and al-us]l\yah. 

Being a jurist and theologian, Zarr]q uses the qaw[<id genre to present @]f\ concepts, 

producing a harmony and balance between @]f\ piety, Islamic law and theology. He 

intentionally tries to win over the jurists and those rationally minded in favour of 

@]fism by using the principles of jurisprudence, theology and logical reasoning to 

legitimise @]f\ thought and practice. Victor Danner noted aptly that „his works on 

@]fism, like the Qaw[<id al-ta~awwuf (The Principles of @]fism), demonstrate a 

meticulous regard for legal rules that strikes one at first glance as inappropriate in a 

contemplative esoterist; but, after reflection, one discerns here and there in his book 
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that he is seeking to re-establish some kind of balance between the Law and the Path, 

so that neither of the two will impinge on the other‟s domain‟.207   

The Use of the Qaw[<id genre in Fiqh, U~]l and @]fism  

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf is written on the model of qaw[<id fiqh\yah works to analyse 

the @]f\ thought and practice. In this context, it is pertinent to describe briefly about 

qaw[<id, and their application in fiqh and theology. Muslim jurists formulated the 

rules of jurisprudence to interpret a legal text and to understand the crux and essence 

of juristic problems. Subsequently, the evolution of Islamic jurisprudence leads to the 

promulgation of some comprehensive qaw[<id which encompass all the rules of 

Islamic jurisprudence, to provide juridical understanding and to succinctly 

encapsulate the spirit of Islamic legal system.  

Qaw[<id, the plural of q[<idah, literally means a foundation of a structure and 

technically denotes “a comprehensive principle which contains partial rulings which 

are its subject matter and which are called its branches (fur]<[t) and can be derived 

from the original case (a~l).”208 The meaning of fiqh is the knowledge of practical 

applications of Islamic shar\<ah extracted from its comprehensive set of rules. 

Therefore the meaning of al-qaw[<id al-fiqh\yah is „foundational principles from 

whom a set of rules of shar\<ah is derived.‟ (The comprehensive marks, which divide 

a number of legal and technical principles), (al-qa#[y[ al-kull\yah allat\ tandarij 

ta+taha majm]<at min al-a+k[m  al-shar<\yah al-<ilm\yah.)209 

Heinrich writes: “The definition of T[j al-D\n al-Subk\ (d. 771/1370) which is often 

repeated with slight variations in more recent works runs as follows: “The q[<idah is 

the generally valid rule with which many particular cases (juz>\y[t) agree, whose legal 

determinations can be understood from it (i.e., q[>idah).”210  

                                                 
207 Danner, Victor, „The Sh[dhiliyyah and North African Sufism‟, in Seyyed Hossein Nasr (ed), Islamic 
Spirituality: Manifestations, (London: SCM Press, 1991), pp. 26-48 at p. 41  
208 Al-Kaffaw\, Ayy]b b. M]s[, al-Kulliy[t: Mu<jam f\ al-Mu~%ala+[t wa-al-Lughaw\yah, (Beirut: 
M]>assasah al-Ris[lah, 1993) p. 290 
209 <A%%iyah, Jamm[l al-D\n, al-Tanz\r al-Fiqh\, (Cairo: Ma%ba< al-Mad\nah, 1987), p. 52 
210 Heinrichs, Wolfhart, „Qaw[<id as a Genre of Legal Literature‟ in Studies in Islamic Legal Theory, 
ed. Weiss Bernard G., (Leiden: Brill, 2002), vol. 15, pp. 365-384, at p. 367  
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The knowledge of qaw[<id was developed in the 3rd and 4th
/10th  and 11th centuries. 

Ab] ^[hir al-Dabb[s al-|anaf\,211 the founder of qaw[<id genre, formulated 

seventeen essential qaw[<id pertaining to the |anaf\ school of thought.212 Later many 

jurists produced important works in this field213 and they acknowledged these five 

central qaw[<id: 

1- Matters are according to their purposes. (al-um]r  bi-maq[~idih[.)  

2- Harm shall be eradicated/ removed. (al-#arar yuz[l) 

3- Customary norms are valid and authentic (al-<[dah mu+kamah.) 

4- Suffering produces provision. (al-mushaqqah tajlib al-tays\r) 

5- Certainty is not replaced by doubt. (al-yaq\n l[ yaz]l bil-shakk).214  

<Izz al-D\n Ibn <Abd Sal[m further reduced all the Islamic law into one principle: 

“Seeking facilitation and rejecting suffering.” (jalb al-ma~[li+ wa-dar> al-maf[sid).215 

Later qaw[<id genre was applied in theology. The best example of this is the book    

al-Qaw[<id al-Fiqh\yah of T[j al-D\n al-Subk\. The seventh section of this book is on 

al-qaw[<id al-kal[m\yah. He summarised all Islamic theological discourse in five 

qaw[<id.216  

Zarr]q‟s @]f\ synthesis was not the only appropriation of the qaw[<id from the jurists, 

but also from the principles of theology. Interestingly, |asan al-Sh[fi<\ counted 

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf amongst the sources of theological qaw[<id. He writes:           

“I should not forget the book Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf of al-Shaykh Ab] al-<Abb[s 

A+mad b. A+mad b. Mu+ammad Zarr]q which deals with this topic or ones related 

                                                 
211 Ab] ^[hir Mu+ammad b. Muhammad b. Sufy[n al-Dabb[s al-Q[#\ was a leading +anaf\ scholar of 
his time. He was a contemporary of al-Karkh\ (d. 340/952). cf. Ibn Ab\ al-W[f[> <Abd al-Q[dir, al-
Jaw[hir al-Mu#\yah f\ ^abaq[t al-|anaf\yah, ed. al-|ulw, <Abd al-Fatt[h Mu+ammad, (Cairo: <Is[ al-
B[b\ al-|alab\, 1978-79). vol. 3, pp. 323, 324 
212 Al-Suy]%\, Jal[l al-D\n, al-Ashb[h wa-al-Na&[>ir f\ Qaw[<id wa-Fur]< Fiqh al-Sh[fi<\yah, (Cairo: 
Ma%ba< Mu~%af[ al-B[b\, 1378/1959), p. 7  
213 cf. Appendix 1 (below, pp.187, 188) 
214 Al-Suy]%\, al-Ashb[h, pp. 7, 8; Heinrichs, W., „Qaw[<id as a Genre of Legal Literature‟, p. 369  
215 Al-Sulam\, <Abd al-<Azīz ibn <Abd al-Salām, Qaw[<id al-A+k[m f\ Ma~[li+ al-An[m, ed. Sa<d, 
T ̣āhā <Abd al-Ra>ūf, (Beirut: Dār al-Jīl, 1980), vol. 1, pp. 4-22; al-Suy]%\, al-Ashb[h, p. 7, 8; Heinrichs, 
W., Qaw[<id as a Genre of Legal Literature, p. 372  
216 <A%%\yah, al-Tanz\r al-Fiqh\, p. 107, for further details cf. Appendix: 1 (below, p. 187)  
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and overlapping between @]fism and theology and includes many theological 

principles.”217  

@]fism similarly had a close affinity with other branches of Islamic studies. Jurists 

have included @]fism in their books of u~]l al-fiqh for instance Mu+ammad b. A+mad 

b. Jizz\ al-M[lik\ (d. 741/1340) divided his book Qaw[n\n al-A+k[m al-Shar\<ah wa-

Mas[>il al-Furu< al-Fiqh\yah into seventeen chapters, the last chapter dealing 

exclusively with @]fism.218 Similarly the early @]f\ writers produced some valuable 

literature which aimed to unify the @]f\ path with shar\<ah and filled the gap between 

@]fism and the other branches of Islamic faith and practice. The classical writings of 

al-Tustar\ (d. 283/896), al-Junayd (d. 298/910), al-Sarr[j (d. 378/988), al-Kal[b[z\   

(d. 379 or 373/990 or 994), al-Makk\ (d. 386/996), Hujw\r\ (d. 1070/462), al-Qushayr\ 

(d. 465/1072), and Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\ (d. 505/1111) are considered very 

important in this respect. However, the systematic writings of the Sh[dhil\ masters Ibn 

<A%[> All[h and Ibn <Abb[d were the main sources of inspiration for Zarr]q, which 

led him to invent a unique genre of writing in which @]fism is presented in the form 

of legal-style maxims. Zarr]q is in this regard, much like Ab] ^[hir al-Dabb[s al-

|anaf\, who was the first man who introduced the genre of qaw[<id al-fiqh\yah. 

|asan al-Sh[fi<\ writes: “It is amazing that the @]f\s succeed in employing the method 

of the jurists to elaborate their way, despite the going on between them.219 And the 

excellent example of this is the great book Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf of A+mad b. A+mad 

b. Mu+mmad b. Zarr]q.”220  

Zarr]q described his purpose and method in the preface of the book:  

The intended purpose of this abridgement and its sections is to introduce the 

principles of @]fism and its foundations in a manner that amalgamates the 

                                                 
217 Al-Sh[fi<\, |asan Ma+m]d, „Na+wa <Ilm lil-Qaw[<id al-I<tiq[d\yah al-Shar<\yah‟, in al-Daras[t     
al-Isl[m\yah, Majama< al-Ba+uth al-Isl[m\yah, al-J[mi<ah al-Isl[m\yah al-<{lam\yah, Islamabad, 
Pakistan, vol. 93, 2004/1424, pp. 5-19 at p. 13 
218 Ibn Jizz\ al-M[lik\, Mu+ammad b. A+mad, Qaw[n\n al-A+k[m al-Shar\<ah wa-Mas[>il al-Fur]<     
al-Fiqh\yah, ed. <Abd Ra+m[n |asan Ma+m]d, (Cairo: 1985), first edition, pp. 5-17 
219 Implying here the historical tension between these two groups, or more specifically, between the 
fundamentalist jurists and some of what they perceived as antinomian @]fism.   
220 Al- Sh[fi<\, |asan Ma+m]d, Na+wa <Ilm lil-Qaw[<id al-I<tiq[d\yah, p. 10 
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Sacred law with the Truth and connects the principles of religion and 

jurisprudence with the Path.”221 

 Zainab Istrabadi notes that Zarr]q‟s purpose in this is not to prove @]fism‟s 

orthodoxy to its critics, but to maintain @]fism‟s integrity by using the criterion of the 

Law to expose dangerous perversions of practice.222 Zarr]q expounds his notion in 

two hundred and twenty four principles in the Qaw[<id223 and then in his later work he 

tries to reduce all the teaching of @]fism in five qaw[<id as jurists devised five 

qaw[<id for Sacred law. Walking in the footsteps of jurists, he finally formulates a 

comprehensive q[<idah which has all the wisdom and spirit of @]f\ teachings. In 

<Uddat al-Mur\d al-@[diq, he limits the principles of @]fism into four:  

1- Follow the sunnah with the correct attitude.  

2- Bear witness to All[h‟s mercy proclaiming abiding gratitude 

3- Direct your attention away from creation and all that depends on it 

4- Direct your attention to All[h alone224 

In a later work U~]l al-^ar\qah,  he adapts the four principles and adds a fifth with a 

comprehensive note. He writes: 

 The principles of our way are five: 

1. Mindfulness of God secretly and openly. (taqw[ All[h f\ al-sirr wa-al-<il[n\yah)  

2. Obedience of the sunnah in words and deeds. (ittib[< al-sunnah  f\ al-aqw[l      

wa-al-af<[l)  

3. Stay away from the people in success and failure. (al-i<r[# <an al-khalq f\ al-iqb[l 

wa-al-adb[r) 

4. Contentment with God in all things small and great (al-ri#[ <an All[h f\ al-qal\l 

wa-al-kath\r)  

5. Turning to God in prosperity and adversity. (al-raj]< ilayhi f\ al-sarr[>              

wa-al-#arr[>)”225 

                                                 
221 Zarr]q, Ta>s\s al-Qaw[<id, (Escorial MS. arabe 741), folio, 110 a.  
222 Istrabadi, The Principles of @]fism, p. 28 
223 According to our critical edition presented herein.  
224 Zarr]q,<Uddat al-Mur\d, pp. 432-33  
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Zarr]q was highly impressed by the books of Ibn <A%[> All[h which appear to be the 

main source of his ideas, whence he quotes the advice of Ibn <Abb[d: “Seeking the 

true learning of Kit[b al-Tanw\r f\ Isq[% al-Tadb\r is compulsory for every good 

novice.”226 Zarr]q finally derives from the theme of Kit[b al-Tanw\r a very subtle 

point and formulates it as a single principle which encompasses all the teachings of 

Sh[dhil\yah, and later, the Zarr]q\yah. He writes: 

No @]f\ order refers to a single principle of its path except the Sh[dhil\yah. 

They founded their path on the principle of the abandonment and rejection of 

self-direction before the will of God in all matters. This is the subtle reality in 

the @]f\ path; all @]f\s were agreed on this foundation but they could not 

expound it properly as the Sh[dhil\yah did.227               

Zarr]q concluded that the pith and core of the Zarr]q\yah Sh[dhil\yah teaching is 

based on a single point, and the followers of this order are the wayfarers upon the path 

of unity (maslak taw+\d\).228 He employed the qaw[<id genre to summarise the 

essence of @]fism and managed to do this in two hundred and twenty four qaw[<id, 

later reducing them further to five, and finally to a single principle. Thus like Isl[m, 

which is centred on taw+\d and its concomitant five pillars, Zarr]q‟s construction 

mimics the classically expressed structure of his faith, where these five principles are 

the concomitance of the central reality, and two hundred and twenty four qaw[<id can 

be seen as a detail elaboration of this.  

Structure, Contents and Themes of the Work:  

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf expresses two hundred and twenty four loosely related 

principles of @]fism. Zarr]q uses legal maxims, theological principles and the general 

rules for the interpretation of a text which are commonly used to explain the 

                                                                                                                                            
225 Khushaim, A+mad Zarr]q, p. 181  
226 Zarr]q,<Uddat al-Mur\d, p. 433 
227 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 74, (below p. 89 vol. 2) 
228 The Arabic word taw+\d may be read as both a noun implying an article of faith, that is the belief in 
the Oneness, or Unity of God exemplified in the Islamic testification of l[ il[ha ill[ All[h, “there is no 
god but God”. The word is also a verbal noun signifying the act of making one, or unification, with 
significant connotations for the seeker, who seek to actualize this reality – and all that it entails – in 
their lives.  
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intricacies of a text such as analogy, logic, rhetoric, exegesis and hermeneutics: a~l 

(pl. us]l origin; principle) and far< (pl. fur]<, branch: practical application), <[mm  

(general statement) and kh[~~ (particular statement), mu%laq (unrestricted) and 

muqayyad (restricted statement), mushtarak (a word or statement which has multiple 

meanings), mushtabih (unclear), mawh]m (a delusive or illusory word or statement) 

mushkil (difficult) and mubham (intricate). He also employed the general discourses 

of Islamic law in some qaw[<id, for instance the classification of maters into #ar]r\, 

(necessary) +[jj\ (needful) and ta+s\n\ (complementary), ijtih[d (personal juristic 

reasoning), taql\d (imitation), bid<ah (innovation in religious matters) and its meaning, 

scope, and application.  

Zarr]q usually begins each q[<idah with what is, or resembles, a legal, logical, 

theological or hermeneutical maxim that is elaborated upon to illustrate its intimate 

connection with @]f\ thought or practice, that is initially masked by the obscurity and 

technically of these statements. Some qaw[<id are based on the general discourses of 

the logic and philosophy in which the author describes the definition, scope, rationale 

and objective of @]fism. However, many qaw[<id are not in fact qaw[<id because 

there is no legal or theological principle adduced at the beginning and they only 

contain some general guidance, a piece of advice or an explanation of a particular 

term or interpretation of some concepts. The following chart is helpful to understand 

the nature of the book and how much space has been given to the different topics and 

subjects in it.  

U~]l 

Fiqh 

Kal[m   Logic  Ethics  @]fism  General  

Rules   

General 

Explanation  

8, 16 38  1 69 63 6 26 

17, 18 42 2 100 64 7 54 

19, 20 49 3 101 65 10 67 

21, 25 52 4 145 66 12 68 

27, 30 73 5 153 70 18 71 

31,34 81 9 154 86 36 72 

35, 41 83 11 164 87 55 91 

43, 47 88 13 173 106 61 96 
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48, 50 116 14 180 107 80 97 

51, 53 143 15 181 111 82 99 

56, 57 147 22 182 112 95 113 

58, 59 148 23 183 115 105 132 

60, 62 151 24 184 122 129 161 

74, 75 155 28 185 123 135 162 

77, 78 158 29 186 123 138 163 

79, 84 159 32 187 124 142 179 

85, 89 165 33 188 125 152 211 

90, 92 168 37 189 130 197 214 

93, 94 202 39 191 137 198 215 

98, 102 213 40 192 141 210 223 

103, 104  44 193 144 216 224 

108, 109  45 194 150 217  

110, 114  46 195 156 218  

117, 118  76 196 169 220  

119, 120   199 170   

121, 126   203 171   

127, 128   212 172   

131, 133   221 175   

134, 136    177   

139, 140    178   

146, 149    204   

157, 160    206   

166, 174    207   

176, 190    208   

201, 205    209   

    219   

    222   

Total: 70 20 24 28 37 24 21= 224 

U~]l 

Fiqh 

Kal[m   Logic  Ethics  @]fism  General 

Rules  

General 

Explanation  
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A brief description and analysis of these qaw[<id will be useful to understand the 

nature of this book and to see how the author integrates the juridical and theological 

rules with sacred law, and this will be brought out through the inclusion of translation 

of some of the qaw[<id herein.  

1- U~]l Fiqh\yah  

I- Legal Maxim   

The qaw[<id genre is used in the interpretation of a legal text, as its brief history in the 

above pages has demonstrated. Zarr]q applies this method to @]fism to elaborate @]f\ 

thought in a juridical way that fuses juridical rectitude with @]f\ piety. For example 

Zarr]q starts principle 85: “Hesitation and caution is desirable in a doubtful case     

(al-tawaqquf f\ ma+al al-ishtibah maq~]d) contrary to the case when something good 

or bad is clearly manifest. Therefore, in a doubtful case, preference should be given 

on the basis of a positive opinion (+usn al-&ann), even if [the matter] may emerge to 

be the contrary [to that which was opined].”229  

Before analyzing the interpretation of Zarr]q, it is appropriate to describe the context 

of this legal maxim in jurisprudence. It is derived from a legal maxim: “The rules of 

sacred law are based on consideration and care.”230 Which means one should be 

careful in the interpretation of the law. The implementation of the law will be 

abandoned in cases of doubt until its validity is established. For example, if there is 

some +al[l meat mixed with +ar[m meat, then the Muslim should refrain from eating 

any of it because there is doubt. This legal maxim is based on a Prophetic tradition: 

“He who avoids the doubtful will protect his religion and dignity and he who engages 

in the doubtful will fall into sin.”231 Similarly there is another legal maxim: “+ud]d 

are abandoned in the case of doubt.”232 Where there is doubt in +ud]d cases, the rules 

will not be executed there. This legal maxim is derived from some traditions: “do not 

                                                 
229 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 85, (below pp. 89-92, vol. 2) 
230 cf. al-Sulam\, Qaw[<id al-A+k[m, fa~l f\ al-I+%iy[% f\ jalb al-ma~[li+ wa-dar> al-maf[~id, vol. 2, pp. 
17-25; {l Harm]sh, Ma+m]d Mu~%af[, Mu<jam al-Qaw[<id al-Fiqh\yah al-Ib[#\yah, (Oman: Wiz[rat 
al-Awq[f wa-al-Sha>]n al-D\n\yah, 2007). vol. 1, p. 66 
231 al-Bukh[r\, @a+\+, kit[b al-\m[n, (39) b[b fa#l man istabr[< li-d\nihi, +ad\th no. 52; Muslim, @a+\+, 
kit[b al-mus[q[t  wa-al-muz[ri<ah, (20) b[b akhdh al-+al[l wa-tark al-shubuh[t, +ad\th no. 4094 
232 Al-Suy]%\, al-Ashb[h, p. 122 
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enforce +ud]d in the cases of doubt” and “abandon the enforcement of +ud]d from 

the Muslims as much as possible.”233  

Bearing in mind the context of these rules in jurisprudence, let us see how Zarr]q 

interprets the above mentioned maxim in @]fism. He explains that Im[m M[lik was 

asked about whether heretical sects were disbelievers. He replied: “[No], they have 

escaped from unbelief.” Similarly the Prophet (peace be upon him) indicated to be 

very careful about passing the judgment on heretical or deviated people.234 After 

citing some quotations, Zarr]q comes to the point and discusses the difference of 

opinion about @]f\ heretics and he alludes the opinion of his Shaykh al-Q]r\ and 

finally he expresses his own views. He writes: “There has been a difference of opinion 

about a group of @]f\s like Ibn al-F[ri#, Ibn A+l[, al-<Af\f al-Tilims[n\, Ibn Dh\ Sik\n, 

Ab] Is+[q al-Tuj\b\, al-Shushtar\, Ibn Sab<\n, [Mu+y\ al-D\n Ibn al-<Arab\] al-|[tim\ 

and others. Our Shaykh Ab] <Abd All[h al-Q]r\ was asked while I was listening: 

“What is your opinion about [Mu+y\ al-D\n] Ibn al-<Arab\ al-|[tim\?” He answered: 

“He had more knowledge in all fields than the respective masters of each «field».” 

They said: “We do not ask you about this.” He replied: “There is a huge difference in 

the opinion about him, from renouncing him as a non-believer to praising him as a 

pole.”235 Then he was asked which one he preferred? He answered: “Submission [of 

the matter to God].” Zarr]q explains: “He said this because in denouncing Ibn 

<Arab\‟s Islam, there is risk of grievous misjudgement and error, not to mention the 

spreading of a calumny. On the other hand, according him, respect may lead the 

listeners to follow his ambiguous and fantastical writings.”236 

In this way Zarr]q attracts the opinion of jurists and minimizes their hostility to 

@]fism, presenting it as harmonious with the sacred law. Zarr]q uses legal and 

philosophical scholarship to uphold the orthodoxy/ authority of @]fism. Sometime he 

interprets a legal maxim or juridical rule with the @]f\ approach apparently contrary to 

the juridical approach. For instance there is a legal maxim: “Reward is based on the 

                                                 
233 al-Tirmidh\, Sunan, abw[b al-+ud]d, (2) b[b m[ j[> f\ dar> al-+ud]d, +ad\th no. 1324; Ibn M[jah, 
Sunan, abwab al-+ud]d, (5) b[b al-satr <al[ al-mu>min wa-daf< al-+ud]d bil-shubh[t, +ad\th no. 2545; 
Al-Suy]%\, al-Ashb[h, p. 122   
234 Muslim, @a+\+, kit[b al-zak[t, (47) b[b dhikr al-khaw[rij, +ad\th no. 1455  
235 See for „pole‟ (above p. 20) 
236 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 85, (below pp. 89-92, vol. 2) 
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extent of difficulty therein.”237 The source of this legal maxim is a tradition: “Your 

reward is according to your struggle and difficulties therein.”238 This maxim means 

that greater works are more pious and preferred. For example, fasting in summer is 

greater than in winter because the day is long and hot in summer. Similarly jih[d in 

the ocean is more rewarded than jih[d on land because there is greatest danger and 

difficulty in it.239 Similarly al-Suy]%\ writes another legal maxim: “Whatever is more 

numerous in deed/action is superior. For instance, the reward of praying the additional 

prayers while sitting is half of performing them while standing.”240      

Zarr]q says: “Reward is based on extent  of one‟s acceptance [of commands], and not 

on the difficulties faced therein (al-ajr <al[ qadr al-ittib[< l[ <al[ qadr al-mushaqqah) 

because of  the superiority of faith, knowledge, remembrance and recitation over the 

purely physical actions, although the latter is very difficult. The Prophetic tradition: 

“Your reward is according to your hardships and difficulties” is a particular order for 

a specific case and should not be generalized. Some other traditions also endorse this 

point of view, for example: „Whenever there was a choice of matter, the Prophet 

always preferred the easier one‟241 although he was the greatest to all people in 

knowledge and piety, as he stated: “I have the greatest knowledge of God, fear him 

the most among you.”242 Similarly there is another tradition: “The best of your 

religion is what is the most straightforward and easiest.”243 This is the fundamental 

spirit of the Sh[dhil\yah order as Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\ said: “The shaykh is the 

one who guides you to ease, not one who direct you to exhaustion.”244 When Ab]            

al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\ asked his Shaykh Ab] Mu+ammad <Abd al-Sal[m b. Mash\sh 

regarding the meaning of the Prophetic tradition: „Make matters easy; do not make 

them complicated‟,245 he said: “Guide them towards God and don‟t guide them 

anywhere else. He who guides you to the world misleads you and he who leads you to 

                                                 
237 al-Suy]%\, al-Ashb[h, pp. 143, 144; {l Harm]sh, Mu<jam al-Qaw[<id, vol. 1, p. 65   
238 Muslim, @a+\+, kit[b al-<umrah, b[b ajr al-<umrah <al[ qadr al-na~b, +ad\th no: 1787 
239 {l Harm]sh, Mu<jam al-Qaw[<id, vol. 1, p. 56 
240 al-Suy]%\, al-Ashb[h, p. 143 
241 Muslim, @a+\+, kit[b al-fa#[>il, b[b mub[<idatuhu lil-[th[m wa-ikhtiy[ruhu min al-muba+ ashalihi, 
+ad\th no. 6048 
242 Muslim, @a+\+, kit[b al-~ay[m, b[b anna al-qublah f\ al-~awm laysat mu+ramah, +ad\th no. 2588   
243 al-^abar[n\, , al-M<jam al-Kab\r, +ad\th no. 73; Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 92, (below p. 98, vol. 2) 
244 Ibn <A%[> All[h A+mad b. Mu+ammad, La%[>if al-Minan, ed. Ma+m]d, <Abd al-|al\m, (Cairo, 
Ma%ba<at |ass[n, 1974), p. 164 
245 Muslim, @a+\+, kit[b al-ashribah, b[b bay[n anna kull muskir khamr, +ad\th no. 5216 . 
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work exhausts you, and he who directs you to God exhorts and advises you.”246 This 

particular understanding is expounded upon the works of Ibn <A%[ All[h and his 

followers.”247 By this discussion it may be concluded that Zarr]q believes in the 

quality of a deed, and not just in its quantity, differing with the jurists‟ approaches in 

this respect. There is hardly any book in classical @]f\ literature, which does not dwell 

upon the @]f\ audition (sam[<) and its legal position. Zarr]q also describes the rules of 

@]f\ audition in qaw[<id: 126-129, 131, 133-141, 203. He analyses the status of sam[< 

under some juridical rules. He writes: “What has been allowed for a reason or on a 

particular or general ground must not be arbitrarily applied in all circumstances. 

Therefore it is inaccurate to deduce the permissibility of audition categorically from 

the validity of singing in celebrations.” He quotes that Ibn F[kih[n\ says in the 

commentary on al-Ris[lah: “There is no clear text (na~~) regarding the prohibition or 

validity of audition.” Zarr]q writes: “He means for a particular reason, otherwise it is 

allowed for celebrations, <\d days and other legal festivities and to give support to 

work. Therefore, the matter is just like those [matters] which existed before Islam and 

upon which Islam has not clearly passed any judgment. Jurists have three possible 

opinions to address these kinds of questions: caution and hesitation (al-tawaqquf), 

permissibility (al-ib[+ah) and prohibition (al-mana<). Therefore according to the first 

opinion, one should be cautious in passing any judgment about the question of 

audition; according to the second, it should be permissible; and the third opinion 

endorses its prohibition. Zarr]q writes that @]f\s like jurists have three different 

opinions about it, enumerating these and finally expressing his own opinion that, 

„according to the established research, (al-ta+q\q), it is a doubtful act that should be 

shunned because it resembles a false act, since it is an amusement (al-lahw), except 

with a necessity that needs one to resort to it, from which point of view it may be 

allowed.”248 Then he explains its limitations, conditions and its detail such as the 

poetry recited, ecstasy, and their legal status under some juridical maxims. 

Sometimes Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf seems like a book of jurisprudence and a complete 

q[<idah usually consists of some juridical discourse. For instance in principle 78, he 

                                                 
246 Ibn <A%[> All[h, La%[>if, pp. 254, 255 
247 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 73, (below pp. 77, 78, vol. 2) 
248 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 127, (below pp. 136-138, vol. 2) 
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elaborates on the classical division of sacred law in to three forms: necessary (#ar]r\), 

needful (+[j\) and complementary (ta+s\n\).249 This is very important discourse in the 

jurisprudence and Im[m Sh[%ib\ expands upon these rules in his famous book al-

Muw[faq[t at length.250 Similarly he explains that the legal status of matters is 

determined by the orders of the originator of the law and gives a brief account of this. 

Zarr]q describes these legal principles without linking them with any @]f\ thought or 

practice and it is possible that he might have considered these rules as principles of 

@]fism as well.251  

II- Rules of Analogy 

It is a common practice of Zarr]q to draw the conclusions of @]fism on the basis of 

analogical deduction (qiy[s) which is a very important discussion in logic as well as 

being considered as essential for the interpretation of shar\<ah according to many 

Islamic schools of law. There are four pillars of analogy: original case (a~l), new case 

(far<), the effective cause (<illah) and ruling (+ukm). Qiy[s is in fact an application of 

an original rule to a new case because of a commonly effective cause on which the 

law is silent. Qiy[s is required to deal with new problems and to understand the 

objectives of sacred law (maq[~id al-shar\<ah) which are the vital spirit of Qur>[n and 

sunnah.252 

Zarr]q uses the rules of analogical deduction to prove the legality of @]fism. He 

criticizes the extreme behaviour of some @]f\s and their practices. By doing so, he 

appears to wish to persuade jurists and theologians in favour of @]fism. For instance, 

in principle 35, he elaborates upon the basis of the permissible and prohibited acts 

under the analogical deduction. He writes: “A practical application is to be considered 

according to its original principle and fundamental rule. If it concurs with its 

                                                 
249 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 78, (below p. 83, vol. 2) 
250 al- Sh[%ib\, Ab] Is+[q Ibr[h\m b. M[s[, al-Muw[faq[t f\ U~]l al-A+k[m, ed. Mu+ammad al-Khi#r 
Husayn al-T]nis\ and Mu+ammad |asanayn Makhl]f, Beirut: Dār al-Fikr lil-T ̣ibā<ah wa-al-Nashr wa-

al-Tawzī<, [c.1990]., pp. 34-36, vol. 2 
251 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 198, (below p. 207, vol. 2)  
252 Cf: al-Sarkhas\, Mu+ammad b. A+mad, al-Mu+arrar f\ Us]l al-Fiqh, (Beirut: D[r al-Kutub al-
<Ilm\yah, 1417¦1996), pp. 111-158, vol. 2, ; al-Sh\r[z\ Ibr[h\m b. <Al\, al-Tab~irah f\ U~]l al-Fiqh: <al[ 
madhhab al-Im[m Ab\ <Abd All[h Mu+ammad ibn Idr\s al-Sh[fi<\, ed. Mu+ammad |asan Mu+ammad 
|asan Ism[<\l, (Beirut: D[r al-Kit[b al-<Ilm\yah, 2003¦1424), pp. 245-290; Sha<b[n Zakk\ al-D\n, U~]l 
al-Fiqh, (Beirut: D[r al-Qalm, 1394-1974), pp. 113-158   
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principle, it would be acceptable; otherwise it is referred back to its advocate, if he is 

commendable; or if it is accepted, it is deduced in accordance with his standing or if 

he has a conspicuous position in knowledge and honesty then his notion is reliable. 

Thus the exaggerators among the @]f\s are like the capricious among the theologians 

and like the rejected jurists; their notion is to be rejected and their action is to be 

shunned. But the true path is not to be abandoned because of their attachment to it and 

their presence therein.”253  

Zarr]q elaborates the origin and foundation of @]fism in principle 5. He writes: “The 

attribution of some thing to its principal case and endorsing it with appropriate 

evidence invalidates the argument of the opponent and the one sceptical of its reality. 

The origin of @]fism is the station of spiritual virtue (i+s[n) as described by the 

Prophet of God: “You should worship God as though you see Him, and if you do not 

see Him, He nonetheless sees you.”254 In fact, purity of intention is based on this 

principle and the word i+s[n itself indicates the profound intention and demanded by 

this station. So encouragement of its observation is basically a stress upon its essence 

[that is, the @]f\ way]. Jurisprudence turns around the station of submission (Islam), 

and theology revolves around the station of faith (\m[n). Therefore @]fism is one of 

the components of the religion which Gabriel taught the Prophet to teach the 

companions.”255       

Zarr]q‟s concept of integral Islam can be understood along the above lines. He 

expounds this idea in various places. He believes that @]fism is an integral part of 

Islam and its denial is a denial of one third of Islam. He further divides the station of 

spiritual virtue into two parts and considers the Sh[dhil\yah to be on the highest 

station of these. He writes: “The subdivision of a practical application is due to the 

subdivision of its principle.” Then he describes the origin of @]fism and its 

subdivision. The origin of @]fism is the station of spiritual virtue as described in the 

Prophetic tradition. The meaning of i+s[n is “You should worship God as you are 

seeing Him, and if you do not see Him, He nonetheless sees you. In this tradition 

i+s[n is categorized into two subdivisions and each of which is a replacement for the 

                                                 
253 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 35, (below p. 31. vol. 2) 
254 Muslim, @a+\+, kit[b al-\m[n, b[b bay[n al-\m[n wa-al-isl[m wa-al-i+s[n, +ad\th no. 93  
255 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 5, (below pp. 4, 5, vol. 2) 
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others. The first station of virtue is for the gnostic (<[rif); the second is for those who 

are below the rank of gnostic. The Sh[dhil\yah and those who followed their tradition 

are on the first rank, while al-Ghaz[l\ and those who followed his tradition are on the 

second rank.”256 

Zarr]q prefers the Sh[dhil\yah over all other orders because their way is based on the 

highest category of virtue. By using analogical deduction, he establishes many 

principles to explain the wisdom of Sh[dhil\yah, and their rules of the path. 

Describing a rule in principle 74, „the multiplicity in an original case decrees that 

there be a multiplicity in the practical application‟. He accommodates the diversity of 

@]f\ formulation, but clearly prefers the Sh[dhil\yah over all other orders because he 

believes that they are based on the unique principle of the abandonment of self-

direction before the will of God.257 Zarr]q strengthens his view by using the rule of 

analogical deduction. He uses this genre to prove his stance and the above mentioned 

qaw[<id are useful in understanding the way in which Zarr]q uses analogical 

deduction in his arguments to draw the results in different qaw[<id.  

III- The General Rules of Interpretation  

Zarr]q expounds the principles of @]fism in the light of the principles of 

jurisprudence. U~]l al-fiqh denotes a methodology of law or a method of 

interpretation and deduction. Fiqh is the end product of u~]l al-fiqh. The correct 

information about the rules of interpretation is sufficient to examine the text. By the 

help of these rules, one can differentiate a speculative text (mutash[bih) from a 

definitive one (mu+kam), the manifest (&[hir) from the explicit (na~~), the general 

(<[mm ) from the specific (kh[~~), the literal or real (+aq\q\) from the metaphorical 

(maj[z\), the absolute (mu%laq) from limited (muqayyad)  etc. Being a jurist, Zarr]q 

applies these juridical rules to the field of @]fism. He writes that there are some 

general rules and some particular rules in every discipline, and @]fism is also like 

other sciences in this respect. It is obligatory to reveal the rules of God related to 

human conduct for every one and other specific rules should be delivered according to 

the capacity of the listener, and not the speaker as the Prophetic tradition explains: 

                                                 
256 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 56, (below pp. 57, 58, vol. 2) 
257 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 74, (below pp. 79, 80, vol. 2) 
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“You should tell the people as they know. Do you desire God and His messenger to 

be denied and distrusted?”258 Al-Junayd was asked: “Two men pose to you the same 

question, yet you reply to each of them in a different way.” He replied: “The answer 

should be commensurate with the capacity of the questioner.”259 The Prophet said: 

“We were ordered to speak with the people in accordance with their intelligence.”260 

Zarr]q employs the rule of kh[~~ and <[mm for the interpretation of the Prophetic 

tradition. For example he cites the Prophetic tradition: “A group of my community 

will always be on the right path until the order of God comes and they will «then all» 

be on the right path”261 and then argues that the Prophetic tradition carries some 

general information about future but it does not delimit the duty of purification of 

heart to a particular group. He writes: “Referring to a decree in a particular application 

does not apply in general and same is vice versa. Purification is obligatory for all, 

contradicting the +ad\th: “A group of my community.” Therefore the +ad\th is re-

interpreted according to its attributions at the expense of the totality of its individual 

parts. Consequently spiritual purification is subject to it.”262       

Zarr]q believes that purification of the heart is obligatory for everyone and it cannot 

be achieved without a proper understanding and application of the shar\<ah. Shar\<ah 

is a way which leads the @]f\ disciple to Reality (+aq\qah). He writes: “The rule of 

jurisprudence is general for all because its purpose is to set up the structure of 

religion, to uphold its greatness and to manifest its philosophy. On the other hand, the 

realm of @]fism is specific for some particular persons because it is a relationship 

between a man and his creator without going beyond that. Therefore it is acceptable if 

a jurist rebuff the authority of a @]f\ but a @]f\ cannot reproach a jurist. It is 

obligatory, to turn from @]fism to jurisprudence and to be content with it. On the 

other hand, @]fism cannot reject jurisprudence and @]fism itself is unacceptable 

without jurisprudence. It is not right to turn from jurisprudence to @]fism unless [also] 

                                                 
258 Al-Bukh[r\, @a+\+, kit[b al-<ilm, (49), b[b man kha~~ahu All[h bil-<ilm.    
259 Zarrūq, Ah ̣mad, | ̣ikam Ibn <A%[> All[h: Shar+ Zarr]q (al-Qāhirah: Dār al-Ba~ā>ir, 2004), p. 194 
260 Al-Muttaq\, Kanz al-<Umm[l, kit[b al-<ilm, b[b [d[b al-<[lim wa-al-mutakallim, +ad\th no. 1201; 
Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 17, (below p. 14, vol. 2) 
261 Muslim, @a+\+, kit[b al-im[rah, b[b qawluhu: l[ taz[l %[>ifah min ummat\ &[hir\n, +ad\th no. 4950-
4955 
262 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, Qa: 43, (below pp. 38, 39 vol. 2) 

http://lib.ex.ac.uk/search~S6?/Xibn+ata+allah+&SORT=D&searchscope=6/Xibn+ata+allah+&SORT=D&searchscope=6&SUBKEY=ibn%20ata%20allah%20/1%2C25%2C25%2CB/frameset&FF=Xibn+ata+allah+&SORT=D&searchscope=6&1%2C1%2C
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maintaining an association with it. Although @]fism is superior in status to 

jurisprudence, the latter is safer and more generally for public good. As a result, it is 

said: “Be a jurist @]f\ and not a @]f\ jurist. The @]f\ of the jurists is more perfect and 

safer than the jurist of the @]f\s because the @]f\ of the jurists has comprehended 

@]fism in spiritual state, action, and perception, contrary to the jurist of @]f\s. In fact, 

the @]f\ of the jurists has a great command of knowledge and spiritual states which 

cannot be achieved without the proper understanding of jurisprudence and sincere 

insight. @]fism is not valid without jurisprudence and vice versa, as in the field of 

medicine, theory is not sufficient without practice and vice versa.”263 

Zarr]q prefers the @]f\ approach to that of the jurist, traditionalist or theologian. He 

writes: The @]f\‟s approach in conduct is more specific than the jurist because the 

jurist‟s interpretation is to prevent a difficulty whereas a @]f\‟s objective is to achieve 

perfection. The @]f\‟s vision is also more specific than the theologian, because the 

analysis of a theologian is for the rectification of beliefs while the @]f\‟s intention is 

how to fortify certainty (al-yaq\n).  

The @]f\‟s view is also more particular than those of the exegete (mufassir) and the 

traditionalist because both of them interpret the apparent rule or meaning of a idea, 

and nothing else. On the other hand, the @]f\ takes great effort to understand the inner 

meanings of the text, but only after establishing and affirming their recognized 

interpretations otherwise he is an esoterist (b[%in\) who has abandoned the sacred law, 

rather than an affiliate of the @]f\s. 264  

We thus see Zarr]q‟s desire to maintain an equilibrium between extreme @]f\ 

behaviour and strict legal attitude. He devises a rule to elaborate this, writing: 

“Whatever is admired or charged on non-indispensable grounds, its order might have 

been reversed for a reason which demands the opposite verdict. It is in a sound +ad\th: 

“The world is cursed; what is in it is cursed except the remembrance of God and that 

which guards it.”265 There is another sound +ad\th: “Do not damn the world! How 
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excellent a vehicle it is for the believer!”266 Leadership has been praised due to its 

importance for the implementation of the system. Therefore God praises the person 

who seeks religious leadership as He said: “And, make us a leader (im[m) of the God-

fearing.”267 But it has been condemned because it creates arrogance and egotism and 

takes man away from the truth. Silence has been praised for peace but blamed for not 

performing the obligatory duties. Hunger is praised for the purification of the heart 

but blameworthy for causing the disturbance in the thought. Therefore moderation is 

obligatory.”268         

Zarr]q believes that the right of interpretation belongs only to the experts in the 

respective field because only they have knowledge of its intricacies. He uses the 

juridical rules to illustrate his point of view. He writes:  

The existence of al-m]him, al-mubham and al-mushkil in the texts of shar\<ah 

is to distinguish the intellects, wisdom and beliefs of the people, as it is 

revealed: “So that All[h differentiates the good from the bad.”269 Another 

possible reason is to make manifest the ranks of belief, as it revealed: “So 

those who have something wrong in the hearts they follow the doubts, seeking 

the dissention (fitn[) and making a different interpretation (ta>w\l).270 

Therefore, in these cases only the interpretation of the originator of sacred law 

(sh[ri<) is acceptable, unless the text is clear in meaning and lucid. There is a 

difference of opinion in the interpretation of istiw[> among the theologians 

and every one interprets it according to their school of thought, as described in 

the Ris[lah Ibn Ab\ Zayd.271  Only the expert‟s opinion or interpretation is 
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acceptable in their relevant fields of jurisprudence or @]fism, and the [other‟s] 

opinions are baseless and to be rejected.272  

Fez at the time of Zarr]q was in turmoil. The Portuguese were attacking the coastal 

areas of the country, and simultaneously a revolt was taking place against Sul%[n <Abd 

al-|aqq al-Mar\n\ which broke up the Mar\n\d dynasty and disrupted the political 

system.273 Bearing in mind this context, Zarr]q places emphasis on safeguarding and 

preserving the system and the public good. He emphasizes that everything which 

disturbs the system and destroys the public good is impermissible. He writes: “The 

protection of the system is obligatory and consideration of public good is essential. 

Therefore Muslims have achieved consensus on the impermissibility of mutiny/revolt 

(khur]j) against the leader (im[m) by words or deeds.” Zarr]q rejects strongly the 

activities against the just ruler. He cites many a+[d\th on this topic, and disapproves 

of the @]f\ jih[d\ movements indirectly, writing: “The group, meaning @]f\s, are the 

greatest in their escape from what does not concern them.”274 

Zarr]q‟s notion on the impermissibility of the revolt against the just Im[m resembles 

with Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\‟s political attitude who stigmatised any revolt against the 

ruler. Al-Ghaz[l\ legitimised the rule of the Abbasid caliph in order to save the 

caliphate on both political and theological grounds from the danger of Ism[<\l\s and 

B[%in\s. The Fatimid rule was quite strong in fifth/eleventh century in Cairo and at the 

same time, the B[%in\ movement was spreading throughout the Middle East. Niz[m al-

Mulk (d. 485¦1092), vizier in the reigns of the Seljuk Sul%[ns Alp-Arsal[n (1063-

1072) and  Malik- Sh[h (1072-1092), and a close friend of al-Ghaz[l\ was killed by a 

b[%in\ assassin.275 In contrast to al-Ghaz[l\, Zarr]q witnessed the distraction of the 

Marind dynasty by the Shar\fian revolt in ninth/fifteenth century. It was the time 

when the state needed more stability to resist against the assaults of Spaniards and 

Portuguese on the costal areas of Morocco. In this context Zarr]q showed a quite 
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Ghaz[l\an attitude regarding the revolt against the ruler. It can be observed that soon 

after the disintegration of the rule of <Abd al-|aqq al-Mar\n\ in 869/1465, the most 

important costal areas came under the control of forighen forces.276 

 

2– Qaw[<id al-I<tiq[d\yah 

@]fism and theology are different disciplines and developed as independent 

disciplines. However there is much common ground between them. The writings of 

early @]f\s such as anti-Mu<tazil\ al-Mu+[sib\ (d. 243/857), Ibn al-Khaf\f al-Sh\r[z\ 

(d. 371/982) who was also student of Ab] al-|asan Ash<ar\ (d. 324/936), the Ash<ar\ 

@]f\ al-Qushayr\ (d. 465/1072), and the traditionalist @]f\ <Abd All[h al-An~[r\        

(d. 481/1089) contained valuable material in this respect. Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\ tried 

to integrate @]fism with other disciplines of Islamic studies. Being a theologian, he 

interpreted the @]f\ way in the light of Ahs<ar\ school of thought. Ayman Shihadeh 

writes:  

Early @]f\ texts often do contain some formal theological content. With the 

intention of illustrating that they adhered to orthodox Sunni creeds and belonged 

squarely to the orthodox community, @]f\s partook in the common practice of 

writing creeds (<aq\dah), which they did in @]f\ manuals (as in the manuals of the 

M[turidian al-Kal[b[dh\ (d. 384/994-95) and al-Qushayr\, or some time in 

separate epistles incorporating the above mentioned informal theological view of 

early @]f\s. Al-Ghaz[l\ (d. 505/1111) develops his pioneering and hugely 

influential synthesis contextualising and, to an extent, combining @]fism and 

theology at the soteriological, epistemological and metaphysical levels. Within 

this synthesis, Ash<ar\ kal[m is accommodated as an intellectual system that is 

ultimately inferior to a higher mystical theology relating to the @]f\ path, which 
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he discusses, for instance, in Mishk[t al-Anw[r and al-Kutub al-Ma#n]n bih[ <al[ 

Ghayr Ahlih[.” 277 

By and large, the Ash<ar\ theological system provided the foundation of the Sunn\ 

school of thought. M[lik\s and Sh[fi<\s accepted this notion warmly. However 

|anbal\s remained reluctant to use the methodology of rational argument. They 

rejected Ash<ar\s on some issue, even though they often indulged in it. On the other 

hand |anaf\s accepted a more rationalistic doctrine of Ab] Man~]r al-M[tur\d\        

(d. 333/944), who whilst similar to Ash<ar\ on many points.278       

Zarr]q was an Ash<ar\, and this can be observed in his Qaw[<id. He was also 

influenced by al-Ghaz[l\ in some theological aspects, composing a commentary: 

Shar+ <Aq\dah al-Im[m al-Ghaz[l\ to elaborate upon the theological views of            

al-Ghaz[l\.279 Khushaim notes that there is great similarities between Zarr]q and       

al-Ghaz[l\: both are Ash<arites and jurists and try to harmonise and integrate @]fism 

with jurisprudence and theology.280 

According to Zarr]q, Sh[dhil\ @]f\s are theologian by temperament.281 He appreciates 

them and believes that they tried to embellish belief (\m[n) with certainty (\q[n) to a 

certain degree from whence one can apprehend reality directly without confusion. 

This is the shortest way to reach the goal. He cites the saying of Ibn <A%[> All[h: “Do 

not take the invocations except those that strengthen the soul to bear His love.” He 

explains that the details of this order can be found in the books of Ibn <A%[> All[h and 

his followers.282 Zarr]q is very careful in the interpretation of theological matters. He 

writes: “It is not permissible to accept any ambiguous or vague ideas in the matters of 

faith and one should not accept these ideas without discussing them.”283  
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Zarr]q explains some theological principles and interprets them and sometimes draws 

entirely different conclusions than those presented in theological context. Some 

qaw[<id are presented here to illustrate this.  

 

 

 

The Attributes of God    

According to the Ash<ar\ theologians, God is Omnipotent and His attributions are 

coeternal with Him.284 Zarr]q reveals this principle and concludes from it that 

believers should respect the People of the House (ahl al-bayt). He writes: “The 

verdicts of God‟s attribution are consistent and their effects are non-transferable. 

Therefore [Mu+y\ al-D\n Ibn al-<Arab\] al-|[tim\ said: “It is believed about the 

People of the House that God has forgiven their sins, not because of their acts nor 

because of their good deeds, but because of the blessings of God‟s destiny described 

towards them, as God said: “Indeed All[h desires to remove the impurity of the 

People of the House.”285 He attached His order to His will, which is unchangeable. 

Therefore it is not permissible for a Muslim to degrade and humiliate the People of 

the House because God verified their purity and purified them from abomination.”286  

Infallibility of the Prophets 

The infallibility (<i~mah) of the Prophet is an authentic and established belief 

according to Ash<ar\ school of thought and it is limited to the prophets only. Everyone 

other than prophets is fallible and there is a possibility of him falling into errors which 

is not condemned. However, God may protect the pious people from errors by His 

blessing, and thus they remain protected (ma+f]&).287 Zarr]q writes: “Infallibility only 

exists in prophets. Therefore it is necessary to observe the predominant quality of a 
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man in his states, not each of them separately. If righteousness predominates then that 

element is preferred over all else; and if something else prevails in him, then that 

element is preferred over all else, and if both characteristics are equal, then he should 

be evaluated and judged very carefully. If there is the possibility of interpreting his 

ambiguous actions then that should be interpreted accordingly. Al-Junayd was asked: 

“Can a gnostic commit adultery (zin[)? He remained silent for a moment and then 

said: “The commandments of God must be carried out.”288 Ibn <A%[> All[h said: 

“Would he have been asked in another way: “Does the spiritual effort of a gnostic 

connect himself to anything other than God?” He would have replied:  “No.”289 

Zarr]q writes: “Because the mark of his knowledge is his relationship with God. 

When that is broken, he will lose his knowledge.”290  

Intercession (Shaf[<ah) 

Intercession (shaf[<ah) before God is an authentic belief according to Ash<ar\ 

theology.291 Zarr]q believes in the reality of intercession. He writes: “Nobody can 

intercede before God except by His permission. It has been ordered to find out the 

means of reaching Him. It has been said: “There is no god except God.” Some said: 

“[this means] obedience and submission to the Prophet of God.” Some said: “[this 

means] submission in general and the means of seeking God through the good deeds 

of a man such as the People of the Cave. Each of them sought Him through the best of 

their deeds.”292 Another means of seeking Him is through the intercession of pious 

people, such as <Umar‟s prayer for rain beseeching the intercession of al-<Abb[s.293 In 

the Prophetic tradition, one is persuaded to pray for his brother always. The Prophet 

said to <Umar when he was going to perform the <umrah pilgrimage: “Oh my brother! 

Include us in your prayers.”294 This is for exemplary purpose as he himself (peace and 

blessing be upon him) is the source of all means of reaching God, and the origin of all 

virtuous deeds and pre-eminences. It has been narrated by M[lik: “Do not make 
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creation a means to reach God, and it has been added: “Except for the Prophet of 

God.” This is similar to what Ab] Bakr Ibn al-<Arab\ said about visiting graves: “No 

grave should be visited for the sake of blessing except his (peace be upon him) 

grave.”295   

Miracles 

Zarr]q believes in the reality of the miracles of prophets (mu<jizah) and miracles of 

pious people (kar[m[t pl. of kar[mah)). He considered that the saints are the 

successors of the prophets and kar[m[t of the saints are the evidence of the mu<jiz[t 

of the prophets.296 According to Zarr]q, it is not necessary for the people who have 

ability to do supernatural wonders to be in a high state of faith. Therefore their actions 

should be evaluated and if their righteousness is recognized according to the scale of 

the sacred law and religious teaching, then their supernatural wonders are considered 

kar[m[t otherwise these are either trickery (istidr[j) or magic (si+r). If some thing 

objectionable appears from the person whose eminent status has been established, and 

according to sacred law there is no permissibility for this kind of action, then he 

should be treated according to the rule of law, because its realities do not change and 

rules are established upon the essences. Thus the law should be implemented on him 

as it applies in this situation. However the rule of interpretation which is permissible 

in some cases is described in the story of M]s[ and Khi#r and the latter clarified the 

types of cases upon his departure.”297  

The manifestation of miracles is not necessary to be a saint. That depends upon their 

respective spiritual stations. Some @]f\s choose to disclose their miracles whilst others 

keep them secret. Zarr]q writes: “It is correct for a group of @uf\s to manifest miracles 

and it is also proven [correct] to keep them secret, such as the action of        al-Shaykh 

Ab] <Abb[s in manifestation and Ibn Ab\ Jamrah in keeping them secret. For this 

reason, some students of Ibn Ab\ Jamrah said: “Their paths are different.” When the 

shaykh came to know these remarks, he said: “By God, our paths are not different at 
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all, in actual fact he is expanded by knowledge and I am constrained by meticulous 

piety.” This is the most important thing to note regarding this topic.”298  

He writes in another place: “There are three types of @]f\s. Some of them are 

dominated by wealth through God, so miracles are manifested by them and their 

tongues speak claims boastfully and ceaselessly. They speak truthfully through Truth, 

and for Truth, and in Truth, such as Ab] Mu+ammad <Abd al-Q[dir, Ab] Ya<z[ and 

many latter Sh[dhil\ @]f\s. Poverty toward God prevails in some of them. Thus their 

tongues are dull and controlled by devotion such as Ibn Ab\ Jamrah and others. Some 

people possess numerous stations and they are the most perfect because these are the 

states of the Prophet (peace and blessing upon him). He fed one thousand people from 

one measure (~[<) and fastened a stone to his stomach.299 

Takl\f M[ l[ Yu%[q 

According to Ash<ar\s, liability to do that which is beyond one‟s capability to bear 

(takl\f m[ l[ yut[q) is possible but it is from the blessing of God that He never places 

greater responsibility on anyone than they can bear.300 Confessing the validity of this 

rule, Zarr]q writes: “Liability for that which is beyond one‟s capability is possible in 

theory, but it has not been revealed thus in the sacred law. „God does not charge any 

body except with what has granted him‟.301 All believers are ordered to seek 

permissible earnings, thus its existence and availabilities are possible everywhere, for 

all people, and in all ages because of the general nature of this principle and because 

the earth is never vacant of saints and pious people whose earnings are lawful. God 

does not make us liable for what is in His knowledge, but He makes us liable for what 

we know and whence we know [it]. Hence if one who does not know about his 

unlawful earnings and has no doubt thrown on them through a clear sign, there is no 

reason to believe it unlawful or doubtful. But it has been said: “Wealth is like water. 

God created the wealth lawful, as he created the water lawful and it does not become 
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impure (najas) except by that which changes it, and wealth also falls under this same 

ruling.”302  

3- Criticism on the Reprehensible Innovations and Legal Dispensations (Rukha~) and 

Creative Interpretations (Ta>w\l[t) 

Zarr]q is a reformer of @]f\ thought from within. Therefore his criticism is different 

from the critics from without. All anti-@]f\ movements of late medieval or 

contemporary ages oppose @]fism, its doctrine and rituals because these critics 

consider @]fism against the spirit of Islam.303 On the other hand Zarr]q is a @]f\ who 

criticises @]f\ practices to preserve the authenticity of @]fism. Zarr]q believes that 

@]fism is the surest way to understand reality, because it is based on following the 

best (ittib[< al-a+san) of every thing and he prefers @]fism over all other disciplines of 

Islamic sciences.304 According to him, to follow @]fism is the best way, and therefore 

the @]f\‟s approach is more specific than that of the traditionalist, exegete, theologian 

and jurist as described earlier.305 

Many religious innovations were popular in the @]f\ circles at the time of Zarr]q. The 

popular @]f\ cults were ignorant of the basic Islamic science and engaged in heresies 

and deviations. Leo Africanus records heretical practices and innovation of @]f\s of 

that time in his book. He writes:  

Now adaies they admit all kinde of rude and ignorant persons, affirming all 

sortes of learning to be needless; for the spirit (say they) reuealeth the 

knowledge of the truth vnto such as are of a cleane hart; and they alleage 

many reasons for the confirmation of this their opinion, though not very 

forcible. Wherefore despising their ancesters rites, and the strict obseruations 

of the law, they addict themselues to nought else but delights and pleasures, 

feasting often and singing lasciuious songs. Sometimes they will rend their 
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garments, either alluding thereby to the verses that they sing, or being mooued 

thereunto by their corrupt and vile disposition; saying falsely that they are 

rauished with a fit of diuine loue: but I rather impute it to their abundance of 

meat and gluttonie.306  

Zarr]q criticizes the innovations and dispensations in his writings. He wrote a book 

al-Ra<d <al[ Ahl al-Bid<ah, explaining the meanings of reprehensible innovations,307 

Zarr]q advises his disciples to be cautious over five things. He writes: 

I observe that the @]f\s (fuqar[>) of the time have been afflicted and tempted 

by five things: 

1- Preferring innovation over than the sunnah. 

2-  Following the wrong people rather than the men of truth. 

3- Acting on the desires of the self in all of their actions or most of their 

actions.  

4- Seeking falsehood more than the realities.  

5- Making untrue claims.308  

Zarr]q devises five rules of conduct to save a disciple from the wrong way: 

1- Acquiring knowledge to carry out the command of God. 

2- Seeking blessing and sitting in the company of masters whom God has joined 

with the truth.  

3-  Abandoning the dispensations and creative interpretations (ta>w\l[t). 

4-  Performing litanies regularly with presence of heart with God  

5- Self-analysis in everything to save the soul from desires and remain away 

from wrong doing and faults.309  

Zarr]q devoted a valuable portion to this topic in Qaw[<id by devising different 

principles. He states how to evaluate the legality of a matter which is not described in 

the Qur>[n and sunnah clearly. He writes: “Causes of worth are construed from the 
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immediate evidence. (wuj]h al-isti+q[q mustaf[dah min sh[hid al-+[l). Sometimes if 

there is a doubt in a subject then caution is the best way.” Then he explains the 

difference of opinion among @]f\ masters about the eligibility of the seeker. Some of 

them permit speaking to common people about @]f\ matters whereas others prohibit 

it. He refers the remarks of Sahl: “After two hundred years, if anyone has something 

of our teachings, he must bury it because asceticism remains only in the discussion of 

the people and their God is their stomachs.” Sahl records many things which indicate 

the corruption of the discipline therefore its dissemination will be prohibited because 

of its misinterpretation, and its teacher will be like a man who sells a sword to a 

robber.” Zarr]q writes: “This is the position of many people of this time. They have 

utilized the knowledge of subtle realities and truth for worldly purpose by cheating 

the hearts of common folk, taking the wealth of the exploited, and disgracing the poor 

people. They have practised prohibited acts and evident innovations. Some of them 

have left the religion altogether, even though many ignorant and uneducated people 

accept their claims of heredity and privilege.”310 

Zarr]q condemns all those people who claim hereditary authority without seeking 

proper knowledge. He criticises the so-called @]f\s who deceive laymen by their tricks 

and lead them astray. Zarr]q stresses that it is the responsibility of the disciple to 

understand the limitations of knowledge and differentiate the sunnah from bid<ah in 

all states.311 He cites the advice of Ibn <Abb[d, “Do not seek this knowledge (@]fism) 

from any proud, innovator (~[+ib bid<ah) and blind follower (muqallad).” Zarr]q says: 

“Because the proud and arrogant cease to understand the signs ([y[t) and moral 

lessons, and innovation causes great afflictions (al-bal[y[) and difficulties whilst the 

blind following prevents one from achieving one‟s aim and success.” He also writes: 

“They [@ufis] should try to win the goodwill of exoterists towards the esoterists rather 

than to counter them, because esotericism that negates exotericism is invalid as the 

truth is knotted with shar\<ah.”312  

Zarr]q supports the idea of moderation in worship. He writes: “Excellence in worship 

is accomplished by performing it rightly and regularly. This can be achieved to 
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implement its inner and outer limitations without exaggeration and negligence. The 

careless person is a destroyer, and the exaggerator is an innovator, particularly if he 

believes that extreme behaviour in practice leads him to proximity with God. 

Therefore it has been said: “Doubt is innovation, and its origin is ignorance of the 

sunnah and a misunderstanding in the mind; and the consistency of remembrance of 

God saves a person from this. Following the legal dispensations (rukh~) from the 

discretions of scholars is contrary to the sunnah. Therefore do not follow 

dispensations because these are mistakes.”313  

Zarr]q advises us to always observe the sunnah. He defines bid<ah in a very simple 

and comprehensive way: “Introducing a rule which is not described in the sacred law 

is a reprehensible innovation in religion particularly if it is contradictory to legal 

principles. For instance, fasting as a compensation for missed night prayers (wird) is 

an innovation because the legislator (sh[ri<) has not designated it, rather, he ordered to 

perform these prayers (+izb) before the morning prayers or before the end of the day. 

Similarly, this is the case with recitation of al-f[ti+ah before prayers and specifying a 

time for the wird prayer and the like which is not described in the clear text (na~~) of 

the Legislator.”314  

Zarr]q not only condemns bid<ah but also every thing which leads to the bid<ah. He 

writes: “According to the jurists of the Sh[fi<\ school of law, the recitation of litanies 

(+izb) is permissible but the M[lik\s consider them undesirable (makr]h) because 

there is no precedent from the practice of pious ancestors in this respect and they 

block pretexts (sad al-dhar\<ah) for innovation and heresy.315 In another principle 

Zarr]q explains innovation (bid<ah) on theological grounds. He writes: “A person‟s 

belief that an act leads to proximity with God, when it in fact does not do so, is an 

innovation. The ruling is the same for promulgating a law without precedent. All of 

these forms are blunders unless they refer back to a principle from which these were 

derived; consequently their legal rule refers to the principle. Audition is not 

recommended (mand]b) according to those who accept it, although @]f\s had a 

detailed discussion about it. In fact, audition is allowed due to a special consideration 
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(rukh~ah), therefore it is allowed only out of necessity and in general its provisions 

must be considered, if not it is prohibited.”316 Zarr]q signifies to his disciples and 

adherents in Qaw[<id‟s epilogue that a man who inclines towards the rukh~ah and 

Ta>w\l[t will ruin himself.317 

Another popular innovation of the time of Zarr]q was numerology and alchemy. 

Zarr]q reveals in his autobiography how common people were indulging in these 

kinds of activities.318 Leo mentions these innovations:  

Likewise there is another sort of men, which we may fitly call Caballists… 

They had once a famous doctor of their sect called Boni, who was auther of 

their canons, praiers, and square tables…. Moreouer in the Citie of Fez there 

are certaine men called Elcanesin, who supposing to finde treasure vnder  the 

foundations of old houses, doe perpetually search and delue…..[There were 

also alchymists who] haue of their arte of Alchymie many bookes written by 

learned men, amongst which one Geber is of principall account....Likewise 

they haue another author, that wrote an huge volume of the same arte, intituled 

by the name of Attogrehi.”319  

Zarr]q criticizes numerology and reveals the opinions of early @]f\s in this respect. 

Ibn al-Bann[> said: “Stay away from al-B]n\ and those like him and follow Khayr   

al-Nass[j and those like him.” [Mu+y\ al-D\n Ibn al-<Arab\] al-|[tim\ said: “The 

knowledge of numerology is a noble science but it is culpable not only religiously but 

materially also.” Zarr]q says: “Indeed it (numerology) is not right, from a religious 

point of view, for man to indulge himself in the secondary causes (al-asb[b) and it 

goes against Trust in God. It is condemnable from the material point of view as well 

because it is a work which ruins the structure of economy.”320  

He prohibits alchemy (k\miy[>), numerology (s\miy[>) and astrology. He writes: “The 

establishment of the causes is considered basically for the sake of establishing the 
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existence of the world. Therefore everything which is against the existence of this 

order in the world is denounced, or anything which happens aberrantly in existence, 

such as [independent “miraculous”] causes and the like. Divine consideration [for His 

servants] necessitates imperfection in the ends [of such endeavours], for example the 

poverty [attached to] alchemy, the baseness in seeking the science of numerology and 

an evil death for those practising astrology. All these means of income are against the 

wisdom of reason, opposed to the order of truth and even to the truth itself because 

these means attempt to establish an illusion instead of seeking the most perfect way. 

Moreover, final method (astrology) even seeks to spy upon the unseen kingdom of 

God..”321  

Zarr]q confesses the effects of the words and their special characteristics. He writes: 

“The special effects of the words, deeds, and absolutes (al-a<y[n) are confirmed. The 

greatest of these are the effects of the invocations (adhk[r) because the remembrance 

of God is the best thing from all actions of a man that can save him from the 

punishment of God.  Indeed God creates special characteristics in all things such as 

liquids and solids and their benefits. Every thing has its own qualities. Therefore it is 

necessary to consider the general rules in general conditions and a particular rule for a 

person who has close affinity with it according to the sacred law. Im[m M[lik said 

about unknown things: “How do you know?  That might be [the words of] infidelity.” 

Zarr]q writes: “I have seen those who prayed using blasphemous words.”322  

Zarr]q criticizes the ecstatic utterance (sha%a+[t) of the @]f\s and writes: “A person in 

rapture and ecstasy (al-w[jid) is excused because he is in a state where he cannot hold 

himself. The rules applicable to an insane person should be applied to him in this state 

and his actions should not be considered. Rulings are to be abandoned concerning him 

in this state, and it is obligatory for him to make compensation for unperformed 

obligations. He is just like a drunkard because of the common legal prescriptions. The 

validity of emulation of his actions is to be abandoned such as the ecstatic action of 

al-N]r\ when he preferred to be executed before his fellows. His action is due to 

altruism; or it is a means to commit suicide. Similarly the state of Ab] Hamzah in the 
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well and he was brought out from it when he was near to death, and the state of Shibl\, 

when he shaved off his beard and threw away his money into the sea when he realized 

his tightfistedness and their other actions which apparently seem incompatible with 

the sacred law but they performed these when they were overcome with ecstasy, as 

apparent from their stories, and thus they are treated under the rule of insanity.  

Dancing and the like also fall under this rule.”323  

Zarr]q criticises the heresies of the @]f\s but he is very careful not to pass judgement 

on the early masters of the Path. Zarr]q accommodates the critics of @]f\s to some 

extent. He makes his readers aware of the books of the critics, as well as those of @]f\ 

masters, and defends them by interpreting their ideas. Ibn Jawz\ is an ardent critic of 

@]f\ thought and practices as evident in his books. Zarr]q analyses the criticism of Ibn 

al-Jawz\ and others like him and defends their ideas. He writes: “Refuting a person is 

either based upon independent judgement [of his case] or a means to block potential 

wrongdoings or lack of research or lack of understanding or lack of knowledge or lack 

of awareness of the subject matter or an ambiguity of the perception or an existence of 

obstinacy. So all of these are marked by their reference to the Truth when making a 

judgment, except the last one, because he (obstinately) does not accept what is evident 

nor is there equity and fairness in his point of view and his claim can be rationalized 

and validated.” By explaining this rule, Zarr]q writes that the warning of Ab] |ayy[n 

in his books Nahr and Ba+r and Ibn al-Jawz\ in his Talb\s is to prevent the people 

from the misdeeds of so-called @]f\s. Their writings are based on their independent 

judgement. In fact the criticism of Ibn al-Jawz\ of the @]f\s and their repudiation 

shows that he aimed to block the means leading to wrongdoing.”324  

Zarr]q thinks that the exaggeration in the criticism of the @]f\s, placed Ibn al-Jawz\ in 

a precarious situation. Thus, the leading sages renounced him and rejected his ideas, 

otherwise his book is very valuable in describing the causes of errors and 

inaccuracies, and leads the reader to the sunnah in an excellent way.325 
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Zarr]q does not limit his observation to ambiguous critics of the @]f\s; he also 

censures the writings of classical @]f\s which are ambiguous and vague. He writes:  

The good counsellors have advised the vigilance from the Talb\s of Ibn         

al-Jawz\, Futu+[t and all books of al-|[tim\ or at least most of their parts, and 

the books of Ibn Sab<\n, Ibn al-F[ri#, Ibn A+l[, Ibn Dh\ Sik\n, al-<Af\f          

al-Tilims[n\, al-Ayk\ al-<Ajm\, al-Aswad al-Aq%a<, Ab] Is+[q al-Tuj\b\,         

al-Shushtar\ and some parts of al-I+y[> of al-Ghaz[l\ most of which are in the 

vices (muhlik[t) «section», and his al-Nafkh wa-al-Taswayyah and al-Ma#m]n 

bihi <al[ Ghayr Ahlihi and Mi<r[j al-S[lik\n and al-Munqidh, and some parts 

of Q]t al-Qul]b of Ab] ^[lib al-Makk\ and books of al-Suhraward\ and the 

like. Therefore caution towards sources of error is necessary but not avoidance 

of the whole «work».326 

As already mentioned Zarr]q disparages numerology and considers it harmful not 

only on the basis of religion but also on grounds of common sense and worldly life. 

Zarr]q advises the reader to stay away from those @]f\s who are busy in this kind of 

activities and explains the opinion of Mu+y\ D\n Ibn al-<Arab\ and other @]f\s about 

its impermissible status. He states that Ibn al-Bann[> said: “Stay away from al-B]n\ 

and those like him and follow Khayr al-Nass[j and those like him.”327 Ironically, on 

the other hand he affirms the sainthood of al-B]n\ and writes: “There is a @]fism for 

the cosmologist, as al-B]n\ has elaborated in his Asr[r.”328  

Similarly in another place, he condemns the usage of invocations and devotions for 

worldly affairs such as the recitation of S]rat al-W[qi<ah to save one from the poverty 

and so on, but later he describes its advantages and holds the opinion that the 

recitation of invocations for worldly purposes leads man to love recitation, which 

ultimately takes him into proximity with and love of God, or at least to the blessing in 

the remembrance of God. On the basis of this principle, Ab] al-<Abb[s al-B]n\ and 

others compiled their works describing the divine names and their qualities, otherwise 
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according to the principle described, invocations and devotions should not be used as 

a means to achieve worldly goals.329  

Zarr]q has a moderate opinion about the utterances of the @]f\s during rapture and 

ecstasy (al-w[jid). Although he does not accept their utterances, he defends them to 

some extent. He criticizes and censures the utterances (sha%a+[t) of al-N]r\, Ab] 

|amzah, and al-Shibl\. He holds that the man who is in an ecstatic state is excused 

because he is in a state where he cannot contain himself. The rules applicable to an 

insane person are to be applied to him in this state, and his action should not be 

considered as described above. Fixed rulings are to be abandoned regarding him in 

this state and it is obligatory on him to make compensation for unperformed 

obligations. He is just like a drunkard because of the common prescriptions in the 

law.330  

Zarr]q followed the footsteps of early Sh[dhil\ masters who were cautious not to pass 

any judgement about the ambiguous concepts of the @]f\s, and some times they even 

defended their intricacies. For instance Ibn <A%[> All[h defended Mu+y\ al-D\n Ibn   

al-<Arab\ in his works.331 „Zarr]q himself used to defend him in many of his works on 

the grounds that he did not mean to say what his opponents had concluded from his 

writings, and that his explication of the problems of theology were for the elite whose 

understanding was capable of grasping the real meaning of his wards, not the common 

people who are unable to read between the lines.‟332  
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Khushaim extracts the opinion of Zarr]q about Mu+y\ al-D\n Ibn al-<Arab\ from a MS 

of his Sh. Al-Mab[+ith al-A~l\yah:  

It is noteworthy to find that while Zarr]q does not approve of some of Ibn 

<Arab\‟s utterances such as his saying : “I am the Qur>[n and the Seven 

Repetitions” (al-sab< al-math[n\: the first s]rah). “I am the Spirit of the Spirit, 

not the spirit of the vessels (aw[n\, bodies)”, and regards them as unacceptable, 

he defends him at the same time on the grounds that Ibn <Arab\ did not find the 

proper language in which to express his state. In his Sh. al-mab[+ith                

al-a~l\yah,333 he connects Ibn <Arab\ and other @]f\ masters, in quoting Ab] 

|ayy[n in his book al-Nahr al-m]d\ (al-mu<add\) min al-ba+r accusing him of 

being a +ul]l\ (incarnationist). Zarr]q rejects this accusation and denies that 

either Ibn <Arab\ or the other masters, intended to say what has been falsely 

understood from his utterances.334 

Zarr]q is very cautious to pass judgement on Ibn al-<Arab\ and prefers silence and 

submission rather than to determine the position of Ibn al-<Arab\. He takes this point 

of view under the influence of his teacher al-Q]r\. As above mentioned, once al-Q]r\ 

was asked about Ibn al-<Arab\, he replied: “Submission [of the matter to God].” 

Zarr]q writes: “He said this because in declaring the apostasy of Ibn al-<Arab\, there 

is a danger and his respect may lead the listeners to follow the ambiguity and haziness 

of his inscriptions. God knows best.335 

Although he is careful not to criticise a particular @]f\ master for his utterances or 

innovations, he denies all kind of utterances and innovations linked to @]f\ circles. He 

writes: “Some @]f\s were disastrous. They made ecstatic utterances (sha%a+[t) and 

committed blasphemy and transgression according to the clear verdict of both exoteric 

and esoteric sciences. Therefore it is obligatory to accept [from them] only which is 

according to the Qur>[n and sunnah.”336  
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Zarr]q has more relaxed position on visiting to graveyards. He formulates a principle 

in this respect. “Whatever is clear, evident and tied to [beneficial] actions must be 

permissible such as visiting the graveyard.” Then he describes the arguments for the 

permissibility of visiting of graveyards. He cites a +ad\th in this respect: “Indeed they 

remind us of the hereafter.”337 Then he writes that the recitation of the Qur>[n, 

religious invocations and personal supplications are favourable on these occasions. 

Zarr]q has great faith in the benefit of visiting the graves of the pious people. He 

argues that if one of them is sought for blessings in their lifetime, it is permitted to 

seek their blessings after their death. He also interprets the +ad\th: “Do not set off on a 

journey except for the purpose of visiting one of three mosques”,338 referring to Im[m  

al-Ghaz[l\‟s book Kit[b al-Safar where al-Ghaz[l\ said: “The journey for this purpose 

is permissible and thus not contradictory of the +ad\th: „Do not set off on a journey 

except for the purpose of visiting three mosques‟ because all mosques are of equal 

rank except these three mosques. Whereas the scholars and pious persons differ in 

status and pre-eminence, travelling is allowed from one to another that is more 

superior.”339  

Zarr]q writes: “One‟s pre-eminence is recognized by miracles, knowledge, and 

actions particularly one whose miracles were as evident after his death as they were in 

his lifetime like al-Sabt\, or one those miracles were manifested more during their life 

than after their death, like Ab] Ya<z[>, and those whose graves are known for the 

acceptance of the personal prayers, and there are many places of this kind in the 

world. Im[m al-Sh[fi<\ alluded in this respect and said: “The grave of Mus[ al-K[&im 

is well-tested curing for all kinds of illness.” Our master Ab] <Abd All[h al-Q]r\ said: 

“If the showers of the blessing used to descend in the remembrance of these people, 

then what is your opinion about those places where they met their God, or on the day 

when they joined Him and left this world?  That is their day of death.” It is to please 

them by visiting them on this day and to receive the breeze of compassions that are 

renewed upon them. Therefore it is good (musta+abb) to visit them if it is free from 

any prohibited or reprehensible acts under the sacred law, such as the gathering of 
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women, and other things that usually happen at such places. It is necessary to observe 

proper conduct there, such as refraining from touching the grave, and one should not 

perform canonical prayers there for blessings even if there is a place for prayer 

because the Prophet (peace be upon him) prohibited and refrained from this. It is 

necessary to observe the respect and esteem of the person just as they were admired 

when they were alive.340 

4- Ijtih[d and Taql\d 

Personal reasoning (ijtih[d) is the third source of Islamic law after the Qur>[n and the 

sunnah and is very important in legislating for contemporary problems. It is a 

dynamic force that maintains the vigour of the sacred law in all times. Zarr]q 

recommends independent reasoning to resolve problems and to understand the spirit 

of religion. He criticizes imitation or blind conformism (taql\d) bitterly. He writes: 

“Taql\d prevents one from achieving one‟s objective and attaining success.” He also 

quotes the saying of Ibn <Abb[d: “I would like to give you a piece of advice which 

only a wise man will understand and practice and only a negligent and forgetful man 

will disrespect. My advice is not to seek this knowledge (@]fism) from any arrogant, 

innovator of reprehensible matters (~[+ib bid<ah) and blind follower (muqallad).”341  

It is necessary to understand the concept of ijti+[d and taql\d in Zarr]q‟s writings and 

thoughts. Being a M[lik\ jurist, he produced many commentaries on the famous books 

of M[lik\ jurisprudence, but did not present any revolutionary ideas for the 

reconstruction of Islamic thought or some foundational ijti+[d\ opinions in the 

juridical realm. He was a man who strictly followed the rules of M[lik\ jurisprudence 

and composed many commentaries to endorse M[lik\ standpoints. However, he 

condemned the blind imitation and the excessively rigid thought of different sections 

of the Muslim community. 

He defines the terms taql\d, iqtid[>, taba~~ur and ijti+[d. He writes: 
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Taql\d is taking an opinion without knowing the status of the scholar and 

accepting an opinion without knowing the methodology which has been applied 

in establishing it. This is absolutely condemnable because the blind follower is 

disgracing the rich science of the religion. Emulation (iqtid[>) is taking an 

opinion solely because of the religiosity and knowledge of the scholar. This is 

the way of a follower in a school of thought with the founders of that school. 

Therefore this type of taql\d is allegorical and symbolic.  

Insightfulness (taba~~ur) is taking an opinion with knowledge of the particular 

evidence relied upon to establish it, without ignoring the primacy of the 

transmission or being self-opinionated. This is the way of the masters and 

advanced students of learning. Personal reasoning (ijti+[d) constitutes rules 

from the evidence without refereeing to other authorities and if there is no 

previous precedent the ruling is absolute, otherwise it is limited.342     

Zarr]q explains the reason for differences of opinion, and he not only accepts the 

authority of the experts of all juridical schools of thought, but considers emulating 

them to be obligatory. He writes a theological position on infallibility and deduces 

legal position on emulation there from: “Only the infallible (al-ma<~]m) one is to be 

followed because he is free from faults and errors; or those whose superiority is 

testified to, and plainly evident should be followed because he who validates the just 

is himself just. The Prophet testified that the best of the ages was his, then that of 

those who followed his, then those who followed them.343 Thus, their superiority is 

according to their position and same is to be applied to their followers.  

The companions of the Prophet were scattered around different regions and each one 

of them had certain aspects of religious knowledge, as Im[m  M[lik said: “Perhaps 

one of them had knowledge on abrogating ruling (n[sikh) whereas another had 

knowledge of abrogated ruling (mans]kh), similarly some of them had knowledge of 

absolute rules (mu%laq) whilst others had knowledge of limited rules (muqayyad) and 

perhaps some of them had knowledge of general rules (<[mm) and another had 
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knowledge of particular rules (kh[~~) as often was the case. Eventually all these 

variations were gathered in later transmissions. When they collected all these 

scattered traditions and evaluated them, they could not analyze them all, on juridical 

grounds although they did analyse some of them. Thus, knowledge was transmitted to 

the third generation. At this stage, they compiled them, verified their transmissions 

and comprehended their meanings thus the task of their compilation, assessment and 

comprehension were completed. Consequently, nothing remained to be accomplished; 

«now they should] act upon what they had ascertained and established by way of rules 

and regulations. There were distinguished scholars in all disciplines of knowledge in 

those generations whose superiority in knowledge and piety were celebrated such as 

M[lik, al-Sh[fi<\, A+mad and Nu<m[n in jurisprudence and al-Junayd, Ma<r]f and 

Bishr in @]fism.”344 

Zarr]q validates the opinion of the early scholars and gives them very conspicuous 

rank but he never denies the right of interpretation. He urges scholars to discuss and 

investigate the opinions of predecessors because they were not infallible and 

successors may ascertain truths which remained unveiled on the early scholars. He 

writes: 

Religious scholars should be considered right in whatever they revealed because 

they conveyed whatever they had in [their] custody. It is a matter of further 

investigation to evaluate what they stated because it was only the end result of 

their intellectual reasoning and they are not infallibles. Therefore discernment 

(al-taba~~ur) is essential for finding out the truth and investigating it properly, 

not for the sake of contradicting the speaker or transmitter. It does not matter 

that a scholar of the later generations ascertains some facts which were not 

considered by the early scholars. He is to be treated in accordance with his 

[intellectual] rank. The criticism of the teachings of the earlier scholars does not 

mean the degradation of their intellectual prominence. However, the 

righteousness and honesty of the earlier scholars demands that they should 

accept the reality when it is described. It is their obligation to accept the reality 

even though it refutes their own verdicts. But, in the case of truth being merely 
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probable, they have no need of accepting the new interpretation because 

probability is also manifested within it. This is an intellectual tradition and the 

later religious scholars used to refute ideas of the earlier scholars of the ummah 

without defaming anyone in either of the two groups.345  

Zarr]q urges his disciples to use his rationale to understand the wisdom of the 

religion. He asserts that when the origin of knowledge has been verified, their 

contents are recognised, their principles and branches are known, then its 

understanding is general amongst its disciples and there is no priority of an earlier 

scholar over a later one, although the earlier has the advantage of preference, but 

knowledge is the deciding factor. The analysis of the later scholar is sounder because 

he has more information when compared with the former. Insights and inspiration 

from All[h is hoped for every one. What a wonderful man Ibn M[lik was, who said: 

“Since the sciences are divine favours and special gifts, it is not impossible, that some 

later scholar can unravel the intricacies of a problem which had remained unresolved 

by many of the earlier ones.”346 

Zarr]q criticises reprehensible innovations and legal dispensation and urges his 

disciples to understand the wisdom of sacred law. He writes that @]f\s will be on the 

right path as long as they have differences of opinion and criticise each other. If they 

agree on all issues then they lose vigour in their religion. Because nobody is free from 

error, they cannot agree except by ignoring the faults of one another.347 He condemns 

blind imitation, and at the same time believes in the validity of the emulating the 

foremost leaders in religious scholarship.348 Because of his poignant criticism he was 

entitled mu+[sib al-<ulam[> wa-al-~]f\y[> (the one who takes the scholars and @]f\s to 

account).349 Some admirers of Zarr]q compare him with Martin Luther (1483-1546) 

because of his revolutionary thoughts and criticism of religious innovations. <Abd 

All[h Najm\ devoted his research to compare the Zarr]q\an and Lutheran movements. 
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He thinks that both are religious reformers who founded movements of religious 

reformation in almost same era.350  

However, the comparison between Zarr]q and Luther appears unrealistic. The 

Lutherian movement was to challenge the authority of Pope and to advocate the 

independence of a ruler from ecclesiastical supervision.351 On the other hand, the 

Zarr]q\yah is a movement aimed at upholding tradition by eliminating innovations 

and wrongdoings of the @]f\s and jurists. Zarr]q was a moderate reformer seeking to 

do so from within. His criticism, to some extend, could not produce effective results 

because he theoretically criticised the reprehensible innovations, ecstatic utterances 

and other blameworthy practices of the @]f\s, but at the same time he has not only had 

a very soft opinion about his predecessors who clearly committed transgressions, 

innovations and made inappropriate utterances, but also defended them. For instance, 

he criticised numerology and advised his disciples to stay away from the books of al-

B]n\ but at the same time  he claims that there is a @]fism for the cosmologist and the  

Asr[r of al-B]n\ is the best guide book in this respect.352 He also advocated the 

invocations of al-B]n\ because they were based on the verses of Qur>[n as described 

above.353  

In fact Zarr]q‟s reformative movement was an attempt to harmonize extreme 

elements of opinions of the different sects of the community and create a balance 

between the shar\<ah and %ar\qah by employing the independent reasoning without 

deviating from the path and tradition of pious ancestors. Victor Danner aptly noted: 

“The Zarr]q\yah, no doubt, considered the balancing of @]fism and the Law as an 

indispensable quality in the would-be faq\r, something that he had to be aware of, or 

something that he had to assimilate.”354 Therefore it is appropriate to evaluate the 

teaching of Zarr]q independently without comparing it with the Lutheran movement.      
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5- Ethics 

Zarr]q devotes a reasonable portion of his book to state the value of ethics. He 

explains different ethical terms, their meanings and application. According to Zarr]q, 

„moral character (khulq) is a state that is ingrained in one‟s self (al-nafs) from which 

deeds effortlessly come forth. Thus the goodness of these actions is very good and 

evil of these actions is deeply so. They materialize themselves in opposites, such as: 

covetousness and generosity; modesty and arrogance; malevolence and benevolence; 

envy and compassion; greediness and superiority; conquest and forgiveness, and so 

on‟.355 

Zarr]q explains that bad ethical behaviour can be improved by practising their 

opposites. He writes: “Bad qualities can be abolished by reacting against them when 

they happen, for instance by praising the man who has good qualities, and praying for 

the good for the oppressor and dealing with him in a positive manner, because of the 

statement of the Most High: “Repel [evil] with what is fairer, and, lo, the one with 

whom you are at enmity will become like a warm friend.”356 Also there is the saying 

of the Prophet: “The son of Adam is not free from three things: jealousy, doubt and 

foreboding. If you feel jealousy, do not amplify it. If you observe bad thing, leave. If 

you have some doubts leave them.”357 This discussion as a whole seems to discharge 

one from these things so that they may remain safe from their harm. It has been said: 

“Righteous is a man who does not harm [another] the slightest bit. The believer is like 

earth. All kind of malice and wastage are thrown in it but only good things come out 

from it.”358   

Zarr]q believes that the development of ethical character is a gradual process.  

It is very difficult to acquire good character traits at the time of need by 

disintegrating its opposite trait, except where prior preparation has been made 

for this. Otherwise the novice of this path will be exhausted. He (peace and 
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blessing upon him) has said: “Knowledge can be sought only by learning and 

forbearance (+ilm) can be achieved through embodying forbearance (ta+allum). 

He who searches for good will be bestowed with it and he who saves himself 

from evil will be sheltered.359 

Zarr]q considers self accountability to be important in improving morals.  

The benefit in the examination of the faults of the ego and its actions, and 

understanding the intricacies of spiritual states is the awareness of one‟s self, 

modesty towards his Lord and the observation of his mistakes and deficiencies. 

However, it is not within the power of a human being to purify their self from 

all faults. Nonetheless, you cannot attain God until you have eradicated your 

ignoble traits and arrogance.360     

Zarr]q holds that fear of God and regret for wrongdoing inspire people to goodness 

and piety. „Among the motivations for action in this regard is the existence of fear 

(khash\yah) of God, which is the respect of Him with trepidation. Fear (khawf) is 

unease of heart due to the Lord‟s vengeance/ retribution. Whilst hope (al-rij[>) is a 

calmness that results in the blessing of Him Most-High through the confirmation of 

His work in everyone, if [calmness is not through this], it is vanity. The sign of 

perfect love is to act upon the desire of the beloved, and it is not love to go against the 

desire of one‟s beloved. One is not subject to extreme condemnation simply for 

committing a mistake, because he (peace be upon him) says: “Do not curse him, 

indeed he loves God and his Prophet”361 concerning a person who was caught many 

times in a drunken state. Similarly, in another tradition a bedouin asked, “When is the 

day of resurrection?”  He (the Prophet) said: “What have you prepared for that day?” 

He replied: “Nothing, but I love God and his Prophet.”362 Indeed the lover never does 

anything that goes against the desires of his beloved, and insistence on this kind of act 

is impossible from a lover. However, if at any time he was overcome by the desire of 
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self, he should hurry to the state of satisfaction through regret and repentance 

(tawbah)‟.363 

Zarr]q believes that trust in God is the foundation for all kinds of goodness, piety and 

faithfulness, and can be improved through consistency in action, piety and regret. He 

writes: “The claim of a claimant is evaluated by the result of that claim. If the result 

appears as claimed then the claim is convincing; otherwise the claimant is a liar. Thus 

regret not followed by piety (taqw[) is void, and piety without consistency is 

imperfect; and consistency without faithfulness (wara<) is deficient; and faithfulness 

which does not produce asceticism is inadequate; and asceticism that does not 

generate the trust (tawakkul) in God is unproductive; and trust that does not result in 

disconnection from all [that is other than God] and relying on Him is only an [outer] 

form without [an inner] reality. Therefore true regret appears only when prohibited 

things are denied. The perfection of piety and consistency comes through the regular 

recitation of litanies without innovation, and showing faithfulness in situations of 

doubt where selfish desires [otherwise] inspire. If he gives up these selfish desires 

then there is faithfulness or, otherwise there is nothing. 

Asceticism is self-denial when faced with a choice of options and submission, in 

conflict, thus [the ascetic] is not concerned whether the world draws its attention to 

him or turns its back on him. Trust in God manifests itself when the state of affairs is 

difficult, [for example] when there is no sign of rain in the sky and there is sterility of 

the earth and there is death of all creatures. In this situation if heart is calm then trust 

is present, otherwise there is nothing‟.364              

Zarr]q believes that it is necessary for a true novice to develop his character by 

evaluating the faults of his ego, understanding the intricacies of spiritual states, self-

analysis, showing humbleness in the presence of God, and admitting his own faults 

and shortcomings. However it is beyond the power of human beings to eradicate all of 

their faults. The annihilation of all imperfection and elimination of all bad qualities is 

not necessary to reach the Lord; otherwise no one can achieve proximity to God.365 
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There are many principles in Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf which explain different ethical 

terms and their meanings and applications. It seems the author considers all ethical 

teachings as an indispensable part of @]fism. However, he does not join them to any 

legal or theological rules. 

6- The Relationship of Master and Disciple  

Zarr]q‟s concept of @]fism is one for the elite, and he considers that the laymen have 

no ability to benefit from this science. He writes: “Everything demands a special 

ability, and has a rationale, a position and a reality. The required ability for @]fism is 

a man who has a sincere intention, or a gnostic who has realized the Reality, or a 

truthful devotee, or a merely seeker, or a scholar who is fastened with the esoteric 

realities or an expert of jurisprudence who is tied with the extensive sense of the text. 

But a man is incapable and inept for @]fism if he is ignorant or is a false claimant of 

knowledge, or a habitual user of harsh language in argument, or an unintelligent 

layman, or an unenthusiastic seeker, or a man who has firm determination in blind 

imitation of great men.”366  

According to Zarr]q, a disciple must have the above mentioned qualities for seeking 

@]fism. Moreover, he emphasises the requirement of a teacher in @]fism, who 

inspires the seeker to search for a true guide. He believes that a @]f\ master must have 

five qualifications to guide a novice: 

1- Correct knowledge 

2- A good spiritual disposition 

3-  Lofty ambition 

4- Contentment of heart in all circumstances 

5- Sharp discernment and wisdom 

Zarr]q disapproves the mastership (mash\khah) of those who possess the following 

qualities: 

1- Lack of religious knowledge  
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2- Lack of respect for Muslims 

3- Participation in what does not concern them 

4- Acquiescence to self-desire in everything 

5- Being shamelessly ill-mannered/uncouth  

Zarr]q believes that a strong and constructive relationship must exist between the 

shaykh and disciple in order to attain the truth. He endorses the establishment of this 

relationship on propriety and every disciple must observe five manners and etiquettes 

with his master:  

1- Following the orders of the master, even though he observes him going 

against [his own advice to the disciple] it.  

2- Keeping away from what he prohibits  

3- Giving him esteem in his presence and absence, whether he is alive or 

dead  

4- Trying to fulfil his rights as far as possible 

5- Leaving aside one‟s own wisdom, knowledge and status before the master, 

although very few people are able to do so.  

If he does not find any guiding master then he should seek righteousness and advice 

from the brethren and deal with them according to the proper conduct due to them. 

But if he finds any one who lacks something from the above mentioned conditions 

then he should take advice from him and treat him as a brother with respect to the 

remaining conditions.”367  

Zarr]q considers it necessary to seek guidance from a guide to reach the destination 

through the sound way. He explains this idea in various qaw[<id with different 

arguments. He writes: “It is necessary to avoid separation and disintegration [to this 

end], one should fasten oneself to a principle which would be the source of all of his 

knowledge and actions. Therefore it is indispensable to seek the guidance (iqtid[>) of 

a shaykh whose obedience to the sunnah is established, and authority in gnosis is 

recognized, and to seek advice from him about the validity of noble matters, as well as 
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other unique benefits he may possess. Wisdom is an object of a long-cherished wish 

of the believer who is like a honey bee that collects nectar from all flowers, but does 

not sleep in another‟s beehive otherwise its honey would not benefit it.  

There was difference of opinion among the later saints (fuqar[>) of Andalusia 

regarding whether books were sufficient without shaykhs. Then they sent letters to the 

various parts of the country and each master answered according to their illumination. 

There were a number of shared points in their responses. 

The first of these concerns the necessity of shaykhs. Books are sufficient for an 

intelligent person who knows the sources of knowledge, and exempts him from need 

for a teacher of theoretical instruction (shaykh al-ta<l\m). Companionship (~u+bah) is 

sufficient for a religious, intelligent, and truthful seeker and exempts him from the 

need for a teacher in spiritual instruction. Meeting with a shaykh and obtaining 

blessing from him fulfils the need for a master of meditative ascension (shaykh        

al-%arq\yah). However taking all of these from one source is the best of all. 

The second is regarding the state of the seeker. It is necessary for the dull minded    

(al-lab\d) to consult a shaykh who guides him. Although books are sufficient for an 

intelligent person for his meditative ascension, he will not be safe from the pride of 

his own ego even though he has achieved the desired destination. 

The third point is related to the spiritual struggles (muj[hid[t) required. Piety does not 

require any shaykh to elucidate or expound it, but consistency of rectitude needs 

shaykh to discern the more virtuous. The intelligent person can perform without him 

through the study of books and spiritual struggle for illumination. However a shaykh 

is necessary for the spiritual ascension as one whom the seeker may consult about 

their revelations, as the Prophet consulted Waraqah when suddenly revelation came. 

This way is close to the first but sunnah is with both.”368 

He further writes: 
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Seeking knowledge and practice from the shaykhs is more ideal than receiving it 

from others as mentioned in the Qur>[n: “But these are clear signs in the breasts 

of those who have been bestowed knowledge.”369 Therefore seeking guidance 

from the saints is necessary as particular companions sought it from the Prophet 

(peace and blessing upon him), and he received it from Gabriel following his 

allusion to be „the servant of God and a Prophet‟.370 The followers of the 

Companions (t[bi<\n) sought this science from the companions. Each one had a 

group of followers who followed them in particular such as Ibn S\r\n, Ibn 

Musayyib, and al-A<raj learning from Ab] Hurayrah; ^[w]s, Wahb, and 

Muj[hid taking from Ibn <Abb[s and so on. Thus getting knowledge and 

practice from the experts is obviously amongst the essential things they have 

described, and in the way that they described them. However advantage (if[dah) 

is according to one‟s motivation and spiritual state (+[l). Thus Anas indicated: 

“We had hardly cleaned our hands from the dust of the burial of the Prophet and 

then we denied our hearts.371 It is evident that seeing and experiencing the 

gracious personality of the Prophet was beneficial to the hearts of the 

Companions, because a man of a high spiritual state affects all those who are in 

his company. Therefore it is commanded to remain in the company of righteous 

people and to stay away from the company of transgressors.372 

 Zarr]q believes that every @]f\ has to face many difficulties in his spiritual states. 

Sometimes a disciple fails to maintain the proper norms of the way. Therefore a 

shaykh is necessary who monitors his actions and practices to correct them and lead 

him to the proper way of sunnah. Without a shaykh, a disciple may be committing 

grievous errors and grave misjudgements. For example in his utterances, and he may 

consider them proper actions. In this way, he may destroy himself, or others, or both. 

Therefore a guiding master or a righteous jurist, or a well-educated trainee or a 
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faithful companion is necessary to guides him when he falls in error, and to serve as a 

mirror for him, and advises him in all states.373  

7- Integral Islam  

Zarr]q presents @]fism in an integrated way. He links @]fism with other branches of 

Islamic sciences. He struggled to merge all of the Islamic sciences in an integrated 

way and to harmonise the extreme behaviours of the different sects of the Islamic 

community, so that the @]f\s stance may be upheld. He fused @]f\ wisdom with 

juridical rectitude and amalgamated the mystical and spiritual teachings with theology 

in a rational manner so as to attract the theologians and rational minded thinkers in 

favour of @]fism.  

Although he accommodates the different schools of jurisprudence, being a M[lik\ 

jurist, he does prefer M[lik\ stances which can be observed if one reads between the 

lines of  Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf.  Nevertheless, the nature of Qaw[<id is more than a 

work tailored to a specific school of law. Similarly, he has a comprehensive vision 

about different @]f\ orders wherein all of them have their rightful place, even though 

he prefers the Sh[dhil\ @]f\ method above all other orders. On theological grounds, he 

clearly endorses the Ash<ar\ school of thought, and therefore the Qaw[<id is very 

attractive to a traditional educated Sunn\ reader who is following the Ash<ar\ school of 

thought.    

Explaining the unity of @]fism and jurisprudence, Zarr]q writes: “The purity of 

intention is conditioned by its being gratifying to the Truth, Most-High and that He is 

pleased with it, and the conditioned matter is null and void without the condition. “He 

is not pleased with disbelief for His servants.”374 Thus the existence of belief is 

compulsory and conditioned; “If you are grateful, he is pleased by it for you.”375 

Consequently, actions are conditioned by submission.  

Thus @]fism is not acceptable without jurisprudence, so the esoteric rules of God 

could not be recognised without jurisprudence, it is likewise not acceptable without 
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@]fism, because no action is acceptable without the purity of intention, and both are 

unacceptable without belief. Therefore the simultaneous existence of all these is 

required because of their unity in principle, such as souls which are united with the 

bodies, and which cannot be without them, likewise there is no life in the body 

without the soul. So understand this. Im[m M[lik said in this respect: “He who 

follows the @]f\ path without a true understanding of jurisprudence is a heretic; and he 

who gains expertise in jurisprudence and does not follow the @]f\ path is a 

transgressor and he who unites them, attains to Reality.”376 I [Zarr]q] stated: “The 

first is a heretic because he said about the predestination (al-jabr) which causes the 

negation of wisdom and divine principles. The second is transgressor because his 

deeds are empty from the consideration of wisdom and divine principles which saves 

from the disobedience of God. His deeds also lack the purity of heart (al-Ikhl[~) 

which is the basic condition in the action for God. The third realises the reality 

because of his upholding the reality strictly as it requires.”377     

Zarr]q is tolerant of other factions of @]f\s. He holds, “The difference of ways does 

not necessarily produce a difference of goals. Sometimes the goal is the same with 

different paths leading to it such as devotion (<ib[dah), asceticism and gnosis, which 

are all ways leading to proximity with God through divine grace, and all these ways 

are intertwined with one another.  

Thus devotion is compulsory for the gnostic; otherwise if he does not worship 

according to his illumination then there is no worthwhile outcome to his gnosis. 

Similary he must hold asceticism; but if he does not leave all the things which go 

against the ruling of God then there is no reality to his asceticism. Both of these 

elements are necessary for the devotee because there is no devotion without true 

knowledge, and there is no time for devotion without asceticism. Asceticism is also, 

the same because there is no asceticism without true knowledge and devotion 

otherwise it is of no use. Certainly, a man who is dominated by religious rituals is a 
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devotee (<[bid); if the abandonment of the worldly things is the dominant element of 

his personality then he is an ascetic (z[hid); and if he completely absorbs himself in 

the understanding of the nature of Truth, then he is a gnostic (<[rif), and all of them 

are @]f\s.”378 

Zarr]q acknowledges the importance of different disciplines of Islamic studies and 

their role in the understanding of religion, but he gives preference to @]fism and 

regards it as a most noble discipline. He writes: “The benefit of something is that 

which is aimed from its substance; and its reality is its advantage either in the 

beginning or in end or in the both. For instance, @]fism is a science that aims to purify 

the heart and make it entirely faithful to God. The advantage of jurisprudence is to 

correct the deeds and uphold the order and elaborate the wisdom by the 

implementation of rules. Theology investigates statements with the arguments and 

enlightens the belief with strong faith. The science of medicine safeguards the body. 

Grammar corrects language and so like other sciences.”379 

He further writes: “The knowledge of the advantage of something and its outcome 

inspires one to follow it and try to get it. Indeed it is right that the dignity of 

something is related to the dignity of its contents; and there is no noble science more 

than the contents related to @]fism because its origin is the fear of God that is the 

result of knowing Him and basis of the submission to His order and its purpose is to 

dedicate the hearts entirely for the Most-High. Therefore al-Junayd said: “If I know of 

a more venerable science than this [@]fism] under the sun, I must try to obtain it.”380  

Zarr]q repeated this notion in many places in Qawa<id with different method. He 

writes in q[<idah 31: “Jurisprudence is intended to establish a general rule and its 

subject is to establish an order which prevents hardships. The approach of @]fism is to 

find perfection, and its origin is the consciousness of the most perfect both by rule and 
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wisdom; whilst theology is to determine prohibitions and commandments. Thus these 

are all based on investigation. “Each group knew their drinking-places.”381  

He further writes: “The perception of @]f\ in the conducts is more specific than that of 

the jurist because jurist evaluates a matter to prevent a hardship and @]f\ deems to 

obtain the perfection. His perception is more specific than that of the theologian 

because theologian considers a matter to correct a belief and @]f\ judges it to fortify 

the faith and certainty (yaq\n). His perception is also more specific than that of 

exegete (mufassir) and the traditionalist because both of them evaluate the rule and its 

connotation and nothing else whereas @]f\ investigates the inner meaning of the text 

after affirming the meaning which have been established by the traditionalists and 

exegete, otherwise he is mere esoterist (b[%in\) who is far from the sacred law and far 

away from the @]f\s.”382 

Zarr]q‟s concept of integral Isl[m can be observed in the discussion above. He 

perceives the different disciplines of Islamic sciences in a holistic and integrated 

manner. He classifies Islamic faith into the traditional division of Isl[m, \m[n and 

i+s[n and considers i+s[n as the @]fism described above. He imagines that, although 

each discipline of Islamic studies has its own domain and limitations, there are certain 

overlapping areas among them which make them intact. He writes: “The essential 

elements of a discipline are deduced from its principles. It might share this with 

another discipline in its essential elements, and diverge from it in the methodology of 

its argumentation such as the difference in jurisprudence, @]fism and theology. Their 

fundamental principles are the Qur>[n, sunnah and rational arguments which are 

accepted and compatible with the Qur>[n and sunnah but a jurist investigates to prove 

an exoteric rule for an outward action as the principle rule warrants this; and the @]f\ 

investigates from the esoteric point of view, to find out the essence of Reality. The 

jurist has no concern with this unless the inner and outer aspects of the matter have 

not been amalgamated; a theologian investigates to prove or negate a matter, and 

nothing else. Therefore Ibn al-Jall[> said: “Whoever treats the Truth (al-+aqq) and 

creatures (khalq) based upon their esoteric knowledge is a heretic; and whoever treats 
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the Truth and creatures based upon the shar\<ah is a sunn\; and whoever treats the 

Truth based upon their esoteric knowledge and treats creature by the shar\<ah is 

@]f\.”383  

Zarr]q thinks that the devotion, gnosis, and asceticism are different spiritual states of 

a novice of the way, but all these states are intertwined with one another.384 Zarr]q not 

only integrates the different @]f\ stations, but he also integrates @]fism with other 

branches of knowledge and strictly denies the notion that a @]f\ follows no particular 

madhhab. He does not authorize the @]f\s to live a life at variance with the exoteric 

law, but  rather, he expects that @]f\ should follow jurisprudence firmly to protect 

himself from confusion and the misunderstanding of people. This was the way of all 

the classical @]f\s. He writes: “The subdivision of a fundamental rule decrees the 

subdivision of its practical application. Therefore it is obligatory to follow a 

fundamental rule, which could be a reference in jurisprudence, theology and @]fism. 

Thus there is no truth to this notion that a @]f\ has no school of jurisprudence. 

However he chooses one school which is the best by evidence, objective, precaution 

or something else which will guide him to a spiritual state; otherwise al-Junayd was a 

Thawr\, al-Shibl\ was a M[lik\, al-Jar\r\ was a |anaf\, al-Mu+[sib\ was a Sh[fi<\ and 

all of these men were the best leaders of the Way. However, the notion that a @]f\ 

follows the traditionalists in the practical application in this sense means that he does 

not act upon the practical application of his school of thought unless it is according to 

the na~~ (clear evidence from the Qur>[n or sunnah) and it does not contradict 

precaution or faithfulness.”385       

Zarr]q inspires his disciples to the purification of their hearts and thinks it is 

obligatory for everyone. He considers people to have different mental dispositions and 

everyone demands special treatment for the purification of their hearts according to 

their particular spiritual states. There is great benefit in the different methods of 

training in different @]f\ orders for disciples because everyone can opt for, and 

acquire, different inspiration according to their capacity. Zarr]q writes: “The 

multiplicity of the feature of the good (al-+asan) demands the multiplicity of the 
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isti+s[n and seeking good is the best for every one. Therefore every sect has its path. 

Thus there is @]fism for the layman that is explained in the books of al-Mu+[sib\. 

There is @]fism for the jurist; Ibn al-|[jj tended to describe it in his Madkhal. There 

is @]fism for traditionalist; [al-Q[#\] Ibn al-<Arab\ described it in his Sir[j.  There is 

@]fism for devotee; al-Ghaz[l\ examined in the Minh[j. There is @]fism for a 

contented person  (al-mutarayyi#); al-Qushayr\ enlightened it in his Ris[lah. There is 

@]fism for ascetic (n[sik) which have been described in al-Q]t and al-I+y[>. There is 

@]fism for the philosopher; al-|[tim\ included it in his books. There is @]fism for 

logician; Ibn Sab<\n expressed it in his books. There is @]fism for cosmologist; al-

B]n\ elaborated it in his Asr[r. There is @]fism for theologian; al-Sh[dhil\ focused on 

it in his teachings. Therefore every group has been considered according to their 

principles.”386   

Zarr]q believes that the difference of opinion and diversity of the ways to the Truth 

creates ease. He writes: “There is comfort and assistance for everyone who desires to 

achieve his aim and reach his destination in the difference among sects. There is the 

devotee who is affected by the virtues in all circumstances; and the worshipper who 

acts upon the practices strictly; and an ascetic who turns away from creation; and the 

gnostic who is associated with realities; and the pious who investigates the inner 

states of the self carefully; and the enthusiast who attaches himself to the people of 

path in all circumstances; and the novice who performs his duties to the best of his 

efforts. All of them are within the circle of Truth by upholding the rule of sacred law 

and avoiding every condemnable and repugnant action.”387    

Zarr]q approves of the diversity of @]f\ orders and accepts their methods of training 

but he prefers the Sh[dhil\yah over all other orders. He says the teaching of this order 

attracts the theologian and this @]f\ order adapts the theological method in @]fism to 

purify the hearts and illuminate them with the light of faith.388 He prefers the teaching 

of al-Sh[dhil\ over al-Ghaz[l\ by describing the +ad\th of Gibr\l. He divides the 

spiritual station (i+s[n) into two: the first station is to worship God as though you are 

seeing Him, and second station is to worship God as He sees you. Zarr]q writes: “The 
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first station of virtue is for the gnostic (<[rif); the second is for those who are below 

the rank of gnostic. The Sh[dhil\yah and those who follow their tradition are in the 

first of these, while al-Ghaz[l\ and those who followed his tradition are amongst the 

second.”389 Zarr]q claims that no @]f\ orders returns to one single principle, but rather 

to many, except for the Shādhilīyyah for they built their way upon a single principle 

which is the rejection (isq[%) of self-direction (al-tadb\r) in the face of the True        

(al-+aqq) in what He has directed of compelling (qahriyy[t) and commanding orders 

(amriyy[t). Therefore this is the way of Unity (taw+\d\) which should be given 

preference over all other orders.390  

Zarr]q considers the @]fism as an integral part of Islam, and its rejection is in fact the 

rejection of one third of Islam. He made the concept of integral Islam particularly 

attractive by using qaw[<id genre. Explaining @]fism through the qaw[<id genre was 

an innovative idea which attracted many scholars and rational minds. However giving 

preference to the Sh[dhil\yah and the M[lik\yah over other @]f\ and juridical schools 

of thought does not convince the reader of other school of thought. Zarr]q‟s work 

may have been more appreciated if he focused on his main concept of integration of 

@]fism with jurisprudence and theology. As a whole, it can be concluded that Zarr]q 

was a serious advocate in the late medieval period who not only defended the 

orthodoxy of @]fism but also breathed  new life into its belief and practice.  

8- Style and Sources of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf 

I- A Note on Style: 

Zarr]q was a prolific and versatile writer of his time. One can observe through the 

reading of his various works on different topics that he had a tremendous ability to 

write in simple, easy prose as well as a very complex rhetorical rhymed prose and 

poetry. The language of @]f\ writing is usually very simple as compared to the literary 

adab tradition because the authors of @]f\ writings aim to convey their message to the 

masses. Winter writes: “The @]f\s wrote for simple people who were not versed either 

in poetry and adab, or in the theological and judicial sciences. They opposed the 
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tendency to overestimate language and poetry, a fact which shows in their writing, 

both implicitly and explicitly.”391 

Although Zarr]q has a great command of Arabic language, he uses very simple 

language in his works. Winter observes that he writes in precise down to earth 

language.392 But in contrast to his other writings and general @]f\ literature, Qaw[<id 

has an aphoristic style. The construction of sentences and usage of phrases are very 

complex. He has not used rhymed prose (saj<) in his works, however he uses this 

genre in the preface of his books as was common in his time, using saj< in the preface 

of the Qaw[<id also. An Arabic reader can observe the beauty of his saj< and how he 

expounded his idea in a concise manner: 

al-+amad li-All[h li-<a&\m majdihi wa-jal[lihi 

wa-al-~al[t wa- al-tasl\m <al[ sayyidin[ Mu+ammad wa-[lihi 

wa-ba<d: fal-qa~d bi-hadh[ al-mukhta~ar wa-fu~]lihi 

tamh\d qaw[<id al-ta~awwuf wa-u~]lihi 

<al[ wajh yajma< bayna al-shar\<ah wa-al-+aq\qah 

wa-ya~il al-u~]l wa-al-fiqh bil-%ar\qah 

wa-<al[ All[h a<tamid f\ tays\r m[ aradt 

wa-ilayhi astanid f\ ta+q\q m[ qa~adt 

wa-huwa +asbun[ wa-ni<m al-wak\l 

thumma aq]l: 

Qaw[<id is written for a well-versed highly educated man who knows the fundamental 

discourse of Islamic studies and has a profound knowledge of the @]f\ tradition. It is a 

highly condensed book in which the author quotes verses, Prophetic traditions and 

@]f\ sayings without proper citation and references. The fragments of sayings are used 

without referring to the details of the context. The reader has to consult the original 

books to understand the complete meaning of the text. The text of Qaw[<id contains 
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ambiguous use of reflexive pronoun in many places. Zaineb Istabadi writes: “While 

Zarr]q draws heavily on the sayings of shaykhs and jurists in order to make a point, 

he does not identify his sources in the accepted fashion…that is to say, there are no 

isn[d, or chains of transmission, given in the text. All of this would seem to indicate 

that the work was written for his own disciples, who were already familiar with the 

master‟s sources. The legendary ambiguity of the “attached returning pronoun”        

(al-#am[>ir al-mutta~il al-<[>id) makes a comprehension of the shaykh‟s whole 

conceptual scheme a necessary prerequisite for deducing the meaning of many 

particular phrase.”393 It can be concluded that Qaw[<id was written for a highly 

learned scholar and it needed elaboration for common people to grasp.    

II- Sources Used in Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf: 

The material of Qaw[<id is derived from different sources. Some references and 

insights are taken from earlier @]f\s and jurists whilst others have been taken from the 

teachers and contemporaries of the author. For better understanding, the sources of 

this book can be divided into three basic categories: 

1- Sh[dhil\ @]f\ literature   

2-  M[lik\ legal literature  

3-  Other divergent sources 

 

1- Sh[dhal\ @]f\ Literature 

The edifice and skeleton of this book is based upon the literature of the Sh[dhil\ order. 

The founder of the Sh[dhil\yah, Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\ (d. 656/1258) and his 

successor Ab] al-<Abb[s al-Murs\ (d. 686/1288) did not write any book or treatise on 

@]fism. However, they composed some litanies, some of which are still in circulation 

such as |izb al-Ba+r  (Litany of the Ocean) and |izb al-Anw[r (Litany of Lights). 

Im[m al-B]~\r\ (d. 694/1295), a disciple of al-Murs\, composed poems in the praise of 

the Prophet. These poems are very popular not only in the Sh[dhil\ circles, but across 
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the Muslim world, particularly his Qa~[>id al-Burdah and Hamz\yah. Ibn <A%[> All[h 

was the successor of al-Murs\. He wrote many works explaining the basic doctrines of 

the order and preserved the legacy and teaching of his masters. His books Kit[b al-

Tanw\r f\ Isq[% al-Tadb\r, al-|ikam, and La%[>if al-Minan are central for 

understanding the teachings and methods of  the Sh[dhil\yah.  

@]fism flourished among the jurists and traditionalist during the Mar\nid Rule. Jurists 

and traditionalists sought to understand @]f\ wisdom and integrated it into the 

mainstream of Islamic sciences.394 Kugle writes: “Recent scholarship on Islamic 

saints has taken into account the important role of @]f\s who are also jurists or +ad\th 

scholars. Vincent Cornell has documented the important interactions between these 

two fields; not only were there many prominent @]f\s who were also jurists, but many 

jurists contributed to the preservation of saintly narratives and reputations through the 

composition of hagiographies. Cornell has noted that the advent of u~]l\ methodology 

in jurisprudence sparked a major fluorescence at once intellectual and devotional and 

often in the protest against dynastic political power. He argued that the judicial @]f\s, 

or us]l\ @]f\s as they can be called, contributed in important ways to developing 

paradigms for sainthood in Moroccan urban spaces.”395  

 Ibn <Abb[d (d. 1332/1390), Ya+y[ al-Sarr[j (d. 803/1401),  Ibn Sakk[k                    

(d. 818/1415), and Ab] <Abd All[h al-Q]r\ (d. 872/1467) were the central figures of 

this tradition in the Maghrib. According to Kenneth Honerkamp, <Abd al-N]r           

al-<Imr[n\, the writer of Taqy\d f\ Tarjamat A+w[l al-Shaykh Ab\ al-|asan <Al\ bin 

<Abd All[h al-Shah\r al-Sh[dhil\ (The Record of the Biography and Spiritual States of 

Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\), was the first person who introduced al-Sh[dhil\ to the 

Maghrib. Then his students Ibn <Abb[d, Ya+y[ al-Sarr[j and Ibn Sakk[k spread the 

teachings of the Sh[dhil\yah in the Maghrib and Andalusia. Ibn Sakk[k was the first 

Moroccan author to mention by the name the %ar\qah Sh[dhil\yah in Morocco, he was 

also the first to ascribe the appellation of Sh[dhil\ to Ibn <Abb[d. His book Kit[b      

al-A~[l\b, is an exposition of the essential principles, as Ibn Sakk[k perceived it, of 

Islamic spirituality: the abandonment of all claims to strength or personal capability 
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(atabarr\ min al-+awl wa-al-quwwah). Ibn <Abb[d composed a commentary of          

al-|ikam of Ibn <A%[> All[h upon the request of Ya+y[, who was also the recipient of 

the greater portion of the correspondence that comprises the two collections of the 

letters of Ibn <Abb[d396   

In Zarr]q‟s time, Ab] al-Q[sim Ab] <Abd All[h al-Q]r\ was the leader of the 

juridical @]f\s as well as the qa#\ of Fez and kha%\b in J[mi< al-Qarawiyy\n. Zarr]q 

claims that al-Q]r\ was his first spiritual mentor and he taught him the books of Ibn 

<A%a> All[h.397  

Kugle writes about the circle of al-Q]r\: “In al-Q]r\ circle, Usuli Sufis were moving 

beyond this participation in wider Sufi communities; the Usuli Sufi of Fez were 

building a distinctive Sufi community unto themselves (along with those in Maknes 

and Sale where the Marinid dynasty also build madrasas). In this context, they moved 

toward defining a type of saint particular to their own community: a saint who not 

only had jurists as devotees and allies, but a saint who was himself a jurist. This mode 

of sainthood stood out in particular relief to Zarr]q, who perceived in al-Q]r\ its 

zenith. Zarr]q later would commit to paper the contours of this mode of sainthood in 

sharply defined ways, and commit himself to embodying its ideals.”398  

Zarr]q was a faq\h by training and temperament, formulating coherent arguments and 

making from general principles, defining @]fism based on interiorized morality, based 

on application of the divine law. He saw fiqh and ta~awwuf as complementary aspects 

of the %ar\qah. These two elements, a tendency to systemize, and the integral view of 

fiqh and ta~aww]f led Zarr]q to a concise enumeration of the qaw[<id of @]fism. 

These qaw[<id show the extent to which Zarr]q was influenced by earlier Sh[dh\l\ 

@]f\s, and from it one may discern the effect of this influence on the Sh[dhil\yah in 

the following centuries. 

2- M[lik\ Legal Literature  
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The realm of @]fism is spiritual and is concerned with the purification of the heart and 

refinement of intention and it is not confined to any particular school of thought or 

sect. The claim of the Sh[dhil\yah @]f\ order is not different from other @]f\ orders in 

this respect. However the region where it thrived and developed was highly 

influenced by M[likism. The whole Maghrib from Andalusia to Libya was dominated 

by Malikism. Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\, the founder of this order, was also an expert 

of M[lik\ jurisprudence. Victor Danner writes: “Although it is not surprising that the 

origin of Sh[dhilism, in Tunis, were under the governance of M[likism, it may come 

as a surprise to learn that the second centre of the order, Alexandria, was likewise a 

stronghold of M[lik\ jurisprudence in Egypt…The Ayy]bids built madrasahs in the 

city for the teaching of Malikism, and great authorities in the madhhab were to be 

found in the city, some of whom, like Ibn al-|[jib (d. 646/1248) or Ibn al-Munayyir 

(d. 283/1285), were actually disciples of Shaykh Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\.”399 

Ibn <A%[> All[h, the main preserver of Sh[dhil\yah legacy, was also considered the 

leader of the M[lik\ school of thought at the time. Later Sh[dhil\ @]f\s were also 

mainly associated with M[likism. However the impact of the Sh[dhil\yah can be 

observed on the jurists of other schools of law. Al-Sh[dhil\ himself attracted many 

leading scholars of Egypt like al-Mundhir\ (d. 656/1258), an eminent Sh[fi<\ 

traditionalist, and <Izz al-D\n b. <Abd al-Sal[m al-Sh[fi<\ (d. 660/1262), a prominent 

Sh[fi<\ jurist.400   

Being a jurist of the M[lik\ school of thought, Zarr]q composed many commentaries 

on the books of M[lik\ jurisprudence and he referred mainly to M[lik\ jurists in the 

Qaw[<id. However he revered all jurists of the four Sunn\ schools of law. He writes: 

“Every discipline had its leaders and experts whose supremacy in knowledge and 

piety was recognized, such as M[lik, al-Sh[fi<\, A+mad and al-Nu<m[n in 

jurisprudence.”401 

He consistently praises the teaching of Im[m M[lik and gives him special respect, 

preferring his opinion and juridical interpretation over others. He records the legal 
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opinion of Sa+n]n that only the juridical judgment or legal opinion of the M[lik\ 

school of thought would be acceptable and valid in the Maghrib.402 He states that 

@]fism is of various kinds, and the @]fism of the jurist is outlined in the Madkhal of 

Ibn |[jj403 which is a representative book of M[lik\ jurisprudence.   

He made some reference to Sh[fi<\ and |anbal\ jurists, but he did not cite any |anaf\ 

jurists in the Qaw[<id. It can be concluded that the material of the Qaw[<id regarding 

juridical interpretation is derived primarily from the books of M[lik\ jurisprudence.  

 3- Other Divergent Sources: 

Apart from M[lik\ and Sh[dhil\ literature, the material which has been utilized in 

Qaw[<id is mainly comprised of Qur>[nic verses, had\th literature, the sayings and 

writings of the classical and North African @]f\s. He recorded some insights of, and 

information about his contemporary @]f\ masters. In some cases, the Qaw[<id is the 

sole source of this kind of information. After an examination of the Qaw[<\d, it can be 

concluded that Zarr]q may not have been profoundly acquainted with the eastern 

tradition of @]fism, which would explain why he does not cite other than the works of 

classical @]f\s and al-Ghaz[l\ , al-J\l[n\ and al-Suhraward\. 

3- The Names of People Mentioned in the Qaw[<id:  

Zarr]q‟s struggle to fuse juridical rectitude with @]f\ devotion demands a 

comprehensive and analytical study in the field of @]fism and jurisprudence. The 

Qaw[<id is the best example of this kind of work. It is an abridged and condensed 

work filled with sayings of @]f\s and jurists. Brief biographical notes of these scholars 

have been made in the annotated text. The people cited in the book can be classified in 

three groups: 1. @]f\s, 2- Jurists, 3- Traditionalists and Exegetes  

The @]f\s cited in this book can be classified further into three groups: classical @]f\s, 

Western @]f\s and Eastern @]f\s. The term classical @]f\s denotes all of the @]f\s of 

the first four centuries of Islam. The term Western @]f\s is employed for the @]f\s of 
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Africa and Andalus, to differentiate them from the @]f\s of the East, that is, the 

eastern part of the caliphate because of their specific traditions and @]f\ orders. A list 

of these peoples has been prepared to understand the sources of the author, and the 

authentication of his isn[d. They are as follows: 

1- Classical @]f\s: 

1- <Abd All[h b. al-Mub[rak,  2- Ab] |amzah, 3- Ab] Nu<aym,  4- Ab] Sulaym[n    

al-D[r[n\, 5- Ab] <Uthm[n, 6- Al-Aswad al-Aq%a<, 7- Al-Ayk\ al-<Ajm\, 8- Bishr          

al-|[f\, 9- Fu#ayl b. al-<Ay[#, 10- Al-|all[j, 11- |[rith al-Mu+[sib\, 12- |asan      

al-Ba~r\, 13- Ibn al-Jall[>, 14- Ibn Naj\d, 15- Ibn S\r\n, 16- Ibn Dh\ Sik\n, 17-          

Al-Jar\r\, 19- Al-Junayd Ab] al-Q[sim, 20- Al-Kharr[z, 21- Khayr al-Nass[j, 22-    

Al-Khaww[~, 23- Ma<r]f al-Karkh\, 24- M]s[ al-K[&im, 25- Al-N]r\, 26-               

Al-Qushayr\, 27- Sahl Tustar\, 28- Shibl\, 29- Sarr\ al-Saq%\, 30- Sufy[n al-Thawr\, 

31- <Umar b. <Abd al-<Az\z, 32- Y]suf b. al-|usayn 

2. Western @]f\s  

1- Al-<Af\f al-Tilmis[n\, 2- Ab] al-<Abb[s al-|a#ram\, 3- Ab] al-<Abb[s al-Murs\, 4- 

Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\, 5- Ab] Is+[q al-Tuj\b\, 6- Ab] Madyan, 7- Ab] 

Mu+ammad al-Mirj[n\, 8- Ab] Ya<z[>, 9- Ab] Y]suf al-Dahm[n\, 10- A+mad Ibn 

<{shir, 11- A+mad Ibn Ja<far al-Bast\, 12- Al-Bil[l\, 13- Al-B]n\, 14- Ibn <Abb[d, 15- 

Ibn Ab\ Jammrah, 16- Ibn al-<Arab\ al-|[tim\, 17- Ibn <Ar\f, 18- Ibn <A%[> All[h     al-

Iskandar\, 19- Ibn al-Bann[>, 20- Ibn al-F[ri#, 21- Ibn Mash\sh, 22- Ibn Sab<\n, 23- 

Al-Q]r\, 24- Al-Shushtar\ 

3. Eastern @]f\s: 

1- <Abd al-Q[dir al-J\l[n\, 2- Ab] <Abd al-Ra+m[n al-Sulam\, 3- Ab] al-Naj\b $\y[> 

al-D\n <Abd al-Q[hir al-Suhraward\, 4- Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\ 

2. Jurists: 

1- Ab] Is+[q al-Sh[%ib\, 2- A+mad b. |anbal, 3- Al-<Anbar\, 4- Ibn Al-F[kih[n\, T[j 

al-D\n, 5- Al-Haraw\, 6- Ibn <Abd al-Sal[m , 7- Ibn Ab\ Zayd al-Qayraw[n\, 8- Ibn    
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al-<Arab\ al-M[lik\, 9- Ibn Fawrak, 10- Ibn |ab\b, 11- Ibn al-|[jj, 12- Ibn |azm, 13- 

Ibn K[tib, 14- Ibn M[lik, 15- Ibn Muj[hid, 16- Ibr[h\m b. Sa<d, 17- Al-Layth, 18- 

M[lik b. Anas, 19- Al-Maqdis\, Ab] al-|asan <Al\ al-Lakhm\, 20- Mu+ammad b. 

Idr\s al-Sh[fi<\, 21- Qarr[f\, 22- @[li+ b. A+mad b. |anbal, 23- Sa+n]n, 24- Sulaym[n 

b, Yas[r, 25- Al-^ur%]sh\ 

3. Traditionalists and Exegetes 

1- Al-|[kim, 2- Ibn A+l[>, 3- Ibn al-Ath\r, 4- Ibn |ayy[n , 5- Ibn |abb[n, 6- Ibn     

al-Jawz\, 7- Ibn al-Mad\n\, 8- Ibn Mahd\, 9- Tirmidh\, 10- Mu+ammad b. Ism[<\l     

al-Bukh[r\, 11- Al-Mundhir\, 12- Muslim b. al-|ajj[j.  

4- The Books Mentioned in the Qaw[<id 

Zarr]q recommends his reader the books of al-Mu+[sib\, Suhraward\, Ibn <A%[ All[h 

al-Iskandar\, Ibn Ab\ Jamrah and advises common people to refrain from the books of 

Mu+y\ al-D\n Ibn al-<Arab\ and Ibn Sab<\n etc, as mentioned above. The following 

books are cited in Qaw[<id: 

1- {d[b al-<{lim wa-al-Muta<allim, Ab] Nu<aym al-A~fah[n\ (d. 656/1258), Qa. 

191 

2- A+z[b , Ab] Mu+ammad <Abd al-|aqq Ibn Sab<\n al-Ashbayl\ (d. 669/1270), 

Qa. 108 

3- A+z[b , Ab] al-|asan <Al\ b. <Abd All[h al-Sh[dhil\ (d. 656/1258), Qa. 108 

4- A+z[b, Ab] Zakariy[ Ya+y[ b. al-Sharf al-Nawwaw\ (d. 676/1277), Qa. 108 

5- Al-Anw[r al-Bar]q f\ Anw[< al-Fur]q known as Qaw[<id al-Qar[f\, A+mad b. 

Idr\s al-Qar[f\ al-Mi~r\ (d. 684/1258), Qa. 47 

6- <{ri#at al-Akhwadh\, al-Q[#\ Ab] Bakr Mu+ammd b. <Abd All[h Ibn           

al-<Arab\ (d. 543/1148) Qa. 109 

7- Al-Azk[r, Ibn al-<Arab\ al-M[lik\, (d. 386/996) Qa. 67 

8- Al-Ba+r al-Mu+\%, Ab] |ayy[n al-Andalus\ (d. 745/1344), Qa. 211 

9- Dal[>\l al-Khayr[t, Ab] <Abd All[h Mu+ammad b. Sulyam[n  al-Jaz]l\         

(d. 870/1465) Qa. 119 
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10- Fut]+[t al-Makk\yah, Ab] Bakr Mu+yy al-D\n Mu+ammad Ibn al-<Arab\       

al-|[tim\, (d. 638/1240), Qa. 214 

11- Al-|ikam al-<A%[>\yah, Ab] al-Fa#l Ibn <A%[> All[h al-Iskandar\ (d.709/1309), 

Qa. 18 

12- |ilyat al-Awliy[>, Ab] Nu<aym A+mad b. <Abd All[h al-A~f[h[n\                

(d. 430/1038), Qa. 3 

13- I+y[> <Ul]m al-D\n, Ab] |[mid Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\ (d. 505/1111), Qa. 59, 

70, 75, 88, 145, 157, 214 

14- Al-Iktif[> f\ Magh[z\ Ras]l All[h wa-al-Thal[thah al-Khulaf[>, Ab] al-Rab\< 

Sulaym[n b. M]s[ al-Kal[<\ (d. 634/1236), Qa. 145 

15- Kit[b Maw[qif al-Gh[y[t f\ Asr[r al-Riy[#iy[t, Ab] <Abb[s A+amad al-B]n\ 

(d. 622/1225), Qa. 59 

16- Madkhal al-Shara< al-Shar\f, Ab] <Abd All[h Mu+ammad Ibn al-|[jj            

al-M[lik\ al-F[s\ (d. 737/1336), Qa. 59,  kh[timah 

17- Al-Ma#n]n bihi <al[ Ghayr Ahlihi, Ab] |[mid Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\         

(d. 505/1111), Qa. 214 

18- Ma+[sin al-Maj[lis, Ab] <Abb[s A+mad Ibn al-<Ar\f (d. 526/114), Qa 172. 

19- Man[zil al-S[>ir\n il[ al-|aqq al-Mub\n, known as Maq[m[t al-Haraw\, Ab] 

Ism[<\l  <Abd All[h b. Mu+ammad al-An~[r\ al-Haraw\ (d. 481/1089), Qa. 172 

20- Mift[+ al-Fall[+, Ibn <A%[> All[h al-Iskandar\ (d. 709/1309), Qa. 115 

21- Mift[+ al-Sa<[dah, Ab] <Abb[s A+amad Ibn al-<Ar\f (d. 526/114), Qa. 41 

22- Mi<r[j al-S[lik\n, Ab] |[mid Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\, (d. 505/1111), Qa. 214 

23- Minh[j al-<{bid\n,  Ab] |[mid Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\ (d. 505/1111), Qa. 59 

24- Al-Mudawwanah al-Kubr[ f\ Fur]< al-M[lik\yah, Ab] <Abd All[h Ibn          

al-Q[sim al-M[lik\ (d. 191/ 814), Qa. 128  

25- Al-Munqidh min al-$al[l, Ab] |[mid Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\ (d. 505/1111), 

Qa. 214 

26- Al-Muwa%%[>, Ab]  <Abd All[h M[lik b. al-Anas (d. 179/785) Qa. 108 

27- Al-Nafkh wa-al-Ta~w\yah, Ab] |[mid Mu+ammad al-Ghaz[l\ (d. 505/1111), 

Qa. 214 

28- Al-Na+r (Mukhta~ar al-Ba+r), Ab] |ayy[n al-Andalus\ (d. 745/1344), Qa. 211 

29- Q]t al-Qul]b, Ab] ^[lib al-Makk\ (d. 386/996 ), Qa. 59, 70, 75, 214 
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30- Al-Ras[>il al-@ughr[, Ab] <Abd All[h ibn <Abb[d al-Rund\ (d. 792/1389), Qa. 

47 

31- Al-Ris[lah al-Qayraw[n\, Ab] Mu+ammad  <Ubayd All[h b. Ab\ Zayd          

al-Qayraw[n\ (d.386 or 390/996 or 1000), Qa. 50 

32- Al-Ris[lah al-Qushayr\yah, Ab] al-Q[sim <Abd al-Kar\m al-Qushayr\           

(d. 465/1072) Qa. 59, 69 

33- Al-@a+\+ al-J[mi<, Mu+ammad b. Ism[<\l al-Bukh[r\, (d. 250/870) Qa. 186 

34- Sir[j al-Mur\d\n, Ab] Bakr Mu+yy D\n Mu+ammad Ibn al-<Arab\                  

(d. 638/1240), Qa. 47, 59, 

35- Al-Sunun al-Tirmidh\, Mu+ammad b. <Is[ al-Tirmidh\ (d. 279/1398), Qa. 89 

36- Al-Ta+r\r wa-al-Tajb\r f\ al-Ris[lah al-Qayraw[n\, <Umar b. <Al\ b. S[lim      

al-Lakhm\ al-Iskandar\ al-M[lik\ khown as Ibn al-F[kih[n\ (d. 731/1330 ) Qa. 

126 

37- T[j al-<Ar]s al-|[w\ li-Tahdh\b al-Nuf]s, Ab] al-Fa#l Ibn <A%[> All[h          

al-Iskandar\ (d. 709/1309), Qa. 73, 96 

38- Talb\s al-Ibl\s, Ab] al-Faraj <Abd al-Ra+m[n al-Jawz\ (d. 597/1201), Qa. 211 

39- Al-Tanb\h, Ab] <Abd All[h Ibn <Abb[d al-Rund\ (d. 792/1389), Qa. 59 

40- Al-Tanw\r, Ab] al-Fa#l Ibn <A%[> All[h al-Iskandar\ (d. 709/1309), Qa. 74, 

101, kh[timah 

41- Al-Targh\b wa-al-Tarh\b, Ab] Mu+ammad <Abd al-<Az\z al-Mundhir\           

(d. 656/1258), Qa. 119 
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Abstract of the Contents of Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf  

   Abstract of Contents  

 

Perspective:  

 

According to the MS of Escorial, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf consists of a preface, an 

epilogue and two hundred and twenty four principles.404 There is no evidence which 

endorses the idea that Zarr]q counted the number of principles. However, in all earlier 

MSS, principles were not counted but separated one principle from the other marking 

                                                 
404 For detail of other MSS cf. (above pp. 51-63; below pp. 189-197)  
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the word q[<idah. These principles are divided into seventeen chapters which consist 

of unequal loosely related qaw[<id. Each chapter is marked by b[b. Nonetheless there 

are some variations in the arrangement of principles and chapters but its main skeleton 

is almost similar in all MSS except in the MS of Berlin. It is very difficult to decide 

who arranged these principles in this particular form. <Al\ al-Muttaq\ recorded that the 

book had “very useful and important principles” but most of them were scattered 

without proper chapterization. Al-Muttaq\ arranged these qaw[<id into eight chapters 

with appropriate titles.405 

On the other hand, Zarr]q indicates in the introduction that he has divided this 

abridged book into chapters. After a doxology, he explains the purpose of this book: 

“The purpose of this abridged (mukhta~ar) version and its chapters is to introduce the 

principles and foundations of @]fism in a way that integrates shar\<ah with +aq\qah 

and incorporates the theology and jurisprudence with %ar\qah.”406 This short 

introduction describes the nature of the work and indicates that the author compiled 

this book in a particular form as well. It cannot be claimed for certain that the present 

arrangement of the book is the same as what the author had or intended. However the 

text of Qaw[<id is restored according to the arrangement of Escorial MS in this 

research, therefore this abstract is also based on this arrangement.  

 

 

Preface:  

Doxology: Zarr]q praises God „as He deserves for His Highness and Majesty and 

blessing and prayers for our master Mu+ammad and his family/folk‟. The author 

explains the purpose of the book and seeks the assistance from God to fulfil his aims.  

 

Chapter One: This contains twelve principles and describes the introduction of the 

subject matter, its importance, scope and limitations. 

 

1- Zarr]q writes that a basic understanding of a subject matter is necessary before 

going into any advanced argument and the debate about a thing is a dialectical 
                                                 
405 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id al-Ta~awwuf, (MS no. 3031 PM.547 the Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin), folio: 
2a 
406

 Zarr]q, Qaw[<id, (MS Berlin), folio: 2a 
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procedure used to explain the essence of something and its benefit through employing 

acquired or innate intellect. The use of reason is necessary to evaluate the reality of 

something through refutation and acceptance by ascertaining its foundation and 

explaining its details.  

 

2- The fundamental nature or essence of something is its reality and its reality is 

perceived through its total nature and explained in a comprehensive definition, 

elucidated illustration or clear interpretation. There are almost two thousand 

definitions of @]fism and all of them are referred back to sincere intention towards 

God the Most-High. In reality, these definitions are different features of the same 

thing. 

 

3- The reason for these different interpretations of a reality is due to the 

incomprehensibility of its total nature. Therefore, everyone explains it according to 

his own knowledge, spiritual state and intuition. Because of this, a difference of 

opinion in @]fism is observed. The author reveals the saying of Ab] Nu<aym in this 

respect and writes: “I assume that whosoever has a sincere intention towards God, has 

a share of @]fism and @]fism of everyman is the sincerity of his intention towards 

God.”  

 

4- Sincerity of intention is conditioned by seeking the good pleasure of God or doing 

that which gratifies Him. The author cites the verses: Q39¦al-Zumar. 7 and deduces 

that seeking the pleasure of God is conditioned by belief in Him. Action is necessary 

for the realization of a true faith. Therefore there is no @]fism without jurisprudence 

because the esoteric rules of God can be recognized only through the exoteric 

prescriptions (jurisprudence). There is also no jurisprudence without @]fism, because 

action is unacceptable and invalid without the purification of intention. Both 

jurisprudence and @]fism are invalid without true faith. Therefore, the unification of 

all three disciplines is necessary because they are linked with each other in a principle 

as souls are linked with bodies. Then the author narrates a saying of Im[m M[lik to 

this effect. 
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5- Zarr]q states that referring something to its origin and endorsing it with an 

appropriate argument invalidates the argument of the one seeking to oppose it. The 

origin of @]fism is the station of i+s[n which has been described in the Prophetic 

tradition: “you should worship God as though you see Him, and if you do not see 

Him, He nonetheless sees you.” Therefore affirmation of @]fism is indeed affirmation 

of its origin. Jurisprudence explicates Islam, theology elucidates \m[n and @]fism 

illuminates i+s[n. Thus @]fism is one of the basic components of religion. 

 

6- Terminology of something assists in understanding the reality of it and elaborates 

its definition and subject matter in a comprehensive way. Ta~awwuf is an Arabic 

word, perfectly derived, non-ambiguous, and very clear and its etymology denotes the 

meaning concisely.                  

 

7- Etymology demands consideration of the meaning of a derived noun and its roots. 

The connotation of a derived word is perceived from the word itself. If there are many 

connotations of a word then its perception is also divergent. Then one should try to 

synthesize them if possible otherwise all connotations are to be considered if there is 

no contradiction with the linguistic root. Many derivations of ta~awwuf are made by 

the experts. The author reveals five of them; however, he prefers the last of these, 

according to which, @]fism is derived from ~uffah (the bench) and @]f\s have the 

same qualities of the people of ~uffah who are praised by God in the Qur<[n: “They 

remember their Lord at morning and evening and desire His face (will).”                

(Q6¦ al-An<[m. 52)  

 

8- The follower has the same qualities as his predecessor even though the predecessor 

is greater in eminence. In the beginning, the people of ~uffah were poor and they were 

known as the guests of God. Later on some of them became very rich and were 

princes. They praised God when they were blessed, just as they had remained patient 

in the past when they were poor. All the time they sought the pleasure of God. 

Therefore @]fism is not related to poverty or wealth. The fundamental condition is 

seeking the pleasure of God. 
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9- The difference of judgment is sometimes due to the contradiction of realities or 

sometimes due to the different levels in a single reality; @]fism, poverty (faqr) and 

self-blame (mal[mah) are all related to the latter. The @]f\ always endeavours to 

purify himself from all things other than God and when he has nothing in his hands 

except God then he becomes a faq\r whilst a mal[mt\ is one who lives under 

blameworthy conditions: he neither appears good nor hides his bad actions. One who 

has close proximity with God (muqarrab) is perfect in spiritual stations. He lives with 

his Lord for his Lord. He has nothing to state except the Truth and he has no calm and 

abode without God. 

 

10- The author states that different ways do not necessarily lead to the different aims. 

Some times the single plan is achieved with different means. Therefore worship 

(<ib[dah), asceticism and gnosis are ways leading to proximity with God and each one 

is interlinked with the other. 

 

11- The author describes the eligibility for @]fism. Everything demands a special 

ability, and has a rationale, a position and a reality. The required ability for @]fism is 

that a man has sincere intention, or he is a gnostic who has realized reality or a 

truthful devotee, or an honest seeker, or a scholar who is fastened with the esoteric 

realities or an expert of jurisprudence who is tied to the profound sense of the sacred 

texts. But a man is incapable and unprepared for @]fism if he is ignorant or a false 

claimant of knowledge or a habitual user of harsh language in arguments or an 

unintelligent layman, or unenthusiastic seeker or a man who has firm determination to 

blindly imitate great men. 

 

12- The author considers @]fism as the most dignified discipline. He states that if the 

dignity of something is due to its fundamental nature then that thing should be sought 

due to its fundamental nature. If the dignity of something is due to its advantage then 

it should be sought as a means to reach the reality. If the dignity of something is due 

to something attached to it, then advantage is to be sought in its associated subject. 

The knowledge of God Most-High is the most superior knowledge because it is the 
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most magnificent and prominent. The dignity of this knowledge is due to its 

fundamental nature.   

 

Chapter Two: This chapter consists of nineteen principles and it deals with the 

multidisciplinary and overlapping topics of @]fism, jurisprudence and theology, 

superiority of @]fism over other disciplines and methods of teaching it. 

 

13- The benefit of something is in its existence and this benefit can be distinguished 

from its reality which is either at the beginning or at the end, or in both together. For 

instance @]fism is a science of purification and restoration of heart. Jurisprudence is 

for the rectification of actions and implementation of order and system. Theology is to 

examine the beliefs with evidence and proof and adorning the faith with conviction. 

Grammar is for improving language; and so on.  

 

14- The knowledge of the advantage of something and its outcome inspire the people 

to seek it. The dignity of something is due to the dignity of its contents and @]fism is 

the most noble discipline because of its contents. It deals with the fear of God in the 

beginning and leads to the gnosis of Him in the end. The author relates a saying of    

al-Junayd to this effect.  

 

15- The author states the different opinions of @]f\s about educating a man on @]fism 

who is not qualified and eligible for it. He states that al-Thawr\ did not allow teaching 

the @]f\ tradition to every one whilst al-Junayd preached this tradition to everyone. 

After describing al-Junayd‟s notion, Zarr]q states: “Actually the difference of opinion 

is due to difference of correlation and forms.” 

 

16- Careful and cautious conduct is necessary in confusion. Sahl alludes: “After two 

hundred years, if someone has [some] of our knowledge, he should bury it because 

asceticism shall be only in the speeches of the people and their lord would be their 

stomachs.” The author states that this is the case in his own time. People have utilized 

the knowledge of subtle realities and truths for worldly purposes and engaged 
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themselves in reprehensible innovations and prohibited things and laymen believe 

their heredity claim for @]fism. 

 

17- The author states a rule that there are some specific or general matters in every 

discipline and @]fism is no different. The rules of God related to the human conduct 

are for everyone and other rules should be delivered according to the ability of the 

listener. The author cites some Prophetic traditions and a saying of al-Junayd to 

elaborate this point. 

 

18- Zarr]q believes that acquiring advanced knowledge and perfection is the habit of 

true devotees but it is necessary that one should seek the basic discourse of the 

discipline (i. e. @]fism) before indulging oneself in the subtle esoteric realities. Then 

he mentions a saying of Sarr\ and Ibn <A%[> All[h in this respect. 

 

19- In the presence of obstacles, the application of a general rule is limited to a 

particular framework. Therefore @]fism is a science for particular people not for the 

masses. All rules should be given in their proper place. Actions are for the common 

people, spiritual states are for the initiates, gains and advantages are for followers and 

subtle realities are for the gnostics and so on. 

 

20- Participation in an original principle demands the participation in its practical 

application. Jurisprudence and @]fism both are partners showing the ways towards the 

rulings of God and His rights. Thus both are under the same principle in excellence 

and deficiency, and knowledge is necessary for both. However knowledge can be 

obtained without them. The Prophet sought refuge in God from knowledge which had 

no benefit. Zarr]q cites two Prophetic traditions to prove his point. 

 

21- Acting upon the rules of God is necessary in @]fism and to claim and manifest of 

@]fism without actions is deception and dishonesty. Therefore action is necessary for 

its perfection.  
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22- Action is inappropriate without the perception of its wisdom and rationale. 

Therefore the correct way is first of all to seek knowledge, then action, then 

dissemination and then perfection.  

 

23- It is most appropriate to investigate a thing from its sources. It is a fact that the 

knowledge of subtle realities of esoteric sciences is a special divine act of kindness 

and endowment and it cannot be obtained from ordinary practice. Therefore the 

consideration of three points is necessary: 1. Act upon the knowledge as much as 

possible. 2- Seek refuge in God for enlightenment. 3. Follow the sunnah in all of 

one‟s actions. Zarr]q cites a Prophetic tradition and sayings of al-Junayd and Ab] 

Sulaym[n al-D[r[n\ to prove this. 

 

24- All prophets and saints have been afflicted. Accordingly, every disciple has to 

face affliction and suffering in the way (@]fism). A disciple should be content in 

conditions of both prosperity and adversity. He should express his appreciation and 

gratitude for God‟s blessings and be patient in affliction. The author cites the verses: 

Q22¦ al-|ajj  38, Q65¦ al-^al[q. 3 and a Prophetic tradition to elaborate this point.   

 

25- Knowledge is sought from the Legislator or one who is appointed by Him. Piety is 

only valuable when it is compatible with a principle that increases the intellect and 

develops the faculties. Then knowledge is divided into a number of types. Some of 

these fall within the scope of precepts. Others are not explained comprehensively but 

mentioned indirectly or symbolically and reason cannot grasp them, though esoteric 

realities indicate it.  

26- Jurisprudence is universal and general in its nature and scope because it aims 

towards the implementation of the form of religion. On the other hand, the authority 

of @]fism is particular and it is the relation between a person and his Lord and nothing 

else. Therefore a jurist can deny @]fism but not vice versa. Hence it has been said: 

“Be a jurisprudent @]f\ not a @]f\ jurisprudent.” The @]f\ of the jurists is more perfect 

than the jurist of the @]f\s because the @]f\ of jurists has grasped @]fism not only by 

spiritual states, but actions and insights as well, contrary to the other. 
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27- It is necessary that one observes the relationship between a “principle rule” (a~l) 

and its practical application (far<) for correct deduction and conclusion. If the 

difference of judgments in a principle positively or negatively is based on an invalid 

relationship, then its conclusion is void and misleading. Everyone should understand 

the difference between contradiction and difference of opinion. The author criticises 

people who believe in the irrationality of the beliefs and dogma. However, he justifies 

the difference of opinion of the scholars of the sunnah and considers it as a difference 

of opinion concerning a principle.  

 

28- Every seeker has to follow a method of learning. Its process is at the beginning, 

listening and admitting, followed by envisioning and understanding, then 

rationalization and analysis, then practice and dissemination. Discussion with the men 

of knowledge is essential for the seeker, but this must be done with honesty and 

modesty.  

 

29- The methods of learning help to achieve the aim. A suitable question is half of 

knowledge. Zarr]q explains the difference between contradiction and difference of 

opinion. He cites the saying of Ibn <Ar\f that every true seeker of knowledge must 

observe three things: 1. Seek knowledge without prejudice 2. Understand the subject 

and strip it from all kinds of ambiguities. 3. Comprehend the difference between 

contradiction and difference of opinion.          

 

30- Seeking assistance in learning is beneficial for every student. Zarr]q suggests 

some requirements for a teacher. He cites and explains the saying of Ibn <Abb[d: “Do 

not seek this knowledge (@]fism) from any proud, innovator (~[+ib bid<ah) or blind 

follower (muqallid).” 

 

31- The purpose of jurisprudence is to establish a general rule that eliminates and 

eradicates hardships. The purpose of @]fism is to search for perfection that can be 

achieved only by the actualization of the best in law and wisdom. Theology is for the 

affirmation of prohibitions and commandments.     
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Chapter Three: This chapter consists of ten principles. @]f\ methodology and its 

interpretation and links with other disciplines and some theological issues. 

 

32- The subject matter of a discipline is derived from its primary principles; however 

some other discipline might participate in the same subject matter and differ with it in 

some aspects such as jurisprudence, @]fism, and theology. The jurist investigates a 

matter in order to prove an exoteric rule for an exoteric action; the @]f\ examines an 

esoteric rule for the realization of esoteric reality; the theologian evaluates the rules of 

negation and affirmation. Their principal rules are the Book, sunnah and rational 

interpretations which are approved by the Book and sunnah. Zarr]q cites the saying of 

Ibn Jall[> in this respect as well. 

 

33- A thing can be described by its example and proved by argumentation. A heretic 

is like a man who rebuffs free will (al-jabr\) and negates wisdom and general rules. 

The sunn\ is like the People of the Cave that are mentioned in the Prophetic parable, 

when they were blocked by a boulder in the cave. Each one prayed for his best deeds 

to be taken into account. The @]f\ is like a man who borrowed one thousand d\n[rs 

and made God his witness and guarantor. The author cites the complete +ad\th, then 

some Qur>[nic verses: Q76¦ al-Ins[n. 9, 10 and finally a saying of Shibl\. 

 

34- If one is not expert in a discipline, one should be silent; otherwise one‟s talk may 

give the wrong impression about the discipline. It is better for one to transmit the 

written message in order to save one‟s expression from ambiguity and imprecision. 

35- A practical application is evaluated by its original principle. If there is 

compatibility between them, then it is accepted. If there is contradiction, and no 

possibility of means of reconciling them, then it is rejected. The @]f\ fanatics are 

similar to those theologians who have heretical ideas. Their judgments and deeds are 

to be refuted - but the right path is not to be rejected or denied. 

 

36- Compilation of a science from its origin is a very significant task and it helps the 

seeker to understand the nature of the science and recognise its limitations. The 
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deduction of a science from its practical application is possible but it is difficult due to 

the profundity of perception.  

 

37- When the foundation and practical applications of a science are well established 

and recognized, then the seeker can easily understand it. In this context, the earlier 

generation has no superiority or pre-eminence over the later generations. Zarr]q states 

that the later scholar is more perfect because he has more knowledge from his 

predecessor but the blessing and inspiration from God is the same for every one. He 

also relates the saying of Ibn M[lik. 

 

38- The transmission and opinion of the scholars is to be accepted but evaluation and 

assessment of their opinion is essential because they are not infallible. Zarr]q says 

that it is not a matter of conflict if a later scholar has a different opinion from his 

predecessors. Later religious scholars hold a difference of opinion in many issues 

without any condemnation of each other. 

 

39- Knowledge is based on argument and research and esoteric states are based on 

submission and faith. Therefore if a gnostic speaks about a religious matter, it should 

be examined according to the Book and sunnah. If he speaks about an esoteric 

knowledge then it should be evaluated according to his spiritual state. Zarr]q narrates 

a dialogue between Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\ and Ab] al-<Abb[s al-Murs\ in this 

respect. 

 

40- A rational and comprehensible argument is self-evident, but for transmitted 

knowledge, it is significant to investigate the authority of the transmitter. One should 

be acquainted with this method to save himself from blind affirmation. He cites a 

saying of Ibn Sir\n in this regard. 

 

41- Zarr]q gives brief definitions of blind affirmation (al-taql\d), emulation              

(al-iqtid[>), discernment (al-taba~~ur), independent judgment (al-ijtih[d) and a school 

of jurisprudence (al-madhhab) with the reference to Mift[+ al-Sa<[dah by Ibn al-<Ar\f. 
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Chapter Four: This chapter consists of thirteen principles. It explains the diversity and 

uniformity of religious thoughts, authority of religious scholars, its limitations, @]f\ 

behaviour in this regard and some theological issues.      

 

42- Only one who is infallible, or a man whose pre-eminence is attested, is to be 

followed. The Prophetic tradition: “The best of the ages is mine” vindicates 

emulation. The companions of the Prophet had different kinds of traditions and the 

next generation collected all these traditions and their successors evaluated and 

examined them and then there were religious masters in all disciplines such as M[lik, 

al-Sh[fi<\, A+mad and al-Nu<m[n in jurisprudence al-Junayd, Ma<r]f and Bishr in 

@]fism and Mu+[sib\ in theology.  

 

43- A ruling for a particular case should not be generalised and vice versa. It has been 

described in some traditions that a minority of the Muslim community will remain on 

the right path till the day of judgement. These kinds of traditions pertain to inform us 

coming future and are not contradicted by traditions which describe a general rule e.g 

that spiritual purification (al-tazk\yah) is obligatory upon all Muslims.   

 

44- The interpretation of the leading scholars is to be accepted in their disciplines and 

their emulation is valid in the region where they have acceptance. The Sh[fi<\ school 

of law is accepted amongst the <ajam, |anaf\ school of law among the Turks and 

M[lik\ school of law in the Maghrib. Zarr]q relates the legal opinion of Sa+]n in this 

respect. 

45- The subdivision of a principle rule produces the subdivision in its practical 

application. Therefore association with a fundamental principle is sufficient to protect 

oneself from confusion. The @]f\ is not merely the follower of a particular school of 

law. The author explains this notion and writes: “It is not true because al-Junayd was 

Thawr\, Shibl\ was M[lik\, al-Jar\r\ was |anaf\ and Mu+[sib\ was Sh[fi<\ and these 

were the leading @]f\s. 

 

46- The inspiration and light of a man is according to his guide. Those who get 

spiritual inspiration from the saying of scholars and divine book and sunnah, their 
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inspiration are perfect but they were deprived from the light of emulation and all 

religious scholars were very much cautious about this. Zarr]q cites the verses: Q12¦ 

Y]suf. 108, Q6¦ al-An<[m. 153 and sayings of Ibn Mahd\ and al-Junayd.           

 

47- It is not permissible for a follower of a particular school of law to seek the validity 

of a prohibited matter from another school of law except if there is necessity. 

However one can seek guidance from other schools if a matter is not prohibited or 

explained in his school of law. The author elaborates this rule with different examples.   

 

48- Every text generally has some ambiguities. Some of them are resolved at the first 

instance without any deep thinking while others are very complex and confuse the 

reader. This kind of vagueness is a dominant feature of the books of later @]f\s.  

 

49- Authentication of a principle-rule is necessary for the confirmation of its practical 

applications. It is sufficient to establish the foundation of religion and its applications 

according to the principles established by the leading scholars. The author explains 

the theological creed of belief and states that the @]f\ doctrine is based on following 

the path of pious ancestors.   

 

50- The existence of al-m]him, al-mubham, al-mushkil in the texts of the shar\<ah is 

to test the intellects, wisdom and beliefs of the people as revealed in Q8¦ al-Anf[l. 37 

or, to evaluate the ranks of belief as revealed in Q3¦ {l <Imr[n. 7. Only the statement 

of the Originator of sacred law (sh[ri<) is acceptable in ambiguous cases. Zarr]q gives 

the example of the difference of opinion in the interpretation of istiw[>. 

 

51- A text which has many aspects and meanings is to be interpreted on the basis of 

probability and no one can claim that this is the exact will of God. The author 

describes the rule of delegation of authority and its application in the context of 

interpretation of a text.   

 

52- The rulings of the Divine Attributes (~if[t al-rabb[n\yah) are unchangeable and 

their effects are non-transferable. Zarr]q writes that God attached His order with His 
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will which is unchangeable. Therefore it is not permissible for a Muslim to degrade 

and humiliate the people of the Prophetic household because God verified their purity 

and purified them from abomination in the Qur>[n, which contains expressions of 

God‟s eternal rulings. The author cites verses: Q30¦ al-A+z[b. 33, Q42¦ al-Sh]r[. 23, 

Q18¦ al-Kahf. 82 and some Prophetic traditions as well as the sayings of al-|[tim\ to 

this effect.    

 

53- Establishing a verdict for a fundamental nature does not necessarily extend to 

ruling for its attributes. The saying of the Prophet: “Sulaym[n is from us, the People 

of the House” is due to Sulaym[n having a perfect religious relationships with the 

Prophet. The author states the pre-eminence of <Abd al-Q[dir al-J\l[n\ is perfect 

because he has both blood and religious ties with the Prophet. 

 

54- Biographies are for introductions and there is no need to introduce a well-known 

personality. Therefore it is permissible to say “Ab] Bakr narrated”, “<Umar said” and 

so on. 

 

Chapter Five: This chapter consists of eleven principles. It elaborates the pre-

eminence and supremacy of @]fism over other disciplines, reasons for the diversity of 

@]f\ orders and the need for a shaykh.    

 

 

55- The @]f\‟s perception is more profound than all other experts of the different 

disciplines. A jurist attempts to eradicate hardship and a @]f\ aims to attain perfection. 

A theologian endeavours to correct the belief and a @]f\ attempts to strengthen faith 

with conviction. The expert of exegesis and the traditionalist explain the rule and its 

meaning and @]f\ goes beyond this, but only after acknowledging their 

interpretations. If he did not acknowledge them, he would be a b[%in\ who has 

abandoned the sacred law, rather than a @]f\. 

 

56- The subdivision of a practical application is due to the subdivision of its principle. 

@]fism is in fact the station of spiritual virtue (i+s[n) that is divided into two forms: 
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the slave witnessing his Lord or the Lord watching His slave. Zarr]q states that         

al-Sh[dhil\ and his followers are in the first category while al-Ghaz[l\ and his 

followers are in the second. Those in the first have greater proximity to the Truth.  

 

57- The difference in paths produces ease and assists the disciples in reaching the 

destination. There are different @]f\ orders and their way of training, and all are on the 

right path through the establishment of the sacred law and the avoidance of 

reprehensible actions. 

 

58- Submission to the best is desirable always and demanded by the sacred law. 

@]fism is based on the following the best. The author cites the verse Q39¦ al-Zumr. 

18, a +ad\th and a saying of Ibn <Ar\f. 

 

59- The good has multiple aspects and every aspect is desirable according to the 

mental disposition of people. There are different kinds of @]fism: for laymen, jurists, 

traditionalists, devotees, ascetics, hermits, philosophers, logicians, cosmologists and 

theologians. These have been described in the books of al-Mu+[sib\, Ibn al-|[jj, al-

[Q[#\] Ibn al-<Arab\, Minh[j of al-Ghaz[l\, al-Ris[lah of al-Qushayr\, al-Q]t and al-

I+y[, the books of [Mu+y\ al-D\n Ibn al-<Arab\] al-|[tim\, Ibn Sab<\n, al-B]n\, and al-

Sh[dhil\. 

 

60- Laymen should follow the easiest, clearest and most meticulous path. They should 

observe piety in all circumstances. If they commit any sin then they should hurry to 

repentance. The books of al-Mu+[sib\ are the best guide books for such people. The 

author cites the saying of A+mad Ibn <{shir. 

 

61- Knowledge must be sought from the experts of the respective disciplines. 

Jurisprudence is to be learned from the jurists not from the @]f\s; similarly, @]fism is 

to be learned from @]f\s not from jurists, unless, of course, the jurist recognises 

@]fism as well. Ab] Mu+ammad al-Mirj[n\ advised his disciples to seek 

jurisprudence from the jurists although he himself was proficient therein.  
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62- Understanding the proper meaning of a word is necessary for the seeker of 

knowledge and anyone who ignores the language cannot grasp its meaning properly.  

He will thereby bring about damaging and dangerous results. 

 

63- General piety (taqw[) is followed as a means to attaining scrupulous piety 

(wara<). Taqw[  is leaving the unnecessary and that which does not concern one. A 

doubt without any indication is a diabolical suggestion, and scrupulous piety without 

sunnah is an innovation. The author cites two Prophetic traditions in this respect. 

 

64- Righteousness is the highest degree of piety which instils in one the ethics of the 

Qur>[n and sunnah. The process of righteousness is completed through a sincere 

shaykh or an honest brother who guides the seeker in all his spiritual states according 

to his requirement. The author cites the verses: Q7¦ al-A<r[f. 199, Q25¦ al-Furq[n. 63, 

Q23¦ al-Mu>min]n. 96 and a number of Prophetic traditions. These explain the 

training method of the Prophet for his companions with reference to the station of 

righteousness.    

 

65- Seeking knowledge and practice from the saints is the perfect method of seeking. 

Mastery of this is necessary for a true seeker. The companions of the Prophet learned 

from the Prophet and t[bi<\n learned from the Companions. The company of the 

Prophet was extremely beneficial and a great source of inspiration for the 

companions. Therefore it is recommended to keep company with righteous people and 

to stay away from transgressors. The author cites the verses: Q29¦ al-<Ankab]t. 49, 

Q31¦ Luqm[n. 15 and some Prophetic traditions.  

 

Chapter Six: This chapter consists of ten principles. It explains the need of the shaykh, 

purpose of different disciplines and their principles and importance in relation to the 

foundational rules in spiritual guidance.    

 

66- To avoid disintegration, one should fasten one‟s self to a principle which would 

be the source of all one‟s knowledge and action. Therefore following the guidance 

(iqtid[) of a shaykh is indispensable. The shaykh‟s obedience to the sunnah must be 
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established, and authority in gnosis is to be recognized. Zarr]q discusses the need for 

a shaykh and the difference of opinion among the later saints (fuqar[>) of Andalusia in 

this regard. He concludes that a shaykh is necessary in order to ascend, spiritually, to 

the level of one who can consult spiritual openings (fut]+[t) just as the Prophet 

consulted Waraqah when suddenly revelation began to come to him. This Prophetic 

example indicates the importance of consulting a guide, though the sunnah contains 

examples of both positions. 

67- The jurist evaluates a legal opinion on the basis of its principle. A matter is 

acceptable if it does not contradict any principle such as the fasting of seven days, the 

recitation of s]rah y[s\n near the dead body etc. The author gives the opinions of Ibn 

|ab\b and [al-Q[#\] Ibn al-<Arab\ in this regard.  

68- The traditionalist examines a legal opinion from the text of a tradition according 

to its status and transmission, namely whether that is a ~a+\+, +asan, #a<\f or maw#]<. 

The transmission of inauthentic +ad\th is forbidden according to al-Bil[l\ and upon the 

same grounds al-Nawaw\, Ibn <Abd al-Sal[m, al-^ar%]sh\, Ibn al-<Arab\ [al-M[lik\] 

and Ibn al-|[jj have forbidden the prayer of desire (~al[t al-ragh[>ib). 

69- The beatification of ethics comes through a continuous practice and @]fism deals 

with this subject particularly. The books of al-Sulam\ and Ris[lah of al-Qushayr\ are 

very important for improving one‟s ethics. However a shaykh is necessary for 

elaboration upon the vagueness of some of their writings. 

70- Piety and its different expressions are revealed in al-Q]t and al-I+y[>. Al-Q]t 

illustrates different forms of virtues which do not contradict the sunnah. However, 

there are many inauthentic and weak traditions in both of the above mentioned works, 

such as the traditions regarding the prayer of desire etc. 

71- Zarr]q reveals the method of research of philosophers and logicians. He advises 

us to use their method in the verification of texts but, he adds, one should not absorb 

himself completely in their discourse.  
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72- There are many ambiguities in understanding cosmological realities and the 

guidance of an expert is necessary for their deep understanding. Therefore it has been 

said: stay away from al-B]n\ and his likes and follow Khayr al-Nass[j and others like 

him. 

73- The aim of a theologian is to illuminate faith with conviction. The Sh[dhil\yah 

use this methodology in their spiritual training because this is the quickest way to 

achieve the objective. The author cites some sayings of Sh[dhil\ @]f\s to elaborate this 

point. 

74- The multiplicity of a basic principle creates the multiplicity of its practical 

applications. Zarr]q writes that every @]f\ order is based on many principles except 

the Sh[dhil\yah, which is founded on a single principle. Their single principle is the 

abandonment of self-direction in the face of God‟s decree. The author cites a saying 

of Ibn <A%[> All[h in this respect also. 

75- If there is a fundamental principle then its subdivision into principles and practical 

applications is useful in order recognize the nature and limitation of the principle. 

Therefore the diversity of al-Q]t and al-I+y[> is of benefit for those who have adopted 

the fundamental principle to examine the knowledge and practice that these books 

propose. Zarr]q cites the opinion of Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\ concerning these two 

books. 

Chapter Seven: This chapter consists of ten principles. It describes the classification 

of knowledge and its application and also explains the cautious behaviour required in 

doubtful matters.    

76- Knowledge is beneficial in all circumstance. The knowledge of @]fism can be 

divided into three forms: I- Knowledge of discourse and caution II- Knowledge of 

practices and servanthood III- Knowledge of revelation. Zarr]q explains these forms 

and cites the verses: Q16¦ al-Na+l. 125, Q59¦ al-|ashr 7, Q2¦ al-Baqarah. 282 and two 

Prophetic traditions and a saying of Ab] Sulaym[n al-D[r[n\.           

77- The Book and sunnah are the main source of all sciences. Some people extract 

knowledge from the external words of the text; they are *[hir\yah (literalist). Some 
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people analyse them by using different meaning and interpretation; they are jurists. 

Others go further to find out the essence of the external text and internal meaning after 

establishing the interpretations of jurists, and they are @]f\s. 

78- The author explains the classical division of sacred law into three forms: 

necessary (#ar]r\), needful (+[j\) and complementary (ta+s\n\). 

79- Knowledge of God‟s commandments is necessary for everyone before embarking 

upon practice. Therefore knowledge is compulsory for everyone according to his state 

and capacity. The author cites a +ad\th and a saying of al-Sh[fi<\ in this regard. 

80- Acquiring knowledge from its foundation is straightforward. The questions of a 

layman about practices should be answered clearly and briefly. A student asks for 

knowledge, and so he should be replied to in detail. If a questioner is a scholar then 

the matter should be explained comprehensively. The author elaborates this point with 

Prophetic traditions. 

81- Ambiguous and unclear thoughts cannot be acknowledged in the realm of faith 

whether these are the ideas of a @]f\ or a jurist because none of them is infallible. For 

instance the subject of God‟s sitting on the throne that has been described in the 

Ris[lah of Ibn Ab\ Zayd.  

82- A man should not claim knowledge of something that he does not possess. 

Similarly, rejection of knowledge of something without proper knowledge of it is 

unfair and biased. The author refers verse: Q17¦ al-Isr[>. 36 and a saying of               

al-|a#ram\. 

83- Excellence in religious states grants any one the right to do something above or 

beyond the law. The legal system is for every one and there is no exception on the 

basis of piety or devoutness. Therefore +ud]d laws were implemented in the time of 

the Prophet on the Companions. Al-Shibl\ gave his juridical opinion on the execution 

of al-|all[j as a warning for the sake of religion. The author cites a verse: Q24¦          

al-N]r. 2, and a +ad\th. 
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84- Knowledge of something does not permit someone to remain silent when he 

observes something which is certainly wrong. Homosexuality, adultery etc are clearly 

prohibited but killing, taking of money and the like that may be sanctioned in certain 

circumstances and hesitation is permitted only in cases of doubt. 

85- Hesitation and caution is desirable in doubtful cases, which can be distinguished 

from the situation when something good or bad is manifest. Therefore the 

denunciation of a Muslim on the basis of doubt is not valid as Ibn Fawrak has 

claimed. The author states that one should be cautious about passing judgement about 

heretics, Khaw[rij and a group of @]f\s such as Ibn F[ri#, Ibn A+l[, al-|[tim\ and 

others. He relates a story concerning al-Q]r\ and his words regarding Ibn al-<Arab\    

al-|[tim\. 

Chapter Eight: This chapter consists of ten principles. It describes the spirit of 

religion, recommends the moderate and balanced path in all matters and emphasizes 

on the restoration of order.  

86- Excellence in worship comes by observing its requirements and implementing the 

bounds that God has placed on man‟s freedom of action without carelessness and 

exaggeration. A seeker should not follow the reprehensible innovations and seek 

concession in religious matters (rukha~). Zarr]q states that the whisperings of the 

devil (waswasah) are innovation and can be removed with the remembrance of God 

and cites the verses: Q14¦ Ibr[h\m. 19, 20. 

87. The base of all goodness is attention to one‟s food and to one‟s company. A 

disciple must consider both these aspects and the sunnah is to seek guidance in this 

respect. 

88- The command to do something beyond one‟s capability is possible in theory but 

this is not what has been revealed in the sacred law. All believers are ordered to seek 

permissible earnings that are possible for everyone in all times. God does not hold us 

liable for what is in His knowledge but He does hold us liable for that which we know 

and from whence we know it. The I+y[> and the books of al-Suhraward\ detail this. 
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89- The preservation of order and public good is indispensable. Therefore the 

community has agreed that it is prohibited to revolt against the im[m  according to 

consensus. Similarly jih[d under the leadership of a am\r is obligatory even though he 

may not be pious. The author relates four Prophetic traditions to prove his stance.  

90- The worship of God demands performance of all obligatory duties according to 

the sacred law, whether these are commandments (<az\mah) or legal dispensations 

(rukha~). There is no preference of commandments over legal dispensations because 

both are the orders of God; however, a disciple should avoid interpretation and taking 

concessions which go against scrupulous piety. 

91- A disciple should aim to accord with to the Truth and it is good if someone‟s 

inner desires are also compatible with the Truth. The author relates the saying of 

<Umar b. <Abd al-<Az\z: “If the Truth is according to one‟s desire, this is just honey 

blended with butter.” 

92- Reward is on the basis of submission to God and not upon the basis of hardships 

caused by this submission. Therefore faith, remembrance of God, and recitation are 

greater than any physical actions, even though the latter are more demanding. Zarr]q 

interprets and explains a Prophetic tradition that apparently contradicts his position.  

93- Excess is prohibited in acts of religious devotion and moderation is recommended 

in all actions and in all circumstances. Zarr]q defines moderation (al-tawassu%) and 

cites the verses: Q25¦ al-Furq[n. 67, Q17¦ al-Isr[>. 110 and some Prophetic traditions 

to support his view. 

94- Constituting a rule that is not in the sacred law is a kind of innovation in religion 

particularly if it is contradicted by the shar\<ah. An example would be deciding to fast 

for one day because of missed prayers at night.  

95- The removal of something from its place causes the introduction of its opposite in 

its place. Therefore a disciple is advised to recite many prayers at the beginning for 

the purification of his heart and when his heart becomes free from egocentric desires, 

he is advised to concentrate on a single invocation. 
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Chapter Nine: This chapter consists of eleven principles. It describes the significance 

of invocations and illustrates the permissible and prohibited matters with their 

justification and rationale.     

96- If someone has a natural inclination towards acquiring knowledge he learns very 

fast. It has been said that if a child is taught according to his inclinations he becomes 

an expert in a discipline. A novice should be allocated invocations and practices 

according to his natural disposition and God‟s aid will be given in accordance with 

the intention of the servant. The author cites a +ad\th in this regard. 

97- It is easy to acquire a thing through repetition. A novice should continuously 

perform particular invocations until he attains the intended result otherwise he is like 

a well digger who does not concentrate on digging in one place, but digs a little over a 

large area. Repetition is the means, and not the end of spiritual practice. 

 98- The durability (daw[m) of something is based on the durability of its sources and 

any reward is according to intention. The God‟s Lordship is eternal and His 

commandment for creation is also eternal.  

99- The final outcome of something will be in accordance with its possible benefits. 

Excessively seeking worldly benefits is dangerous because it leads to activities devoid 

of spirituality such as treasure-hunting, alchemy and the like. These kinds of activities 

are due to a lack of faith, intelligence and ethics.          

100- The preservation of a system is necessary, and therefore, all acts contrary to the 

system are condemned. For example knowing alchemy, numerology and astrology for 

a wage are harmful, since all of these elements are opposed the wisdom of the 

intellect. 

101- Upholding the outer form of wisdom is necessary as an element of surrender to 

God‟s power. A man must ascertain the wisdom of religion according to his own 

situation - without looking at the state of others. The Prophet approved the people of 

~uffah being aloof from worldly matters, but at the same time he ordered |ak\m b. 

|uz[m to seek a means of living. The author relates a saying of al-Khaww[~ to this 

effect. 
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102- If there is equal benefit in performing a thing or not performing it, then leaving it 

is better than performing it. For example in an uncertainty between silence and 

speech; it is better to be silent. However, there must be a reason for the preference in 

each case. 

103- The status of a thing that is appreciated or condemned for some reason other than 

its inner qualities, could be reversed through a cause that demands a different ruling. 

For example, leadership is praised for establishing order, and condemned because it 

leads to arrogance and takes one away from truth, and so on. The author elaborates on 

this point with different examples recommending moderation.  

104- At times a forbidden matter is permissible for the greater good such as lying to 

establish peace between people. 

105- The process of seeking good and leaving evil needs a continuous effort. 

Therefore it has been said that desisting from sins is easier than asking for repentance. 

The author cites the saying of al-Mu+[sib\ which explains the nature of repentance.  

106- God‟s generosity is so great that no one‟s sin is above His forgiveness. Similarly, 

His majesty is such that He may punish any sinner. Therefore everyone should be 

conscious of both of these attributes of God at all times. 

Chapter Ten: This chapter consists of nine principles. It explains the special 

characteristics of words and their effects, the significance of litanies and the 

importance of the spiritual retreat and purification of the heart.  

107- The existence of particular qualities in the words, deeds and characters are 

confirmed. Invocations have the attribute of saving their invoker from the punishment 

of God. Liquids and solid have properties that are unique to them. Zarr]q writes: I 

have seen the people who were invoking through blasphemous words/formulaes. 

108- The shar\<ah permits all invocations which have clear meanings though their 

chain of transmission is weak. The words of the supplications of a pious man have 

their unique effects. Litanies of al-Sh[dhil\ and al-Nawaw\ have special benefits but 
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one should refrain from the litanies of Ibn Sab<\n because of their ambiguities. The 

author cites many Prophetic traditions on this topic. 

109- Whatever is advised for the sake of education must be restricted to those 

particular words without addition or subtraction. Therefore if there are certain 

numbers mentioned for an invocation then it should be limited to that number only. 

The author states the opinion of [al-Q[#\] Ibn al-<Arab\ in this respect. 

110- It is the responsibility of a man that he should not exaggerate in the obligatory 

commandments and not commit prohibited actions and not neglect recommended 

matters. Furthermore, he should understand the reason of the prohibition. The author 

relates some Prophetic traditions and practices of the companions. 

111- Purification of the heart is demanded for worship and gnosis. Asceticism is 

obligatory because a small quantity of something is preferable over a large amount 

which leads towards the negligence. A man should avoid all those people who are 

immature in age, intelligence and religion, and the companionship of pious people is 

recommended.  

112- Spiritual solitude is different from mere isolation and it is a kind of i<tiq[f 

(seclusion) that is not restricted to the mosque. The period recommended for solitude 

varies from ten days to forty days according to the different Prophetic traditions. The 

purpose of this solitude is purification of heart and a shyakh is necessary for guidance 

through it.   

113- Worship, gnosis and asceticism are different forms of piety and all are 

interrelated with each other. Based upon which of these elements dominates, one is 

known as a worshipper, a gnostic or an ascetic. 

114- Consistent performance of obligatory acts leads to the proximity of God and 

invocation is the best way to reach Him as He said: “Remember Me; I remember 

you.” (Q2¦ al-Baqrah. 152) and this is the greatest miracle and pre-eminence. The 

author cites the verses: Q33¦ al-A+z[b. 41, Q3¦ {l-<Imr[n.191, Q2¦ al-Baqarah. 200 
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and some Prophetic traditions and a saying of al-|a#ram\ to elaborate the significance 

of invocation and prayers upon the Prophet.  

115- The light of invocation burns the attributes of man and stimulates luminosity in 

the heart. Therefore, the prayers upon the Prophet with invocations are recommended, 

because prayers upon the Prophet are like water that strengthen the spirit and smother 

the fire of the ego. 

Chapter Eleven: This chapter consists of ten principles. It states the importance of 

personal prayers and invocation, the validity of its performance both out loud and 

silently; in isolation and in assembly; as well as outlining its different methods and 

their conditions.  

116- Zarr]q elaborates the importance of personal prayer. He evaluates its underlying 

wisdom alongside a discussion of belief in the pre-determination of destiny. He 

concludes that personal prayer is a kind of worship that is commanded by God, 

relating the following verses: Q2¦ al-Baqarah. 286 and Q3¦ {l-<Imr[n. 194. 

117- Personal prayers and invocation are both equal acts of worship and each one can 

substitute the other. The author relates a Prophetic tradition and states the pre-

eminence of invocation.  

118- A ruling which is for a general case does not apply to a particular case. An 

argument is necessary for the imposition of a specific upon a particular case. The 

matter of assembling for invocations and performance of personal prayer loudly falls 

under this observation. Zarr]q describes its validity with reference to some Prophetic 

traditions.  

119- Affirmation of a ruling for a particular case does not generalise it because the 

basic principle is prohibition until evidence for validity is adduced/put forward. The 

author elaborates the validity of assembling for invocation, personal prayers and 

recitation by citing some Prophetic traditions and sayings of Ab] Is+[q al-Sh[%ib\ and 

al-Nawaw\. 
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120- The excellence of something is not evidence for its superiority. Assembling for 

invocation, personal prayers and recitation is recommended by the sunnah but the 

Prophet joined the circle of scholars and preferred them over a gathering of 

invocation, because of its greater benefit.  

121- The era and context plays an important role in the formulation of legal rulings. 

Some acceptable acts are declared as prohibited or reprehensible because of 

contextual consideration for example, assembling for invocation and personal prayers 

should be forbidden in this (Zarr]q‟s) time, like the later prohibition of female 

attendance at mosques. Zarr]q states that assembling for invocation is to be prohibited 

either on the basis of the elimination of means (to wrong doing) or the rejection of 

reprehensible innovation. 

122- If the validity of something is conditional, then all of its conditions must be 

observed. The author states that there are three conditions in assembling for 

invocation. I- Free time after the performance of obligations II- Absence of prohibited 

or reprehensible acts III- Observing the etiquettes of invocation. 

123- Natural inclination towards any religious activity is laudable/praiseworthy 

lawful. The author states that usage of invocation for worldly purposes for instance 

recitation of s]rah al-w[qi<ah to combat poverty is lawful. There is blessing in the 

remembrance of God, which leads ultimately towards the love of God. Al-B]n\ and 

the like hold the same opinion about the invocation of the various names of God and 

their respective merits. Otherwise, according to the basic principle, one should not 

make the invocation for worldly achievements. 

124- There is a particular merit in the meanings of every word and invocation that 

requires a special method of performance; and its secret lies in the number of its 

prescribed repetitions and its benefit is according to the spiritual states of the invoker. 

Zarr]q cites the sayings of Ibn al-Bann[> and «Mu+yy D\n Ibn al-<Arab\» al-|[tim\ 

and criticises the excessive indulgence of peoples in numerology and cosmology.  
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125- The author writes that the particular numbers of invocations are relevant and 

rosary beads are useful in the performance of invocation. He relates some Prophetic 

tradition to explain this point.  

Chapter Twelve: This chapter consists of eighteen principles. It examines the validity 

of @]f\ audition, poetry and ecstasy, seeking blessing from objects and articles 

belonging to righteous people.   

126- Whatever is allowed for a reason, or a specific or common cause is not be 

generalized in all cases. Therefore the deduction of the permissibility of audition from 

singing at celebrations is invalid. The author relates a saying of al-F[kih[n\ and writes 

the legal status of audition is to be evaluated according to the rule the things before 

the law.”  

127- There are three opinions about the things before the Law: caution, permission 

and prohibition. Audition is to be examined under this law and @]f\s like the jurists 

have three different opinions on the matter. The author relates the sayings of Ab] 

Is+[q al-Sh[%ib\, al-Maqdis\, @[li+ b. A+mad b. |anbal, Ibn Musayyib, M[lik,           

al-<Anbar\, Ibr[h\m b. Sa<d and al-^ar%]sh\.  

128- It is a reprehensible innovation to believe that a certain act will lead to the 

proximity of God, where in fact it does not do so. No one recommends audition, and 

those who validate it, do so only on the basis of necessity. Therefore this condition 

should be observed otherwise the act is prohibited. 

129- Audition is of benefit only for those who are truly involved and it aids their 

realization (illumination), but this is not the case of most people that attend such 

gathering; they listen only for their own pleasure.  

130- A man is benefited only when he is attentive in all spiritual states. A gnostic thus 

receives benefit in all states.  

131- Al-Sh[fi<\ said: “The beauty in poetry is truly beautiful, and its vileness is truly 

vile.” The author states that intention is indispensable as well as who the listener is 

and what is being recited. The author relates a saying of al-Kharr[z.  
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132- The author states that if a gnostic confesses to a deficiency in his knowledge then 

his statements should be accepted, because he is nonetheless truthful.   

133- The prohibition of something due to a particular obstruction or with justification 

does not eliminate its principle ruling (of validity). The leading later @]f\s and 

majority of jurists believe in the prohibition of audition because of the context of 

innovations and heresies. Some people reject it because a ruling of illegality is 

effectively an elimination of all means for an act. The author relates the saying of      

«Mu+yy D\n Ibn al-<Arab\» al-|[tim\, al-Sh[dhil\ and al-Junayd. 

134- A thing which is allowed on the grounds of necessity is restricted within the 

bounds and all of its conditions are to be taken into account. Zarr]q notes three 

conditions to be observed in audition. 

135- It is easy to benefit from those acts which are harmonious with one‟s natural 

inclinations. Stories and poetry attract people and refers to esoteric realities. However 

there are three conditions for their validity. The author goes on to state these 

conditions in the next principle.  

136- If an act is permissible by a set of conditions, then these conditions must be 

fulfilled for its legitimacy. The author describes three conditions of audition:              

I- Consideration of companions, time and place II- Free time after performance of 

religious obligations III- Sincerity.  

137- Poetry, admiration and allusion are signs of distance from the contemplation of 

God. In the presence of the Divine Majesty, the soul cannot maintain affirmation of 

itself. Therefore the leading @]f\s such as al-Junayd, <Abd al-Q[dir, al-Sh[dhil\ 

produced very little poetic work.  

138- Punishment and reward are given according to their categories. The author 

relates the verses: Q6¦ al-An<[m. 138, 139, Q78¦ al-Nab[>. 26 and a +ad\th and some 

events of Y]suf b. al-|usayn and Ibn al-Jall[>.  

139- Preservation of consciousness/sobriety is obligatory as is the preservation of 

wealth and dignity. It has been said that audition is prohibited for a man who knows 
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that his consciousness will be dominated by audition. The author states the stance of   

al-|a#ram\ on audition. 

140- A person in rapture and ecstasy (al-w[jid) is excused because he is in a state 

where he cannot contain himself. The ruling concerning insane persons are to be 

applied him in this state and the validity of emulation of his actions is to be 

abandoned. The author relates the ecstatic actions of al-N]r\, Ab] |amzah and Shibl\.  

141- Zarr]q explains the value and reality of the allusions which a man perceives 

during his ecstasy must be considered from the point of view of one possessing 

complete realisation, otherwise it is preferable for a man of faith to follow a safer 

method. 

 

142- The imitation of @]f\s in their actions and practices is permissible such as 

wearing the patched frock, carrying prayer beads, a staff and a prayer mat and dying 

one‟s hair. However it is prohibited for a man whose aim is trickery and deceit. The 

author relates some Prophetic traditions and @]f\ anecdotes. 

 

143- The miracles of the pious men are evidence for their sincerity. It is permissible to 

seek the blessing of righteous people whose miracles have manifested. This is the 

tradition followed by the great authorities of the religion.  

 

Chapter Thirteen: This chapter consists of twenty four principles. It explains mainly 

on two topics: 1- @]f\ rituals and their legal status such as the donning of the patched 

frock, using rosary beads, initiation, visiting graves seeking grace etc. 2- Theological 

debates such as miracles, intersection, intuition, discernment in affair and emulation 

of the pious etc.      

144- Facial expressions and conversation are very important to understand a man. The 

inner self of a person is recognized from his outward state because what is in the heart 

reflects on the face. Zarr[q relates verses: Q48¦ al-Fat+. 29, Q47¦ Mu+ammad. 30 and 

states that the understanding of a man is by three things: his words, behaviour, and 

nature, when he is angered.       
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145- Every region has its divergent manifestation of good and bad. A sign of pious 

man is that he stays away from the bad qualities of his region. Zarr]q describes the 

good and bad qualities of the people of Maghrib, Andalusia, Mashriq, Persia, Najd, 

Medina, Egypt, and Afr\q\ah. He relates the verses: Q59¦ al-|ashr. 9, Q18¦ al-Kahf. 

86 and some Prophetic traditions.     

 

146- A general rule is not implemented in specific cases. Good people will exist 

everywhere and for all times. 

 

147- Infallibility is only for the Prophets. The character of a man is examined on the 

basis of predominant aspects of goodness in his states. The author relates the saying 

of al-Junayd and Ibn <A%[> All[h about the issue of whether a gnostic can commit 

adultery.       

 

148- Supernatural events are to be examined on the basis of the character of their 

originator. If his religiosity is sound then it is a miracle; otherwise it is trickery or 

magic. Describing different cases, the author states that the matter of M]s[ and Khi#r 

is a basic principle in this subject. 

 

149- Particular events are not receptive to general principles. It is commanded not to 

pass a judgement on the matter about which one has no knowledge. The author states 

the status of Khi#r and writes that the shar\<ah of Mu+ammad abrogated the earlier 

rules however some of their rules are affirmed. 

 

150- The excellence of something does not require its superiority/preference over 

another; otherwise, one has to confess the pre-eminence of Ibl\s on the common 

people on the basis of his extraordinary qualities. Therefore emulation is not valid 

except for a person whose knowledge and religiosity has been established. 

 

151- The evaluation of times and peoples, not on the grounds of sacred law, is of the 

pre-Islamic traditions/practices. The non-believers raised the objection of why the 

Qur>[n was not sent down to a man of greater tribal nobility of the two cities. 
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Actually prophethood is a special blessing, as is sainthood. The author relates the 

verses Q43¦ al-Zukhruf. 23, 31, 32.  

 

152- The greatness of a man is perceived from his standing with God. It is significant 

to respect all those who have a relationship with God until they violate a clear ruling 

of sacred law.  

 

153- Righteousness is based on the relationship with God and it requires consistency 

in all circumstances and afflictions. All great people were afflicted with different 

adversities and they persistently desired the pleasure of God. The author relates many 

events of the Companions and their followers.                 

 

154- Tranquillity is a state of peace of mind in all alarming and terrible circumstances. 

The people of highest rank are in this state at all times. 

 

155- Nobody can intercede before God except with His permission. It has been 

ordered to find out the means of reaching Him. It has been said that these means are 

the belief in God, or obedience to the Prophet of God, or the good deeds of a man. 

The author relates some Prophetic traditions to prove the validity of intercession. 

 

156- The author describes the importance of the patched frock, prayer beads, the oath 

and the handshake. He relates a Prophetic tradition to prove the validity of these 

rituals.  

 

157- Any action is valid which has sound and clear authority from tradition such as 

visiting graveyards. The author elaborates the validity of this subject by citing the 

saying of al-Ghaz[l\, al-Sh[fi<\ and al-Q]r\. He also emphasizes the observation of 

proper conduct during these visits. 

 

158- The argument which is based on probability leads to definite certitude, but it 

does not necessarily apply in all circumstances. For instance a man who acts upon the 

Islamic teachings is considered a Muslim but no one can say anything about his inner 
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faith with certainty. The author gives many examples from the Prophetic tradition in 

this regard. 

 

159- Discernment in sacred law is a light of faith, placed by God in the heart, and a 

man who possesses it can identify and evaluate matter correctly and discern the inner 

states of people. It can be achieved by purification of heart. The author relates the 

events which describe the discernment of the Companions. 

 

160- Ideas are not acceptable if their originator has a disturbance of the mind, but if he 

utters a statement about a spiritual reality then it may be accepted. The author relates 

some examples and the saying of <Abd al-Q[dir: “There are wise and insane servants 

and the wise are better than the insane.” 

 

161- God helps the servant in his inability to manage his interests; and love of the 

people is attained by staying away from what belongs to them. Therefore laymen 

prefer the ascetics over the scholars and gnostics. The author relates a +ad\th in this 

regard.  

 

162- The tongues of people are the pens of the Truth. A man who acts upon the 

obligatory actions accurately and praises God, He grants him general acceptance 

amongst people. The author relates a +ad\th to prove this notion. 

 

163-The respect of religion for the pleasure of God is the intention of a true seeker, 

and purification of intention is essential otherwise there is an abuse of religion. The 

author explains this point by citing a saying of al-Junayd.  

164- Leaving an obligatory act due to the praise or criticism of people is in fact 

departing the Truth for them and this is condemnable. One should not criticise or 

appreciate anyone except if God does so. 

 

165- Manifestation of miracles and keeping them secret is assessed according to its 

principle and practical application. Some people manifest miracles while others keep 
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them secret. Such is the behaviour of Ab] al-<Abb[s in manifestation and Ibn Ab\ 

Jamrah in keeping them secret, and this is clearly observed. 

 

166- Understanding of the commandment to combat the lower self is very important. 

A man who knows the arrogance of the self but persistently follows its commands 

remains distantly from the path to truth. Thinking well about the people is a positive 

idea that leads to goodness. 

 

167- The blessing of God is the purification of the hearts of His saints. They have to 

interact with other people to carry out their needs. Therefore, at the beginning of the 

spiritual path a saint is given what he desires, but not at the end when his heart is 

completely preoccupied by God and he desires nothing other than what his Lord 

desires for him. The author relates the saying of Ab] Madyan to this effect. 

 

Chapter Fourteen: This chapter consists of twenty four principles. It describes 

different ethical and moral aspects and defines ethical terminologies such as good and 

bad, generosity and avarice, envy and goodwill, anger and tranquillity, and how to 

nullify bad moral and acquire good morals.  

 

168- The uniqueness of God is perfect and perfection comes only through His 

blessing. Because no one is perfect except Him and imperfection is in the origin, the 

perfection is supplementary. The author states a saying of al-Junayd in this regard. 

 

169- Poverty and wealth are two existing features. The second feature is from the 

qualities of God. Therefore this is preferable. The author states it is a matter of the 

wealthy being grateful and the poor being patient and the Prophet chose both ways. 

 

170- If a man is in the state of affluence and prosperity with God (al-ghin[ bi-All[h) 

then he manifests many miracles like <Abd al-Q[dir, Ab] Ya<z[> and later 

Sh[dhil\yah and if he is in the state of poverty with God then his tongue becomes dull 

and he is only engaged in asceticism. There is a group of people who are in different 

stations above them and they are more perfect. 
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171- In reality, man is not the owner of worldly things, he is just a manager. Therefore 

both parsimony and extravagance are forbidden. Moderation is the best way to follow. 

Zarr]q relates some Prophetic traditions and sayings of Ab] al-<Abb[s      al-|a#ram\, 

Ab] Madyan and <Abd al-Q[dir.  

 

172- Renunciation is passive behaviour towards something in a way that its existence 

or extinction does not affect one‟s heart. Al-Sh[dhil\ says: I saw Ab] Bakr al-@idd\q 

in dream and he said: “The sign of the love of this world leaving the heart is to spend 

when one is in possession (of wealth) and to feel tranquil at the separation (from 

wealth).”   

 

173- Whatever is condemned for a reason that is not linked to its fundamental nature 

may be praised for the same reason; examples here include wealth, status and 

leadership. The condemnation and praise of these things are based on their 

consequences and not on their essence. The author relates many Prophetic traditions 

to reinforce this point. 

 

174- Declaring the permissibility of a prohibited thing to avert a merely reprehensible 

matter is not valid. The author elaborates this principle with some examples and says 

that the @]f\ is not concerned with praising people for one reason or another. 

 

175- Complete intention of heart towards God is required in all states. Therefore 

negation of ostentation, arrogance and greediness is obligatory to attain sincerity, 

gratitude and trust in God. The author relates the sayings of Sahl and Ab] al-<Abb[s 

al-Murs\. 

 

176- Hindrances are not harmful to the seekers if they possess true intention. One 

should not leave or abandon a recommended thing for fear of ostentation. Al-Fu#ayl 

said: “Actions for people is shirk and leaving actions for people is ostentation.” The 

author relates a +ad\th and the sayings of M[lik and Sufy[n. 
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177- It is necessary to establish the arguments to nullify the aspirations of the ego and 

doubts. Waswasah is from Satan and one should keep one‟s attention away from it. 

The author elaborates its method by citing Prophetic traditions and a saying of 

Sufy[n. 

 

178- After gaining the realization the states of sincerity, disclosure or concealment of 

actions do not come into effect, but before this stage one must fear ostentation and be 

vigilant in this respect. 

 

179- The author defines deceit (al-mad[hinah), courtesy (al-mad[rah) and 

differentiates between gift and bribery. He says that these four things are difficult to 

discern in some cases. One should be very careful about them.  

 

180- The author defines moral character (khulq) as a state of being from which 

manners/habits flow easily and it manifests itself in opposites such as rapacity and 

generosity.  

 

181- The ethics of the self are not to be examined by external accidents, except from 

whence they indicate these internal characteristics. For example rapacity is a burden 

while generosity is a pleasure at the time of giving. These are states of mind and it is 

not necessary that a generous man gives something to be generous. The author also 

discusses modesty and arrogance. 

 

182- Moral characters are examined by the intention in their performance. Greed is 

reprehensible, however if one is greedy to seek the trust of God then it is 

praiseworthy. 

 

183- The envy is referred back to stiffness of the inner self and the intention of the 

envious is to ruin all that another person has. The author states the different kinds of 

envious people and their purposes.  
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184- Zarr]q relates the verses: Q41¦ Fu~ilat 34, 36, Q7¦ al-A<r[f. 199, Q25¦ al-Furq[n. 

63, and Q28¦ al-Qi~a~. 55 and elaborates that one should repulse evil with a graceful 

manner.  

 

185- The implementation of penalties and holy battles is to maintain order and it is an 

act of mercy for both parties if it is for the sake of spreading the word of God and 

establishing order and spreading faith.  

 

186- Anger is an ignition in the heart. A disciple must observe careful behaviour in 

this state. In particular, it is recommended to forgive the enemy when one has the 

upper hand over him. The author relates the verses: Q42¦ al-Sh]r[. 39, 40; and 

Prophetic traditions.  

 

187- Invalidation of bad morals by purposely doing their opposites is the wisdom of 

religion. The author cites the verse: Q41¦ Fu~ilat. 34 and some Prophetic traditions for 

elaboration. 

 

188- Tranquility (al-<[f\yah) is a state of peace and calmness whether for a specific 

reason or not. If it is from the grace of God then it is perfect tranquilly otherwise it is 

its opposite, that is, a tribulation. Tranquility is set according to the spiritual state of 

the individual. The author also cites a saying of Ibn <Ar\f.    

 

189- Zarr]q relates the verse: Q20¦ ^aha. 130 and a Prophetic tradition to explain the 

matter that one should be patient (s[bir) in suffering.  

 

190- The perfection of some thing is to be sought and evaluated from its origin. In the 

early days of Islam, Muslims had to face many hardships such as exile and other 

adversities. Thus everyone who desires perfection has to face difficulties. 

 

191- High morals are to be acquired by the elimination of their opposites and it can be 

sought through consistent training. The author relates a +ad\th from Ab] Nu<aym.      
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Chapter Fifteen: This chapter consists of thirteen principles. It describes different @]f\ 

states and stations, subjective thoughts and their sources and significance of @]f\ 

anecdotes and symbolism.    

 

192- Admitting one‟s faults and the blessings of God without following all that entails 

from them is a great hindrance to attaining realization. The purpose of both 

acknowledgements ought to be realization of deficiencies and extending gratitude to 

God.  

 

193- The advantage of examining the faults of the ego, and perceiving the intricacies 

of one‟s states, is to understand one‟s imperfection and become humble with God. 

However it is beyond one‟s capability to eradicate all their deficiencies. 

 

194- Understanding subjective thoughts is significant for the men of contemplation to 

negate disruptions of the heart. There are four kinds of subjective thoughts: divine 

(rabb[n\), psychic (nafs[n\), angelic (malak\), and satanic (shay%[n\). The author 

defines the subjective thoughts (khaw[%ir) and their implications. 

 

195- Stories and anecdotes have a great impact on the listener. The verse: Q11¦ H]d. 

120 reveals the importance of the stories of the apostles. Similarly poetry has strong 

effects but usually it strengthens the ego. Therefore the pious ancestors used it only in 

times of need such as in battles, and the like. 

 

196- A man who affirms his own excellence and denies the qualities in others is in 

fact degrading his own qualities. Everyone who claims the higher state is degraded to 

the lower state. A man should be careful in this realm.  

 

197- The author states that it is necessary to be cautious about the transmission of 

information otherwise its words may be forged, and if someone is transmitting the 

meaning of a reference then he should be even more cautious because he is 

transmitting the comprehension of that reference. 
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198- Correct usage of a word is necessary to find out the correct meaning of the word 

and understanding its correct meaning is necessary to express its true spirit, otherwise 

in the first instance the speaker himself may have been misguided, and in the second 

he may misguide someone else. 

 

199- Zarr]q describes the wisdom of the usage of symbolism and the disjoined letters 

(muqa%%a<[t). Symbols are used to convey a comprehensive meaning in a few letters or 

words and the like. Zarr]q cites and explains the saying of al-Sh[dhil\ about q[f and 

j\m. 

 

200- The evidence of knowledge is through itself and it can be examined by its 

acceptance and refutation. Similarly spiritual experience can be evaluated through the 

affirmation and denunciation of one‟s spiritual states.   

 

201- There is no fixed rule except what is from God. The religious scholars examine 

acts and determine their legal position. They classify the acts into obligatory, invalid, 

recommended, reprehensible and acceptable. Thus it is obligatory to follow their 

principles without deviation from the Truth.  

 

202- The responsibilities are according to the states of a man. The fundamental rule of 

@]fism is following what is best. The observation of sunnah and piety is obligatory 

for everyone in all states.      

 

203- The @]f\ worldview endorses everything which attaches the heart to its Lord. 

Therefore when al-Junayd was asked about the audition he replied: “Everything that 

leads a servant to his Lord is recommended.” The author states this condition must be 

observed in the audition.    

 

204- Worship is nothing but luminosity and union while disobedience is entirely 

obscurity and deviation and there is an area of confusion between the two (worship 

and disobedient). One should stay away from doubts and obscurities. Zarr]q gives 

some examples for elaboration.  
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Chapter Sixteen: This chapter consists of ten principles. It explains the criticism of 

@]f\ rituals, practices, ecstatic remarks (sha%a+[t) and their analysis.    

 

205- Seeking realization with sincerity leads generally to a relaxation in outward 

worship without neglecting obligatory acts and the avoidance what is prohibited. 

Since many @]f\s commit errors in this regard. They must observe the fundamentals 

of the sacred law to get rid of doubts and criticism. 

 

206- Seeking realization is perilous for the greater order. Therefore some @]f\s 

engaged in reprehensible practices and uttered ecstatic remarks (sha%a+[t). It is 

important to follow strictly the teachings of the Book and sunnah. The author relates 

the saying of Ab] Sulaym[n al-D[r[n\. 

 

207- A @]f\ overlooks the commandment related to the human conduct during his 

spiritual states and engages in prohibited practices and utters ecstatic remarks. 

Therefore, it is necessary to keep the company of a pious jurist for advice and 

guidance. 

 

208- Because of the strangeness and subtle realities, there are many pretenders on this 

Path. Therefore religious scholars advise to stay away from this path. The author 

relates a saying of Ibn al-<Arab\ in this respect.       

 

209- @]fism is not valid without jurisprudence and a jurist @]f\ is in a perfect state in 

contrast to the opposite. The author cites a Prophetic tradition to elaborate this idea.  

 

210- Refutation averts the acceptance of a refuted act and affirmation is the key to the 

act which is affirmed. The blessing of God is not limited to any time and space.  

 

211- A thing is rejected on the basis of independent judgement, or to block the means 

to it, or because of a lack of understanding, or due to ignorance or obstinacy. All these 
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ways of criticism are a reference to the reality except the last one. Zarr]q states that 

the criticism of Ab] |ayy[n and Ibn al-Jawz\ is to block the means.  

 

212- Explicating the deficiencies of someone to them in confidence is advice, but 

propagating it publicly is scandal. No Muslim has any right to humiliate or disgrace 

any Muslim. The author relates two Prophetic traditions. 

 

213- The preservation of religion is preferred over the preservation of supplementary 

elements. Therefore criticism in the matter of transmission and related to the 

community affairs is recommended. The criticism of Ibn Jawz\ of @]fism is also in 

this regard but he exceeded the limits. Therefore, the men of the path repudiated him, 

otherwise his book is beneficial. 

 

214- Zarr]q mentions some @]f\s and their books and advises to refrain from them 

such as the books of Ibn al-Jawz\, fut]+[t of «Mu+yy D\n Ibn al-<Arab\» al-|[tim\, 

books of Ibn Sab<\n, Ibn al-F[ri#, Ibn A+l[, Ibn Dh] Sik\n, al-<Af\f al-Tilims[n\, and 

the like. 

Chapter Seventeen: This chapter consists of nineteen principles. It evaluates and 

examines the nature of the criticisms against @]fism and suggests self-analysis, piety 

and performance of litanies regularly.  

 

215- Zarr]q states five reasons for the repudiation of @]f\s: I- The indulgence of some 

@]f\s in special dispensation and their misbehaviour. II- Sensitivity of the observer 

III- Existence of false pretenders IV- Fear of misguidance of laymen V- Desire of 

some @]f\s for acclaim. He states every one of the above mentioned categories are 

rewarded or excused except the last one.  

 

216- Everything has a strong affiliation with what it belongs to. Therefore the 

remembrance of a pious man is long-lasting in contrast to a jurist because the jurist 

lives with his knowledge and comprehension whereas the pious man lives with God 

and how can one die who has a strong affiliation to an immortal Lord. 
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217- The books that have been written to renounce @]f\ doctrine and their teachings 

are valuable because they caution against the mistakes and errors of @]fism. The 

author states three conditions to benefit from these books.  

 

218- The claim of a claimant is evaluated by the result of his claim. If the result 

matches his claims then he is truthful, otherwise he is a liar. The author describes the 

different spiritual states and their results to evaluate the claims of individuals, such as 

repentance without piety being void and so on.  

 

219- The author defines fear (khash\yah), fright (khawf), hope (raj[>) love (+ubb) and 

states these are the motivators to action. He relates two Prophetic traditions and writes 

that lover is not happy to disobey his beloved. Therefore if anyone commits an error 

he should hurry to repentance and regret. 

 

220- Realization is achieved by the blessing of God. Every aspect of the shar\<ah is 

also an esoteric reality, but not vice versa. Therefore one should follow the sunnah 

entirely and be content with the judgement of God.  

 

221- Negligence in self-examination yields consistency in error. Therefore self-

examination is compulsory for rectification of errors. The author relates verse: Q2¦    

al-Baqarah. 245 and a saying of al-Junayd.  

 

222- The recitation of litanies is necessary for every true disciple. If he could not 

perform them in time due to some reason, he should carry them out later consistently 

without insincere exaggeration therein.  

 

223- The perception and realization of things is the sign of life and a dead man does 

not realize anything. Similarly a live heart becomes happy by doing virtuous acts, and 

gloomy by committing sins. One should seek knowledge of the shar\<ah. The 

Messenger is the leader. Any shaykh who is not well-established in the sunnah is not 

one to be followed even if he has performed thousands upon thousands of miracles.  
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224- Veneration is determined by what God has venerated and its denigration 

sometimes leads to blasphemy. Therefore it is wrong to say: “We do not worship Him 

out of fear of hell or the desire of paradise.” The believers are commanded to ask for 

paradise and seek refuge in Him from hell-fire. Thus this kind of opinion on the basis 

of humiliation or denigration is not correct, however, worshipping God only to seek 

his pleasure is appreciated. Zarr]q relates the verse: Q76¦ al-Ins[n. 9 and three 

Prophetic traditions to endorse this point. 

Epilogue (kh[timah):   

Zarr]q relates the advice of his Shaykh Ab] al-<Abb[s al-|a#ram\ that a novice must 

follow the Book and sunnah in his deeds and in all three dimensions regarding the 

divine, personal and human interaction. He elaborates upon these and advises the 

renunciation of reprehensible innovations, legal dispensations, doubts, and usage of 

esoteric knowledge for worldly benefits. He emphasizes self-examination and the 

purification of the heart for the validity of acts. He recommends the books of Ibn 

<A%[> All[h for esoteric knowledge, particularly his book al-Tanw\r and the books of 

Ibn Ab\ Jamrah and al-Madkhal of Ibn al-|[jj for exoteric knowledge. He relates 

some Prophetic traditions and in the end he prays for the grant of success and invokes 

blessings upon the Prophet and his family.  
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Appendices  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix: 1: Notes and Explanations Mentioned in the Text   

  

1- Zarr]q learned from many eminent teachers of his time. Some of them are as 

follows: 

1- <Abd All[h b. Mu+ammad b. Q[sim al-Q]r\ (d. 872¦1467) 2- Mu+ammad b. <Al\ 

al-Bas%\ al-Qal~[d\ (d. 891¦1486) 3- <Abd All[h al-Maj[s\ 4-<Abd All[h al-Tuj\b\     

(al-Ust[d al-@ughayr) (d. 887¦1482) 5- <Abd All[h al-Fakhkh[r 6- <Abd Ra+m[n       

al-Q]r\ 7- Ab] S[lam Ibr[h\m al-T[z\ (d. 886¦1461-62), 8- Ab] <Abd All[h 

Mu+ammad al-Mishidhdh[l\ (d. 886¦1461-62), 9- <Abd al-Ra+m[n al-Tha<[lib\        

(d. 873¦1468), 10-  Mu+ammad b. al-|usayn (al-Sarr[j al-@agh\r) (d. 887¦1482), 11- 

A+mad b. Sa<\d al-|abb[k (d. 870¦1465-66), 12- Mu+ammad b. al-Q[sim al-Ra~~[< 

(d. after 890¦1485) 13- Umm |[n\ al-<Abd]s\yah (d. 860¦1456), 14- Ab] Zakariy[ 

@[+ib al-*ahr (d. after 870¦1465-1466), 15- <Is[ al-Maw[s\, 16 A+mad b. <Abd All[h 
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al-Zaw[w\ (d. 884¦1479), 19- A+mad b. Mu+ammad b. Zakr\ (d. 900¦1494), 20- 

A+mad al-Ghum[r\ al-Tilimas[n\ (d. 874¦1469) 22-Mu+ammad b. Y]suf al-San]s\     

(d. 899¦1494), 23- Ab] al-|asan al-Magh\l\ (d. 866¦1461-62), 24- <Abd <Az\z          

al-Wiry[ghl\ (d. 881¦1476) 25- A+mad b. Sa<id al-Mikn[s\ (d. 870¦1465-66), 26- 

A+mad b.<Ijl al-Wizrw[l\ 27- A+mad al-T]nus\ 28- A+mad b. <Al\ al-F\l[l\              

(d. 861¦1456-57) 29-  <Abd All[h al-<Ad]s\ 30- <Al\ b. <Abd al-Ra+m[n al-Anf[s\     

(d. 860¦1456) 31- <Abd Ra+m[n al-Majdh]b 32-Mu+ammad b. Aml[l 33- 

Mu+ammad al-Zayt]n\ 34- Mu+ammad al-Sakh[w\ (d. 913¦1507) 35- Shams al-D\n 

al-Jawjar\ (d. 896¦1490-91) 36- N]r D\n al-T]nus\ 37- A+mad al-Shaw[%ib\ 38- <Abd 

Ra+m[n Ibn |ajar 39- A+mad Ibn |ajar 40- <Abd Ra+m[n al-Qabb[n\ 41- Mu+yy    

al-D\n al-Dimashq\, 42- Mu+ammad b. al-Qurash\ 43- Al-T[j <Abd All[h b. 

Mu+mmad al-Mu>aqqit, 44- A+mad al-Sh[w\ 45- Ab] al-Majd or Ibn Ab] al-Majd 

46- Ab] Is+[q al-Tan]kh\ 47- N]r al-D\n al-Sanh]r\ (d. 889¦1484) 48- Ab] Zakariy[ 

b. Sa<\d 49- Ibr[h\m al-Dam\r\ (d. 923¦1517) 50- A+mad b. <Uqbah al-|a#ram\        

(d. 895¦1490).  

For detail see: al-Timbukt\, Nayl al-Ibtih[j, pp. 84, 85; Zarr]q, Kunn[sh, pp. 10-38; 

Khushaim, Zarr]q the @]f\, pp. 12, 13, 18 

2- There is a scarcity of information about the date of Zarr]q‟s departure from Fez to 

East and the date of his first arrival at Cairo. According to Kugle, Zarr]q left Fez after 

870 Hijr\ (1465-66 C.E.). (Kugle: Rebel, p. 117) Khushaim asserts that he remained in 

Fez until 873 Hijr\ (1468-69 C.E) (Zarr]q the @]f\, p.17) but he did not provide a 

textual or historical evidence to his claim. It is difficult to determine the exact date of 

departure on the basis of available sources, however the nearest date of his departure 

can be assumed from the available information from his autobiography. He made a 

pilgrimage to the tomb of al-Shaykh Ab] Ya<z[> in the company of al-Zayt]n\ at the 

end of 870 AD. In the same year, after the revolt against Sul%[n <Abd al-|aqq, due to 

the misunderstanding between Zarr]q and his Shaykh al-Zayt]n\, he left Fez to visit 

the tomb of Ab] al-Madyan. He spent forty days in that journey. Then he came back 

to Fez and reconciled with al-Zayt]n\. He writes: God blessed him with health on my 

arrival but after some days he died, presumably at the beginning of 871.  

Secondly, Zarr]q took permission for his travel to the East from |asan al-Ghum[r\ 

who was his teacher in Tilims[n which indicates that he left Fez after the death of     
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al-Q]r\ (d. 872¦1467). Otherwise he would have taken permission from al-Q]r\ 

instead of al-Ghamb[r\ because al-Q]r\ was his principal teacher in Fez. According to 

this information, it could be concluded that Zarr]q left Fez after the death of al-Q]r\ 

in 872 AH and stayed some time in Tilims[n and then set off to Cairo. 

Thirdly, Zarr]q clearly recorded that he reconciled with his Shaykh al-Zaytun\. He 

was at Fez at the time of his death. Therefore the verdict of Ibn <Askar that Zarr]q left 

Fez because of the wrath of Zayt]n\ and al-|a#ram\ saved him from his curse is 

fabricated and baseless. Khushaim, Idr\s <Az]z\ and Istrabadi rejected Ibn <Askar‟s 

point of view. Interestingly, Kugle validates Ibn <Askar‟s account.  

 

3- Zarr]q‟s Sh[dhil\ order is as follows: A+mad Zarr]q, A+mad b. <Uqbah               

al-|a#ram\, Ab] Zakariy[ Ya+y[ al-Q[dir\, <Al\ Ibn Waf[ al-Qurash\, Mu+ammad 

Ibn Waf[ al-Qurash\, Daw]d al-Bakh\l\, Ibn <A%[> All[h al-Iskandar\, Ab] al-<Abb[s 

al-Murs\, Ab] al-|asan al-Sh[dhil\, Ab] Sal[m  Ibn al-Mash\sh, <Abd al-Ra+m[n     

al-Zayy[t al-Madan\, Taq\ al-D\n al-Fuqayyir, Fakhr al-D\n <Al\, Ab] al-|asan N]r 

al-D\n, Shams al-D\n S\w[s\, Ab] al-|asan al-Qurash\, Zayn al-D\n al-Qazw\n\, 

Ibr[h\m al-Ba~r\, A+mad al-Marw[n\, Ab] A+mad Sa<\d, Ab] Mu+mmad Sa<\d, 

Fata+ al-Sa<]d, Sa<\d al-Ghazaw[n\, Ab] Mu+ammad J[bir, al-|asan al-Sib%, <Al\ b. 

Ab] ^[lib, the Prophet.      

Zarr]q‟s Q[dir\ lineage is as follows: 

A+mad Zarr]q, A+mad b. <Uqbah al-|a#ram\, Ab] Zakariy[ Ya+y[ al-Q[dir\, Ab] 

Mas<ud A+mad, Ab] @[li+ al-Na~r, <Abd al-Razz[q al-J\l[n\, <Abd al-Q[dir al-J\l[n\, 

Sa<\d b. al-Mub[rak al-Mukharram\, <Al\ al-|akk[r\, Ab] al-Faraj al-^ars]s\, Ab]      

al-Wal\d al-Tam\m\, <Abd al-<Az\z al-Tam\m\, Ab] Bakr al-Shibl\, Ab] al-Q[sim     

al-Junayd, al-Saar\ al-Saqa%\, Ma<r]f al-Karkh\, <Al\ al-Ra#[, M]s[ al-K[&im, Ja<far 

al-@[diq, Mu+ammad al-B[qir, <Al\ Zayn al-<{bid\n, al-|usayn al-Sib%, <Al\ b. Ab] 

^[lib, the Prophet. 

4- Later Ab] Sa<\d al-Haraw\ al-Sh[fi<\, Ab] al-|asan al-Karkh\ al-|anaf\ and Ab] 

Bakr al-Ja~~[~ al-|anaf\ produced important works in this field. These efforts were 

followed by many scholars of different schools of law such as Ab] |af# Najm al-D\n 

<Umar al-Nasf\ (d. 537/1142), <Izz al-D\n b. <Abd Sal[m al-Q[sim\ al-Sh[fi<\           

(d. 660/1261), Jam[l al-D\n |asan b.Y]suf al-|ill\ al-Im[m\ (d. 726/1325), Shih[b  
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al-D\n al-Qar[f\ (d. 684/1285), Ibn Taym\yah (d. 728/1327), Mu+ammad b. A+mad b. 

Jizz\ al-M[lik\ (d. 741/1340), Ab] <Abd All[h al-Muqqar\ (d. 758/1356), <Abd          

al-Wahh[b al-Subk\ (d. 771/1369), Mu+ammad b. al-|ill\ al-Im[m\ (d. 771/1369), 

Jam[l al-D\n al-Isnaw\ (d. 772/1370), Am\n al-Makk\ al-<{mil\ al-Im[m\                 

(d. 786/1384) Ab] Is+[q al-Sh[%ib\ (d. 790/1388), Ibn Rajab al-|anbal\ (d. 795/1392), 

Ibn al-La++[m  al-Ba<l\ al-|anbal\ (d. 803/1400), Miqd[d b. <Abd All[h al-Saywar\ 

al-Im[m\ (d. 826/1422), al-Yaman\ al-Na&&[r Mu+ammad b. Ibr[h\m al-Waz\r          

(d. 840/1436), Y]suf b. <Abd al-H[d\ al-Maqdis\ al-|anbal\ (d. 909/1503), Jal[l       

al-D\n al-Suy]%\ al-Sh[fi<\ (d. 911/1505), al-Wanshar\s\ (d. 914/1508) Ibn Nujaym    

al-|anaf\ (d. 970/1562). 

5- A reasonable portion of the theological qaw[<id is presented in the books of u~]l al-

fiqh. The best example in this respect is the book al-Qaw[<id al-Fiqh\yah of T[j     al-

D\n al-Subk\. The seventh section of this book is on al-Qaw[<id al-Kal[m\yah. He 

summarised Islamic theological discourse into five Qaw[<id:  

1- Happiness and misfortune are not interchangeable with each other, or, that is 

to say, the evaluation of deeds rests upon the last action, in contrary to the 

position of the Mu<tazilites. (al-sa<[dah wa-al-shaq[wah l[ yatabadd[l[n, aw,  

al-i<tib[r f\ al-a<m[l bil-khaw[t\m khil[fan lil-Mu<tazilah) 

2- Legality/ legitimacy and illegality, purification/ purity and impurity and all 

rules of sacred law are not from the attributes of the essences. These are the 

attributes of the law, determined by the law maker. (al-+all wa-al-+urmah,    

wa-al-%ah[rah wa-al-naj[sah, wa-s[>ir al-ma<[n\ al-shar\<ah laysat min ~if[t    

al-a<y[n wa-innam[ hiya ~if[t +ukm\yah min i<tib[r al-sh[ri< ) 

3- The cause precedes the effect in time according to some and it coterminous for 

others. (al-<illat tasbiq al-ma<l]l zam[nan <inda al-ba<#, wa-tuq[rinhu <ind    

al-[khir\n) 

4- The thing indicated by “me” is the specified form/structure denoting is that 

body that subsists through the spirit [as] the reality of man. (al-mash[r ilyhi 

“bi-[n[” al-haykal al-makh~]~ wa-ya<n\ bihi hadh[ al-badan al-mutaqawwim 

bil-r]+ +aq\qat al-ins[n) 
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5- The beauty or repugnance of an attribution (~ifah) is based on the ruling of the 

sacred law, not determined through reason, in opposition to the Mu<tazilites. 

(wa~f al-+usn wal-qub+ shar<\ l[ <aql\ khil[f lil-Mu<tazillah) (<A%%iyah,          

al-Tanz\r al-Fiqh\, p. 107)  

The theological qaw[<id can be traced back from the books of Qaw[<id al-Fiqh. 

|asan al-Sh[fi<\ analyzed some books of u~]l al-fiqh and searched for the 

theological qaw[<id particular from these books: al-Qaw[<id al-Fiqh\yah of <Abd 

al-Wahh[b al-Subk\, al-Fur]q of Shih[b al-D\n al-Qar[f\ (d. 684/1258),                

al-Qaw[<id al-@ughr[ by <Izz al-D\n b. <Abd Sal[m al-Q[sim\ al-Sh[fi<\                  

(d. 660/1261), Qaw[n\n al-A+k[m  al-Shar\<ah wa-Mas[>il al-Fur]< al-Fiqh\yah 

by Mu+ammad b. A+mad b. Jizz\ al-M[lik\ (d. 741/1340) in which the author 

devoted 10th chapter of his book to the theological rules. (Ibn Jizz\, Qaw[n\n        

al-A+k[m, pp. 5-17) Moreover |asan al-Sh[fi<\ cited the works of Ibn Taym\yah 

(d. 728/1327), al-Yaman\ al-Na&&[r Mu+ammad b. Ibrah\m al-Waz\r                  (d. 

840/1436) and some other works of contemporary scholars. He also composed 

some valuable theological qaw[<id. (al-Sh[fi<\, |asan Ma+m]d, Na+wa <Ilm lil-

Qaw[<id al-I<tiq[d\yah al-Shar<\yah, p. 13) 

Appendix: 2 DETAIL OF MANUSCRIPTS 

 

Manuscripts Copyist Date of Copying No. of Qa 

MS of Escorial          ( و  ) Anonymous 996¦1587 224 

MS of al-Azhar\yah      ( ز  ) Anonymous Anonymous 225= 224 

MS of al-Qawm\yah     ( ق  ) * Anonymous Anonymous 224  

MS of Paris           (ف) Mu+ammad Am\n b.      

al-Danaf 

1320¦1902 224 

MS of Sindh            (ش) Sayyid Sulaym[n b.     

Ab] al-Q[sim al-Ahdal? 

Anonymous 223  
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MS of Berlin.            (ب) 

 

|[jj\ Mu+ammad b.       

al-|[jj al-Ba~r\ 

1017¦1609 223**  

Published edition  (ط)*** Al-Maktabah al-<Ilm\yah, 

Cairo 

 

1318¦1900 217= 

218**** 

 

 

* This MS is copied by the MS of al-Maktabah al-Kh[lid\yah Jerusalem which 

was copied in 992¦1584 by <Al\ b. A+mad b. Mu+ammad al-Bay%[r                

al-Maghrib\. 

** Q[<idah 146 is missing from Sindh and Berlin MSS  

***   Published work of al-Maktabah al-<Ilm\yah, Cairo in 1318¦1900 is based on an 

anonymous manuscript which was copied in 1038¦ 1628. 

**** Missing qaw[<id from published edition 146, 149, 154, 202, 203, 204 
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A CHART SHOWING THE DIFFERENCE OF ARRANGEMENT IN THE 

MANUSCRIPTS 

 

Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

1  - - - - - - 

2  - - - - - - 

3  - - - - - - 

4  - - - - - - 

5  - - - - - - 

6  - - - - 8 - 

7  - - - - 9 - 

8  - - - - 221 - 

9  - - - - 72 - 

10  - - - - 73 - 

11  14 - - - 10 - 

12  13 - 13 - 14 - 

13  11 - 11 (i) - 19 - 

14  12 - 12 - 15 - 

15  16 - - - 16 - 

16  15 - 14 - 17 - 

17  19 - 18 - 18 - 

18  17 21 16 21 23 - 

19  18 22 17 22 102 - 

20  - 18 19 18 - - 

21  - 20 20 20 22 - 

22  - 19 21 19 21 - 

23  - - 22 - 24 - 

24  25 - - - 96 - 

25  24 - 23 - 12 - 

26  - - 25 - - - 

27  28 - - - 28 - 
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Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

28  29 - - - 30 - 

29  27 - 26 - - - 

30  - - 29 - 31 - 

31  - - 30 - 32 - 

32  - - 31 - 33 - 

33  - - 32 - 34 - 

34  - - 33 - 35 - 

35  - - 34 - 36 - 

36  - - 35 - 37 - 

37  - - 36 - 38 - 

38  - - 37 - 39 - 

39  - - 38 - 105 - 

40  - - 39 - 42 - 

41  - - 40 - 43 - 

42  - - 41 - 45 - 

43  - - 42 - 46 - 

44  - - 43 - 47 - 

45  - - 44 - 48 - 

46  - - 45 - 49 - 

47  - - 46 - 50 - 

48  50 49 49 49 94 - 

49  48 48 47 48 51 - 

50  49 - 48 - 52 - 

51  - - 50 - 53 - 

52  - - 51 - 214 - 

53  - - 52 - 215 - 

54  - - 53 - - - 

55  - - 54 - - - 

56  - - 55 - 6 - 

57  - - 56 - 71 - 
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Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

58  - - 57 - 7 - 

59  - - 58 - 69 - 

60  - - 59 - 82 - 

61  - - 60 - 25 - 

62  - - 61 - 56 - 

63  - - 62 - 134 - 

64  - - 63 - 129 - 

65  - - 64 - 75 - 

66  - - 65 - 76 - 

67  - - 66 - 57 - 

68  - - 67 - 58 - 

69  - - 68 - 145 - 

70  - - 69 - - - 

71  71, 72 - 70, 71 - 59 - 

72  73 - - - 60 - 

73         74  - - - 77 - 

74  75 - - - 78 - 

75  76 - - - 80 - 

76  77 - - - 11 - 

77  78 - - - 13 - 

78  79 - - - 61 - 

79  80 - - - 62 - 

80  81 - - - 63 - 

81  82 - - - 64 - 

82  83 - - - 65 - 

83  84 - - - 141 - 

84  85 - - - 68 - 

85  86 - - - 112 - 

86  87 - - - 179 - 

87  88 - - - 131 - 
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Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

88  89 - - - 132 - 

89  90 - - - 133 - 

90  91 - - - 122 - 

91  92 - - - 121 - 

92  93 - - - 119 - 

93  94 - - - 130 - 

94  95 - - - 120 - 

95  96 - - - 173 - 

96  97 - - - 174 - 

97  98 - - - 175 - 

98  99 - - - 128 - 

99  100 - - - 153 - 

100 101 - - - 152 - 

101 102 - - - 135 - 

102        103 - - - 137 - 

103 104 - - - 148 - 

104 105 - - - 169 - 

105 106 - - - 136 - 

106 107 - - - 142 - 

107 108 - - - 183 - 

108 109 - - - 184 - 

109 110 - - - 185 - 

110 111 - - - 139 - 

111 112 - - - 149 - 

112 113 - - - 144 - 

113 114 - - - 74 - 

114 115 - - - 181 - 

115 116 - - - 182 - 

116 117 - - - 186 - 

117 118 - - - 187 - 
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Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

118 119 - - - 188 - 

119 120 - - - 189 - 

120 121 - - - 190 - 

121 122 - - - 191 - 

122 123 - - - 192 - 

123 124 - - - 193 - 

124 125 - - - 194 - 

125 126 - - - 195 - 

126 127 - - - 198 - 

127 128 - - - 199 - 

128 129 - - - 200 - 

129 130 - - - 201 - 

130 131 - - - 212 - 

131 132 - - - 207 - 

132 133 - - - 108 - 

133 134 - - - 202 - 

134 135 - - - 203 - 

135 136 - - - 204 - 

136 137 - - - 205 - 

137 138 - - - 206 - 

138 139 - - - 208 - 

139 140 - - - 209 - 

140 141 - - - 210 - 

141 142 - - - 211 - 

142 143 - - - 88 - 

143 144 - - - 87 - 

144 145 - - - 158 - 

145 146 - - - 160 - 

146 147 - - Missing Missing Missing 

147 148 - - 146 107 146 
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Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

148 149 - - 147 84 147 

149 150 - - 148 66 Missing 

150 151 - - 149 67 148 

151 152 - - 150 44 149 

152 153 - - 151 111 150 

153 154 154 - - 219 151 

154 155 153 - 152 217 Missing 

155 156 - - 154 196 152 

156 157 - - 155 89 153 

157 158 - - 156 197 154 

158 159 - - 157 159 155 

159 160 - - 158 157 156 

160 161 - - 159 90 157 

161 162 - - 160 150 158 

162 163 - - 161 155 159 

163 164 - - 162 126 160 

164 165 - - 163 165 161 

165 166 - - 164 83 162 

166 167 - - 165 - 163 

167 168 - - 166 86 164 

168 169 - - 167 109 165 

169 170 - - 168 220 166 

170 171 - - 169 85 167 

171 172 - - 170 151 168 

172 173 - - 171 146 169 

173 174 - - 172 147 170 

174 175 - - 173 143 171 

175 176 - - 174 125 172 

176 177 - - 175 124 173 

177 178 - - 176 178 174 
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Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

178 179 - - 177 123 175 

179 180 - - 178 162 176 

180 181 - - 179 115 177 

181 182 - - 180 116 178 

182 183 - - 181 118 179 

183 184 - - 182 167 180 

184 185 - - 183 163 181 

185 186 - - 184 180 182 

186 187 - - 185 168 183 

187 188 - - 186 171 184 

188 189 - - 187 218 185 

189 190 - - 188 156 186 

190 191 - - 189 97 187 

191 192 - - 190 117 188 

192 193 - - 191 154 189 

193 194 - - 192 138 190 

194 195 - - 193 177 191 

195 196 - - 194 222 192 

196 197 - - 195 41 193 

197 198 - - 196 40 194 

198 199 - - 197 101 195 

199 200 - - 198 114 196 

200 201 - - 199 106 197 

201 202 - - 200 110 198 

202 203 - - 201 81 Missing 

203 204 - - 202 213 Missing 

204 205 - - 203 140 Missing 

205 206 - - 204 100 199 

206 207 - - 205 95 199 

207 208 - - 206 98 200 
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Escorial Al-Azhar\yah Paris Al-Qawm\yah Sindh Berlin Published 

Edition 

208 209 - - 207 99 201 

209 210 - - 208 27 202 

210 211 - - 209 103 203 

211 212 - - 210 92 204 

212 213 - - 211 164 205 

213 214 - - 212 91 206 

214 215 - - 213 113 207 

215 216 - - 214 93 208 

216 217 - - 215 - 209 

217 218 - - 216 104 210 

218 219 - - 217 170 211 

219 220 - - 218 161 212 

220 221 - - 219 223 213 

221 222 - - 220 176 214 

222 223 - - 221 172 215 

223 224 - - 222 79 216 

224 225 - - 223 127 217 

Kh[timah - - - - - - 
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First folio of Escorial MS, Spain  
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Last folio of Escorial MS, Spain 
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Title page of Azhar\yah MS, Cairo  
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First folio of Azhar\yah MS, Cairo 
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A folio of Azhar\yah MS, Cairo 
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Last folio of Azhar\yah MS, Cairo 
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Title page of Paris MS, France 
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First page of Paris MS, France 
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Last page of Paris MS, France 
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Title page of al-Qawm\yah MS, Cairo 
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First folio of al-Qawm\yah MS, Cairo 
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Last folio of al-Qawm\yah MS, Cairo 
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First folio of Sindh MS, Pakistan  
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Last folio of Sindh MS, Pakistan 
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First folio of Berlin MS, Germany 
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Last folio of Berlin MS, Germany  
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